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Abstract
The magnetic behaviour in thin-film structures has attracted considerable interest and also
has importance for wide ranging technological applications. As the dimension of magnetic
films reduce, they are able to exhibit different electrical and magnetic properties, where
interfacial magnetism become more important. This thesis is centered on the interfacial
effects in ferromagnetic thin-film structures with various adjacent materials. Within this
framework, the ferromagnetic materials Co and CoFeB:Ta alloy have been investigated.
A detailed investigation of the structural, magnetic and anisotropic magnetoresistance
(AMR) properties of Co thin-films with Cu and Ir overlayers as a function of Co thickness
was performed. Magnetic characterization of thin-films was performed to determine possible
magnetic dead layer formations in these thin-films, where no magnetic dead layers were
found to be present within these structures. Electrical resistivity measurements showed that
the AMR is dependent upon on Co film thickness, where it decreases with decreasing of Co
thickness, and it tends toward zero for Co thicknesses below 6 nm. The contribution to the
AMR from a single Co/Ir interface is presented where the AMR is shown to vary inversely
proportional to the Co film thickness with a Co/Ir interface.
Interface magnetism and magnetic dead layers in amorphous CoFeB:Ta alloy thin-film
multilayers were studied using polarized neutron reflectometry. Temperature dependent
variations in the effective magnetic thickness of the film are found, and correlated with
structural intermixing at interfaces. At the interface between ferromagnetic film and capping-
layer the structurally graded interface appears to cause a concomitant grading of the local
Curie temperature, and at the interface between ferromagnetic film and GaAs(001) substrate
local interfacial alloying also creates a region where a magnetic dead-layer forms. The
thickness of the magnetic dead layer at the ferromagnet-semiconductor interface is shown to
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be temperature dependent, which may have significant implications for room-temperature
operation of hybrid ferromagnetic metal-semiconductor spintronic devices.
Enhancement of Gilbert damping in Co thin-films of various thicknesses with Cu or Ir
overlayers is studied under ferromagnetic resonance to understand the role of local interface
structure in spin-pumping. Structural analysis indicates that Co films less than 6 nm have
fcc(111)-dominated texture while thicker films are dominated by hcp(0001) structure. The
intrinsic damping for Co thicknesses above 6 nm is weakly dependent on Co thickness for
thin-films with both overlayers, and below 6 nm the Ir overlayers show higher intrinsic
damping enhancement compared to Cu overlayers, as expected due to spin-pumping. The
interfacial spin-mixing conductance is significantly enhanced in structures where both Co
and Ir have fcc(111) structure in comparison to those where the Co layer has subtly different
hcp(0001) texture at the interface.
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Magnetism and magnetic phenomena are not only interesting for fundamental research,
but also relevant for applications. Since the starting points of Feynman’s [1] famous talk
in 1959, where he described a process in which researchers can manipulate and control
individual atoms and molecules, much progress has been made in the understanding of
nanotechnology. Spintronics, or spin-electronics, where the idea is to control and manipulate
the spin of conduction electrons, aims for the exploitation of the spin degree of freedom
rather than the electron’s charge as in conventional charge-based electronic devices being
used today.
In recent decades, an increasing number of developments in technological applications in
data storage technology from magnetic sensors, magnetic domain wall racetrack memory [2],
and magnetic random access memory (MRAM) [3], featuring high write endurance, high
read and write speeds and low power consumption, are now reaching the commercial
market for non-volatile solid state devices. Research in this field resulted in the discovery
of new physical phenomena such as giant magnetoresistance (GMR) [4, 5] and tunnel
magnetoresistance (TMR) [6]. The interest in MRAM increased significantly after the recent
developments in the spin transfer torque (STT) induced switching of magnetization [7–9]
and fast dynamic magnetization excitation in Co/Cu/Co systems [10, 11], after theoretical
proposals by Berger [12] and Slonczewski [13].
Ferromagnetic thin-films with perpendicular magnetic anisotropy (PMA) designed for
MRAM and other nanoscale spintronics devices have been important in spintronics, for
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applications of increased data storage density. PMA devices were demonstrated to have great
advantages over in-plane magnetized devices, including strong thermal stability and low
critical switching current density [14, 15]. These fundamental phenomena gave rise to the
contemporary research interest in the field of spintronics.
To achieve a better understanding of the physical processes governing the discovered
effects, a clear understanding and control of all effects at the interfaces between ferromagnetic
and non-magnetic materials is very important. A precise characterization of ferromagnetic
thin films is necessary for the performance and reliability of spintronics devices. Magnetic
thin-films are important due to their use in most spintronic devices. In addition, thin-films are
of interest because as the thin-film dimensionality reduces, they demonstrate novel physics.
The progress in thin-film preparation techniques under ultra high vacuum (UHV) has made
it possible to fabricate very thin-films of different materials on top of each other with
monolayer precision. Ultra-thin magnetic films, consisting of only a few atomic monolayers,
have been employed in spintronics devices and studied in low dimensional systems. As
magnetic films become thinner in these systems, the interfaces play a crucial role where the
electrical and magnetic properties of interface atoms show different behaviour from those
in the bulk due to reducing the dimensionality of the system and symmetry breaking at the
interfaces. Therefore, the detailed understanding of interfacial effects in magnetic materials
is a significant challenge.
The general aim of the work presented in this thesis is to develop a deeper understanding
of the mechanisms for some of the interfacial effects in ferromagnetic thin-films. This
study provides structural, magnetic and magnetoresistance behaviour of polycrystalline Co
thin-films to understand the interfacial contribution to anisotropic magnetoresistance from a
single designed electrically opaque (less transparent) interface for conduction electrons. The
magnetic properties of thin-films are influenced by interfacial effects. As the dimensions of
thin-film devices are reduced, thermal stability becomes an important issue, which affects
the performance of spintronic devices. Thus, understanding of interface magnetism and
magnetic dead layers are of critical importance for thin-film magnetic devices. The study
also includes an investigation of temperature dependence of magnetic dead layers in ferro-
magnetic thin-films. Furthermore, structural characterization of polycrystalline Co thin-films
was investigated to understand the nature of the crystal structure, which is significant in
determining the magnetic properties of thin-films and the structure at the interface. By
studying the ferromagnetic (FM) layer thickness dependence of ferromagnetic resonance,
the influence of both non-magnetic (NM) layers and the role of local interface structure in
3spin-pumping mechanism was studied for a deeper understanding of the dynamical magnetic
properties of the thin-films.
This thesis begins with the theoretical background necessary for the understanding of
magnetism and interfacial effects in ferromagnetic thin-films. This chapter establishes an
understanding of the relationship between atomic magnetic moments and the magnetization
behaviour of ferromagnetic materials. A brief introduction of interfacial magnetic dead
layers in thin ferromagnetic films is discussed. Then, electronic transport properties of
metallic thin-films are introduced. After a brief summary of the physics of ferromagnetism
and the underlying interactions, the fundamental equation of the magnetization dynamics,
the Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert equation is discussed, which describes the time evolution of
the magnetization in the nanosecond scale. Finally, the fundamental principles of the spin-
pumping effect are reviewed and a phenomenological description of the process is presented.
Chapter 3 describes the wide range of experimental techniques used within this thesis to
characterize structural and magnetic properties of thin-films. This chapter includes the physics
behind thin-film material structures and methods for their growth. SQUID magnetometry
is introduced for magnetic characterization of thin-films and for structural analysis of these
samples x-ray reflection and diffraction techniques are introduced. The production of neutrons
and polarized neutron reflectometry are explained for neutron scattering experiments and
the 4-point probe technique is introduced for magnetoresistance measurements of thin-films.
Finally, a comprehensive overview of ferromagnetic resonance measurements using a vector
network analyzer is given. The theory of scattering for x-rays and neutrons are given in
Chapter 4. In particular, details of the scattering process from magnetic thin-films and
multilayers, and scattering on non-ideal interfaces are provided. The physical principles
of x-ray diffraction are also introduced briefly. Afterwards, a brief introduction of neutron
scattering, including the data fitting procedure are presented.
Chapter 5 presents the structural and magnetic characterization of polycrystalline Co thin-
films with Cu and Ir overlayers to develop an explanation of anisotropic magnetoresistance
behaviour of Co thin-films as a function of thickness. In Chapter 6, the structural and
magnetic characterization of amorphous CoFeB:Ta thin-films deposited on Si/SiO2 and
GaAs(001) substrates are investigated to explain temperature dependence of magnetic dead
layer formations in thin-films using polarized neutron reflectometer. Chapter 7 presents the
crystal structure of Co thin-films, and enhancement of intrinsic damping in these thin-films
of various thicknesses are investigated to understand the role of local interface structure in





This chapter introduces the theoretical background of magnetism and interfacial effects
which are required to understand the present work. The discussion starts with the basic
concept of the magnetic moment and the angular momentum associated with the electron
spin, and orbital motion. In the following section, materials are classified according to
their magnetic response to an applied magnetic field. Afterwards, the basic concepts of
ferromagnetism with underlying magnetic interactions are described. The physical principles
of electrical transport in ferromagnetic (FM) thin-films are discussed which includes the
general theory of electronic transport in bulk materials as well as a model which describes
the size effect of low-dimensional systems.
The different contributions to the magnetic free energy are presented to introduce the total
internal magnetic field which acts on the magnetic moments. The fundamental principles
of magnetization dynamics are discussed, and the Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert (LLG) equation
describing the precessional motion of the magnetization in an applied field is derived. The
ferromagnetic resonance (FMR) condition and the basic principles of the spin-pumping
process are introduced. The origin of intrinsic damping due to spin-orbit interaction (SOI)
and the extrinsic contribution to the damping are also discussed. This chapter finishes with
discussions of the formation of magnetically dead layers (MDL) in FM thin-films.
6 Theoretical Background
2.1 Atomic Magnetic Moments
In atomic theory, magnetism observed in bulk matter arises from two kinds of motion of
the electrons. The orbital motion of electron around the nucleus which produces an orbital
magnetic dipole moment and rotation of electrons around their own axis known as spin which
produces spin magnetic moment. Fig. 2.1 shows simplistically the relationship between
magnetic moments, and orbital and spin motion of an electron.
The movement of electrons in orbits around the nucleus can be considered as an electric
current flowing in a closed loop with zero resistance. When an electron with mass me and
charge −e orbiting around the nucleus with velocity v and radius r gives rise to the orbital
magnetic moment, which points perpendicular to the plane of the orbit. It is defined as
µL = γL L, where L is the total orbital angular momentum which points in the opposite
direction to the orbital magnetic moment. In 1925, Uhlenbeck and Goudsmit [16] postulated
that the electron possesses an intrinsic angular momentum which causes a magnetic moment
in the electron that would interact with an external magnetic field. The electron spin and
its magnetic moment are quantized such that there are only two possible discrete values
(spin-up and spin-down). The spin magnetic moment, due to the rotation about its own
axis is defined as µS = γS S, where S is the total spin angular momentum, and γL,S is the
gyromagnetic ratio which describes the frequency of the orbital motion of the electron, and
Fig. 2.1 Schematic representation of (a) orbital motion about the nucleus gives rise to an
orbital magnetic moment with associated angular momentum, L (b) spin of the electron about
its own axis resulting in a spin magnetic moment with associated angular momentum, S.
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is given as γL,S = gµB/h¯ [17]. Here g is the dimensionless Landé g-factor, h¯ is the Planck’s
constant, and µB = (eh¯)/(2me) = 9.27×10−24 A/m2 is the basic unit of magnetic moment
known as the Bohr magneton. The general expression to define the total magnetic moment,
µm of the atoms including spin and orbital angular momentum is;
µm =−g µBh¯ J (2.1)
where J = L+ S is the total angular momentum, given by Hund’s rules [18], The Landé





where Landé g-factor takes values between 1 and 2. For atoms with total angular momentum
J = 0, there is no permanent magnetic moment. If the spins cancel out S = 0, J = L and
g= 1 which gives the orbital contribution [17]. If there is no net orbital contribution to the
moment L= 0, J = S and g= 2 which gives the spin contribution. The exact free electron
value for g-factor g= 2.00232 can be obtained by quantum electrodynamics [19].
2.2 Magnetization Behaviour of Metals
In order to explain the different types of magnetic behaviour, it is required to describe the
magnetic response of a material in the presence of external magnetic field. The magnetic
behaviour of materials may be broadly classified into five groups: diamagnetism, paramag-
netism, ferromagnetism, antiferromagnetism and ferrimagnetism. The first two groups are
known as non-magnetic, where they exhibit a weak response to an applied field. The last
three group of materials, show long range order below TC.
Diamagnetism is based on the interaction of electrons with the applied magnetic field. It
is a fundamental property of all materials in which the magnetization opposes the external
magnetic field. The magnetic susceptibility of a diamagnetic material is negative, hence the
material gets weakly magnetized opposing the external field.
In paramagnetic materials, there are unpaired electrons in unfilled orbital shells resulting
in a non-zero magnetic moment in response to an applied magnetic field. In the absence
of applied field, the magnetic moments in the material are randomly oriented because the
magnetic moments interact very weakly with neighbouring atoms. When a magnetic field is
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applied to a paramagnet, the magnetic moments tend to align parallel to the external magnetic
field, but the interaction of magnetic moment with the applied field is weak.
Materials which have a large spontaneous magnetization even in the absence of an applied
field are known as FM materials [17]. Importantly, these materials exhibit long range ordering
of the magnetic moments which causes the unpaired electron orbitals aligning along a single
direction. The atoms have magnetic moments due to unfilled electronic orbitals, leading to
a spontaneous magnetization which has a maximum value at T → 0 K and disappears at
a certain temperature which is called the Curie temperature, TC. Ferromagnetic materials
become paramagnetic in the presence of an applied field at temperatures above TC where the




where C is the Curie constant, T is the temperature and θ is the Weiss constant. The diver-
gence of the susceptibility at T = θ corresponds to the phase transition to the spontaneously
ordered phase. Fig. 2.2 (a) shows temperature dependent magnetization and susceptibility
curves of a single ferromagnetic domain below and above the TC.
The theory of ferromagnetism was first postulated by Weiss [20], who assumed the
existence of large internal field in a FM material that acts to align the neighbouring moments
parallel to one another. This field is sufficient to magnetize the FM material to saturation.
The origin of these huge effective fields remained a mystery until Heisenberg introduced the
concept of the exchange interaction in 1928 [21]. At low-temperature, the magnetic moments
can be aligned even without external applied field. As the temperature increases, thermal
energy begins to destroy the spontaneous alignment of the magnetization, and at T = TC, the
magnetic order will be destroyed. Increasing temperature leads to a phase transition, and the
material becomes paramagnetic above TC.
The irreversibility and demagnetization behaviour of FM materials in the presence of an
applied field is plotted as a hysteresis loop, as shown in Fig. 2.2 (b). When a strong field is
applied to a FM material, the magnetic moments are aligned uniformly in the direction of the
applied field until the magnetization no longer increases. This state is known as saturation
magnetization, MS. When the magnetic field is removed, the magnetization decreases to the
remanent magnetization, Mr, where there are partial alignments between magnetic moments
even in the absence of applied field. To remove this remanent magnetization, a reversed field
is required to reduce the magnetization to zero which is known as the coercive field, HC.
As the magnetic field increases in the opposite direction, the same saturation magnetization
occurs in the opposite direction. Materials with low coercivity are called magnetically soft,
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Fig. 2.2 (a) Magnetization and susceptibility curves of a single ferromagnetic domain below
and above the TC. (b) Schematic view of a typical hysteresis loop for a ferromagnetic material.
The magnetization reaches the saturation magnetization, MS, at high fields, retains a remanent
magnetization, Mr, when the field is removed and requires a coercive field, HC, to remove
the net magnetization.
such as permalloy Ni81Fe19. However, materials which possess large coercivity are called
hard materials, such as FePt, CoIr etc.
In antiferromagnetic materials, the magnetic moments align in a regular pattern, but
unlike a ferromagnet, the neighbouring spins of electrons display a preference in opposite
directions. Antiferromagnetic materials behave similar to ferromagnetic materials, but the
anti-parallel alignment of the magnetic moments are seen due to the exchange interaction
between neighbouring atoms. In the presence of a magnetic field, these materials can be
weakly magnetized in the direction of the applied field because the exchange interactions
work against the magnetic field.
Ferrimagnetic materials have magnetic moments aligned opposing to another magnetic
moments, similar to antiferromagnetism. Normally, the opposite ordering of magnetic
moments cancels out the overall magnetic field of the sample, but these opposing moments
are unequal in ferrimagnets, resulting in a non-zero spontaneous magnetization.
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2.3 Band Theory
Band theory is a general theory of the electronic structure of solids, which is valid
for metals, semiconductors and insulators. The applications of band theory to magnetic
materials were first made by E.C. Stoner and J.C. Slater [22, 23] to explain the origin of the
non-integer effective Bohr magneton values of the FM transition metals at T = 0 K. The
effective number of Bohr magnetons, provides the number of the unpaired spins per atom,
is neff = MS(0)/(nµB), where MS is the saturation magnetization at T= 0 K, and n is the
number of atoms per unit volume. The values of neff for Fe, Co and Ni are 2.22, 1.72 and
0.60 µB per atom, respectively.
The electrons in atoms, which are located at large distances from each other, occupy
certain energy levels according to the Pauli exclusion principle, which states that no two
electrons in an atom can occupy the same quantum state. Each energy level contains a
maximum of two electrons; one electron has spin-up and the other has spin-down. When n
atoms are brought close together to form a solid, each energy level of the free atoms begin to
overlap, and split into n sub-levels because the Pauli exclusion principle applies to prevent
them from having, for example, a single 1s level. Instead of this, the 1s level must split into
n levels, and each have two electrons [17].
The spin-resolved density of states for a non-ferromagnetic and ferromagnetic materials
are compared in Fig. 2.3. Non-ferromagnetic transition metals have a valence configuration
of the form dns1, where both d and s states are at the Fermi level. In FM transition metals,
the valence configuration is of the form dn↑dn↓s1. They have both s and d states at the Fermi
level, and the densities of spin-up and spin-down d states are not equal [24].
The filling of atomic energy levels continues regularly from hydrogen up to argon, but
when heavier elements are considered, there are some complications for 3d and 4s levels
which have nearly the same energy. 3d electrons, which are carriers of the magnetism, are
located relatively far from the nucleus, and instead of being localized to an individual atom,
they are considered to be moving among the atoms. The outermost electrons of the transition
elements are 3d and 4s which are the first to overlap and form energy bands. The narrow 3d
band has a higher density of states at the Fermi level, but the 4s band is broad, and it has a
low density of states at the Fermi level. When the inter-atomic distance z has decreased to z0,
as indicated in Fig. 2.4 (a), 3d levels are spread into a band from B to C, and the 4s levels
are spread into a band from A to D, much wider than 3d levels, because the 4s electrons are
less strongly bound to the nucleus. Lower levels; 1s and 2s, are closer to nucleus, hence the
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Fig. 2.3 Schematic to show the electronic band structure and density of states for (a) non-
ferromagnetic and (b) ferromagnetic transition metals which shows 3d band splitting in
spin-up and spin-down states.
corresponding energy levels exhibit a smaller splitting. The energy difference between these
levels is the density of levels, which is a function of the energy E in the band. The product of
the density N(E), and any energy range gives the number of levels in that range. Therefore
N(E)dE gives the number of energy levels between the energies E and E+dE. In Fig. 2.4
(b), the density of states curves of 3d and 4s bands are drawn side by side because these
bands overlap in energy. The density of 3d levels is greater than the density of 4s levels,
because the 3d band has a maximum occupancy of 10 electrons in every atom. Thus 3d
levels have a high electron density [17].
The extent to which these levels are occupied (dotted line - Fermi Energy) would depend
on the total number of (3d+4s) electrons in the atom. Let n represent the number of (3d+4s)
electrons per atom, and x represent the number of 4s electrons per atom, and the number of
3d electrons per atom is represented by (n− x). The spin imbalance, neff is given by;
neff = [5− (n− x−5)]µB = [10− (n− x)]µB. (2.4)
Due to the overlap between 3d and 4s bands, the valence electrons partially occupy each
of these bands. When the electronic structure of Ni is considered, the exchange interaction
displacement is very strong such that one 3d sub-band is completely filled with 5 spin-up
electrons, and (n−x−5) electrons have spin-down, and the measured value of neff is 0.60 µB.
Inserting these values into Eq. 2.4, x is found as 0.6 which is proportional to number of 4s
electrons below the Fermi level. This result shows that 9.4 electrons are in the 3d band, and
0.6 electrons in the 4s band; the corresponding distribution in the free atom is 8 electrons in
3d band and 2 electrons in 4s band. This is the reason why the Fermi level for Ni is drawn
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Fig. 2.4 (a) A schematic view of splitting of electron energy levels when the inter-atomic
distance decreases. (b) Density of levels in the 3d and 4s bands. Both figures are reproduced
from [17].
below the top of 3d band. Inserting the number of valence electrons for Fe, Co and Ni in the
given equation, the spin imbalance is found to be, 2.6 µB, 1.6 µB and 0.6 µB, respectively.
This model is useful to demonstrate why the later transition metals, Cu and Zn, are not
ferromagnetic. For Cu, the Fermi level is above the 3d band. It has a total of 11 (3d+4s)
electrons, so its 3d sub-bands are completely filled, and 4s band is half full. Zn has 12
electrons, hence 3d and 4s bands are full, so do not contribute a magnetic moment. For
lighter transition metals, such as Mn, the exchange interaction is less strong, and the band
energy is larger, hence ferromagnetism is not observed because these metals do not meet
Stoner criterion. The existence of ferromagnetism is governed by the Stoner criterion;
I N(EF)> 1 where I is the exchange parameter and N(EF) is density of states at the Fermi
energy [22]. Since the value of exchange interaction I ∼= 1eV being similar for all 3d
transition metals, the condition for ferromagnetic ordering depends on the density of states
N(EF) at Fermi energy.
2.4 Spin-Orbit Interactions
The spin-orbit interaction (SOI) is a well-known phenomenon which can be understood
by considering the effects of an electron’s orbital motion with respect to its spin. Within
its rest frame, an electron is traveling through an electric field, it sees the proton around
it. As its name already implies, SOI results from the interaction of the electron’s spin with
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the magnetic field from the orbital motion around the nucleus. The magnitude of the SOI
is a function of the atomic number Z4 [25]. The current generated due to the circulating
of a larger nucleus around the electron is much stronger for a larger nuclear charge. This
means SOI increases rapidly with atomic number. In recent years, SOI in FM multilayers has
become a significant field of study in spintronics due to possible technological applications.
In solid state systems, the SOI along with structural asymmetry gives rise to more
interesting phenomena such as Rashba and Dresselhaus SOI, where the total SOI is the sum
of these different sources. The SOI due to the impurities in the conduction layer is the main
source of SOI in many metallic systems. The SOI due to lack of crystal inversion symmetry
is known as Dresselhaus SOI. This type of SOI is seen in most III-V semiconductors, such as
GaAs. They have a zinc-blende structure where the lattice does not have inversion symmetry.
The SOI due to lack of structural inversion symmetry in a heterostructure is known as Rashba
SOI. This effect enables to control the spin states of electrons through an electric field rather
than magnetic fields. In FM heterostructures, the Rashba SOI has become an interesting
topic due to the technological applications, where the spin Hall effect with the Rashba SOI
provides the opportunity of switching the magnetization just by a charge current [26].
2.5 Magnetic Dead Layers
Magnetically dead layers (MDL) may arise at the interfaces in FM thin-films with length
scales of the order of a few monolayers. These MDLs may form during the deposition
processes due to interfacial diffusion, causing magnetic moment loss in the FM layer over a
distance of the order of a few monolayers. However, some theoretical calculations contradict
this explanation, and showed this non-magnetic layer formation is an experimental artifact,
for example, due to the incorporation of H atoms into Ni layer [27]. The formation of MDLs
and their thicknesses depend on the FM material, deposition conditions, and the material
interface [28, 29]. The terminology of magnetic dead layers in the literature is sometimes
misleading. Even though this layer is non-ferromagnetic in nature, it may be paramagnetic
or antiferromagnetic.
The early studies of dead layer formation are observed at room-temperature for Fe film
deposited on a Cu substrate [30], where Fe film has two magnetically dead layers. Later, they
investigated the temperature dependence of the MDL for Ni film, and they found 2 and 4
dead layers at 0 K and at room-temperatures, respectively. The dead layer formation at 0 K is
attributed to a transfer of electrons from s band to the d band in the neighbouring surface [31],
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which means s electrons fill the d orbital that reduce the properties of ferromagnetism of
Ni film. The magnetization of the film in the presence of magnetically dead layers can be
written as;
M =Mbulk−α/D (2.5)
where Mbulk is the bulk magnetization of the FM film, α is proportional to the number of
non-magnetic dead layers, and D is the number of atomic layers in the thin-film.
It is very important to precisely determine the thickness of any dead layer formation
in FM thin-films because the MDLs do not contribute to the magnetic volume. This can
have consequences for spintronics systems which rely on interfacial magnetism such as
magnetic tunnel junctions and spin-injection devices [32, 33]. It is significant to understand
the formation of MDL in the film structure as the MDL modifies not only the magnetic
volume but also the magnetic anisotropy [34]. Theoretical calculations indicated that the
magnetic behaviour of Ni films with a few-monolayer thickness grown on Cu layer depends
strongly on the crystal direction [35]. They have shown that a single layer of Ni at 0 K
is magnetically alive when the film is deposited onto Cu(100) and Cu(110) surfaces, but
magnetically dead on the Cu(111) surface [35] where these conclusions are based on the
idealized surfaces without considering atomic intermixing at the interface.
2.6 Electronic Transport in Metals
The transport of electric charges in metallic films can be understood by starting with the
simple model for free electrons which was proposed by Paul Drude in 1900 [36]. In this
model, the electrons are treated as point-like objects that do not interact with each other.
Hence, in the absence of externally applied electric field, each electron is taken to move
uniformly in a straight line between collisions, without interactions with other electrons or
ions. However, in the presence of an external field, each electron is taken to move according
to Newton’s laws of motion.
In metals, the electrons which contribute to electrical conduction are in energy levels
close to the Fermi level. Conductivity is determined by the scattering of the conduction
electrons in the material, which is related to the mean free path between scattering events.
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where n is the volume concentration of free carriers, m∗ is the effective mass of the charge
carriers, ρ is the electrical resistivity, and τ is the relaxation time between scattering events.
This is given by, τ = vFλ , where vF is the Fermi velocity and λ is the mean free path of the
conduction electrons, which is the distance traveled by an electron before it scatters [17]. The
electrical resistivity is an intrinsic property of a material which determines how a material
opposes the flow of the current. The resistivity of a conducting material is proportional to its





where L is the length of the thin-film. To understand electrical conductivity in FM metals, a
description in terms of the two-current model was first suggested by Mott [37], who proposed
that at temperatures below TC, the conduction electrons in a ferromagnet can be classified
into two, having spins parallel or anti-parallel to the magnetization [38]. Magnetization
of the material causes the 3d band to split into two different sub-bands representing the
different spin orientations. Spins parallel to the magnetization direction is energetically more
favorable than the other, therefore preferentially filled and resulting in the parallel aligned
sub-band being entirely below the Fermi level while the anti-parallel channel is only partially
occupied. The scattering of 4s electrons to the 3d band is possible when the 3d band is not
completely occupied.
The movement of the conduction electrons is influenced by the film thickness where
some physical effects arise due to this geometrical limitation which is imposed by the film
boundaries. In thin-films, the film thickness is comparable in magnitude with the mean free
path. As the film thickness decreases additional scattering mechanisms arise associated with
the interfaces, which increases the resistivity of the system.
In 1901, J.J. Thomson [39] proposed a size effect theory where the thin-metal film
boundaries might influence the system’s resistivity to explain the high electrical resistivity
of thin-metal films, compared with the same metals in bulk. Later on, a more accurate size
effect theory for a free electron, model based on the Boltzmann transport equation, was
developed by Fuchs [40], and extended by Sondheimer [41]. Several assumptions were made
by Thomson to develop the theory for the conduction in thin-films: The first assumption states
that the electron mean free path in a metal is constant, and it is the same for all conduction
electrons. The second assumption is that if an electron collides with the film surface the
probability of scattering is independent of the initial and final directions of motion of the
electron.
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Fig. 2.5 (a) shows the Thomson model for inelastic scattering of conduction electrons
from a film surface with thickness t which is less than the bulk mean free path λ0. Consider
an electron that begins its motion from a point P at some distance z from the surface and
























where λ0 is the mean free path of the bulk material. As the conductivity is proportional to



















where σ0/ρ0 are the conductivity/resistivity of the bulk material. Here, as film thickness t
decreases, λ decreases, and ρ increases; and there is an obvious size effect. Note that this
model is based on an assumption that all surface scattering events are inelastic. According to
Fuchs, the assumptions used in deriving Thomson’s formula are incorrect for the following
reasons. First, mean free paths of the electrons starting on the film surface are neglected.
Second, the statistical distribution of the mean free path about λ0 was not taken into account,
and finally, to get the mean free path, all electrons should be taken into account in the
metal at a given moment, and their mean free paths averaged [40]. The schematic view of
Fuchs-Sondheimer model is shown in Fig. 2.5 (b). They derived an approximate formula to
model the experimental results;
Fig. 2.5 (a) A schematic view of Thomson model for inelastic scattering of conduction
electrons from film surface with film thickness t, less than the bulk mean free path λ0.
Reproduced from [39]. (b) An illustration of Fuchs-Sondheimer model for a thin-film with
thickness t. If the specularity parameter p= 0, all electrons scatter diffusely, and if p= 1 all
electrons scatter speculary at the layer surfaces.






















for very thin-films (t << λ0). The increase of resistivity for thin-films can be described by
the reduction of the average mean free path of electrons. When the electrons are accelerated
by the external field, they lose momentum by scattering if they hit the film surface. If the
momentum is parallel to the surface, the effect of scattering on the mean free path vanishes
which is called a mirror reflection. If the scattering process is random, the scattering effect
on the mean free path is the largest. The probability of mirror reflection is defined by the
specularity parameter p, which describes the conservation of momentum parallel to the
surface or interface. If the specular parameter p= 0 that means all electrons scatter diffusely
at the rough surface, which causes a higher resistivity of the film. However, in the case of
p= 1, all electrons scatter from a perfect surface. This theory is based on the assumption
that the value of specularity parameter p is constant for both surfaces.
2.6.1 Magnetoresistance Behaviour of Metals
In normal metals, electrons move through a material in straight lines between scattering
events when there is no applied field. In the presence of the applied magnetic field, there is a
change in resistance due to the Hall effect, which deflects moving charges from the direction
of current. When a charge carrier starts to orbit around the applied field due to the Lorentz
force, it makes a reduced contribution to the current density. After a scattering event, the
conduction electron travels further with an initial velocity around applied field. Hence, the
resistance in the presence of applied field is larger than the resistance without applied field.









where ∆ρ is the change in resistivity, ρ is the film resistivity, and H is the applied magnetic
field. The change in resistivity is positive for both magnetic field directions, and it has
a maximum/minimum value when the applied magnetic field, and the electric current are
perpendicular/parallel to each other [24]. The magnetoresistance is described as transverse
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or longitudinal depending on the direction of the applied field either perpendicular or parallel













where the first term describes the ordinary magnetoresistance, and the second term is the
spontaneous or anisotropic magnetoresistance.
2.6.2 Anisotropic Magnetoresistance in Ferromagnets
Anisotropic Magnetoresistance (AMR) is a transport mechanism arising from the interac-
tion of the electron spin with the orbital moment of the atom [42, 43]. This effect depends on
the angle between the magnetization vector M and the direction of the applied current J for a
FM film, as illustrated in Fig. 2.6. This dependence of the resistance on the applied field was
first reported in 1857 by William Thomson [44]. The AMR ratio can be defined [43] as the





The change in resistivity is ∆ρ = ρ∥− ρ⊥. The resistivity for current flowing in the
material parallel to the magnetization direction (θ = 0) is longitudinal resistivity, ρ∥. The
resistivity for current flowing perpendicular to the applied field (θ = 90) is transverse
Fig. 2.6 Example of the anisotropic resistance in Co thin-film taken at room-temperature with
corresponding schematics to show the orientation of the magnetization M and the current
density J in the presence of saturation magnetic field H.
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resistivity, ρ⊥ [43]. As the direction of the magnetization vector rotates, the 3d electron
cloud for each nucleus deforms, hence the scattering probabilities of the conduction electrons
are changed due to this deformation [17, 42, 43]. When the magnetization direction is
oriented perpendicular to the current, the unfilled electronic orbitals are in the same plane of
the current, then the cross section for scattering is reduced. This results in the low resistance
state. Conversely, in the case when the magnetization direction is parallel to the current
direction, the unfilled electronic orbitals are perpendicular to the current, the cross-section
for scattering is increased, yielding a high resistance state. For a FM material subjected to a
saturating magnetic field the angular dependent resistivity, ρ(θ), [43];
ρ(θ) = ρ⊥+∆ρcos2(θ) (2.15)
where θ is the angle between the current density J and magnetization M. The magnitude of
the change in resistance due to the magnetization is up to a few per cent at room-temperature.
The magnitude of the AMR in thin-films depends on the thickness, grain size and film surface
conditions [45–48].
The microscopic origin of AMR was first proposed by Smit [42] as a basis of his results
of magnetoresistance in ferromagnets. He proposed that this effect can only arise due to the
SOI which causes different directional scattering of spin-up and spin-down electrons. Smit
argued that to observe the AMR where ρ∥ > ρ⊥, spin-flip scattering must occur because the
AMR ratio tends to zero as temperature increases towards TC. In this model, it is assumed that
the SOI provides mixing of spin-up and spin-down states, thus s↑ electrons can be scattered
into empty d↓ states. Since this mixing is anisotropic, and the scattering probability is larger
for electrons travelling parallel to the direction of the magnetization, it can be concluded that
ρ∥ is larger than ρ⊥.
2.7 Energy Contributions in Ferromagnets
The total energy of a ferromagnetic system is given by summing up the different free
energy contributions which govern the magnetic system behaviour;
εtot = εex+ εdem+ εmc+ εze (2.16)
where εex is exchange energy, εdem is demagnetization energy, εmc is magnetocrystalline
anisotropy energy, and εze is Zeeman energy. The total energy allows the introduction of
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the total internal magnetic field Heff acting on the magnetic moments inside a material. This





and represents the combination of exchange, anisotropy, demagnetization and applied field
in a single precession. Total energy calculations show that even in the absence of an external
field there is an effective field present and acting on the magnetization. In the case of an
applied magnetic field, depending on the internal and external forces, different equilibrium
configurations for the magnetization are obtained where it is a consequence of the minimum
energy state. The magnetization precession will be introduced using Heff in the next section.
The following subsections describe these interactions and corresponding energy contributions.
2.7.1 Exchange Energy
The quantum mechanical exchange interaction is the strongest magnetic interaction which
gives rise to the parallel (ferromagnetic) or anti-parallel (antiferromagnetic) spin alignment
between neighbouring magnetic moments in a material. It is very strong interaction, but acts
only between neighbouring moments, and drops very rapidly with increasing distance, hence
it is very weak at large distances. For ferromagnetism when the angle between neighbouring
spins becomes zero the exchange energy is minimized and gives parallel alignment of the
spins. This interaction leads to the spontaneous magnetization which occurs in FM material.
It is responsible for the establishment of magnetic ordering in the material, and it is based on
the Coulomb interaction between charges and the Pauli exclusion principle. The exchange
interaction between two neighbouring spins Si and S j can be described as;
εex =−2 Jex∑
i j
SiS j cos(φi, j) (2.18)
where φ is the angle between neighbouring spins, and Jex is the exchange constant which is
a measure of the strength of the interaction, and its value depends on the distance between
interacting spins. In the case of ferromagnetic ordering, a positive value of Jex are necessary
resulting in a lower energy configuration for parallel spin alignment (cosφ = 1). When Jex is
negative (cosφ = -1), it causes to anti-parallel spin alignment, resulting antiferromagnetic
ordering [17]. Inter-atomic distances determine the exchange integral Jex, which is non-zero
if the electrons are close enough for their wave functions to overlap.
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2.7.2 Demagnetizing Energy
For a uniformly magnetized FM material, the magnetization within the sample creates
magnetic free poles that appear on the surface, creating a magnetic field outside and inside
of the material. The magnetic field inside the material is in the opposite direction to the
magnetic moments, resulting in a demagnetization field, Hdem. The energy associated with
the Hdem is termed the demagnetizing energy given by;
εdem =−µ02 (MHdem). (2.19)
Here the demagnetizing field for a uniformly magnetized ellipsoid is described as
Hdem = −N M where N is the demagnetizing tensor. If the magnetization points along a
principle axis of the ellipsoid then N is diagonal and can be written as;
N =
NX 0 00 NY 0
0 0 NZ

When the magnetization lies uniformly in the plane of the film, magnetic charges are
avoided, leading to the lowest energy configuration. In this case the demagnetization factors
are NX = NY = 0 and NZ = 1.
2.7.3 Zeeman Energy
The interaction of magnetic moments with an external magnetic field leads to an energy
term known as the Zeeman energy. This energy is minimum when the magnetic moments are




M Hext dV. (2.20)
2.7.4 Magnetocrystalline Anisotropy Energy
The magnetization in a FM material has an energetic preference for certain crystallo-
graphic directions which are called easy axes, along which small applied magnetic field
is sufficient to reach the saturation magnetization. The directions along which it is most
difficult to saturate the sample inside a crystal are called hard axes, along which large applied
magnetic field is required to reach the saturation magnetization. This dependence of free
energy on the preferential alignment of magnetization along the specific crystallographic
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axes in the material is known as magnetocrystalline anisotropy [17]. This anisotropy is
caused by the SOI of the electron; the spin of the electron in the orbit is strongly coupled to
the lattice. If the magnetic moments in a FM material is oriented towards one certain axis,
this material have uniaxial anisotropy, but if the moments have equivalent minima along all
three directions, it will have a cubic anisotropy. Usually this anisotropy energy is smaller
than the exchange energy. In the absence of an external applied field, the direction of the
magnetization is determined by the anisotropy, but the exchange interaction tries to align the
magnetic moments regardless of their direction. For a ferromagnetic single crystal Co, the
magnetization curves with the applied field along the easy and hard axes is shown in Fig. 2.7.
The magnetization curves of Co at room-temperature measured with the field along
different crystallographic axes is illustrated in Fig. 2.7. Each material has different easy
axes [18], for example, the easy axis of hexagonal close-packed (hcp) Co is [0001], and
the hard axis is [1000] direction. In hexagonal crystals the weak ferromagnetism lies in the
c-axis, which is the easy axis of magnetization. All directions in the basal plane are very
difficult to flip the magnetization out of the c-axis. The energy required to rotate the magnetic
moments in a FM material from easy axes of magnetization to the hard axis is known as
magnetocrystalline anisotropy energy [17]. This energy is usually small in comparison to
the exchange energy. However, the magnetization direction can be determined only by the
anisotropy, because the exchange interaction tend to align the magnetic moments parallel
to each other no matter in which direction. For uniaxial crystals, the magnetocrystalline
anisotropy energy is given by,
Fig. 2.7 Magnetization curves for the principle crystallographic axes of single crystal Co.
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εmc = K1 sin2θ +K2 sin4θ + ... (2.21)
where K1 = 45×104 J/m3 and K2 = 14.5×104 J/m3 [17] are first and second order uniaxial
anisotropy constants in the case of hcp Co, and θ is the angle between the easy axis and the
magnetization.
2.8 Magnetization Dynamics
In the last section the total static energy of a magnetic thin-film at equilibrium, and from
that the effective field was defined. The fundamental principle of the magnetization dynamics
is based on precession of magnetic moments under the influence of external and internal
magnetic fields. This precessional motion of the magnetization in an effective field was








This equation explains the precession of magnetic moment around the static field at a constant
angle θ , but does not reach the equilibrium position. This is in a contradiction to experimental
observations in which the magnetic moment reach equilibrium after a finite time. Hence,
an additional term is needed which points toward the effective field in order to support
experimental observations. The Landau-Lifshitz equation of motion with addition of a














where λ = 1/τ is a phenomenological damping frequency which is the inverse of the
relaxation time τ . This equation of motion causes very fast precession in the case of very
large damping which does not correctly describe the behaviour of magnetization in the large
damping case. This time-dependent Landau-Lifshitz (LL) equation was reformulated by

















Fig. 2.8 Uniform precession of magnetization vector around an effective field direction (Heff)
governed by (a) precessional torque and (b) damping effects which acts perpendicular to the
direction of motion to move the magnetization toward Heff.
The first term in Eq. 2.24 corresponds to a uniform precession of the magnetization, where
there is no damping in the system as shown in Fig. 2.8 (a), and the second term is the
phenomenological damping term with dimensionless damping parameter α which is known
as Gilbert damping parameter. Damping acts perpendicular to the direction of motion of
the magnetization M, and makes the system relax toward the effective field Heff as shown in
Fig. 2.8 (b). The magnetization follows a helical trajectory as time passes until it becomes
aligned with the applied field due to the damping term. In this case, all torques acting on
the magnetization vanish. In the case of small damping, α ≪ 1, both the LL and the LLG
equations can be shown to be identical.
2.8.1 Ferromagnetic Resonance
Ferromagnetic resonance (FMR) is a very powerful technique to probe the magnetization
of a material. It involves precessional motion of magnetization of a FM material around
an externally applied magnetic field. In FMR experiments, a microwave field is applied
to the sample to excite the magnetization with a fixed frequency f , and a magnetic field
is applied at the same time in plane of sample to change the precessional frequency. The
physical process of FMR is fulfilled when the microwave frequency is matched with the
precessional frequency at a given effective field. The FMR condition in a FM film is related
to the demagnetizing field, hence the FMR equation depends also on the shape of the FM
film [51]. The resonant condition for a thin-film magnetized in the film plane in an applied
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where f is the resonance frequency, Hres is the magnetic field at the resonance condition, and
Meff is the effective magnetization which includes the saturation magnetization and other







where MS is the saturation magnetization. The surface uniaxial anisotropy field, HS, originates





The expression of the Kittel equation for crystals with cubic anisotropy can be found else-
where [51]. FMR measurements provide useful information about magnetic damping through
the study of the linewidth of the microwave absorption. The full-width-half-maximum
(FWHM) gives the resonance linewidth, △Hres, and it is obtained from the peak-to-peak
linewidth of the derivative of the absorption curve, which is the field between two inflection




A clear description of the Gilbert damping mechanism in metallic films is still under
debate, and there are many possible phenomena, which might have a contribution to it. In
this section several of those possible contributions to magnetic damping are discussed. In
metallic ferromagnets, contributions to the magnetic relaxation are broken down into intrinsic
and extrinsic effects. Intrinsic effects originate from the interactions of magnetic and non-
magnetic modes of a system which are intrinsic to the material. These effects are unavoidable,
such as scattering of electrons by phonons and magnons in the lattice, and operate even
within ’perfect’ material. The extrinsic effects are avoidable and would be absent for a perfect
material. These effects result from two-magnon scattering due to structural defects, sample
inhomogeneities and surface roughness, which can lead to a broadening of the resonance
peak. Both these effects determine the Gilbert damping coefficient which was introduced in
Eq. 2.24 as a phenomenological description of the magnetization relaxation. In the following
subsections, the physical concept of these relaxation mechanisms are discussed with respect
to their relevance to FM thin-films.
In metallic thin-films, the precession of magnetization induces eddy currents, leading
to a contribution to the magnetic relaxation [53]. Eddy currents are electric currents which
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are induced in a conductor in response to a changing magnetic field. In FM materials, the
eddy currents are induced by the local magnetic field fluctuating due to the magnetization
precession. Eddy currents are characterized by the skin depth which is defined as the depth
below the conductor surface where the current flows with a uniform density in a layer. For
samples thinner than the skin depth the eddy current contribution to magnetization relaxation
can be evaluated by integrating Maxwell’s equations across the film thickness t. For films
thicker than the skin depth, the influence of eddy currents on the magnetization precession
is entirely negligible. The amount of damping depends on the square of the film thickness,
hence the eddy current contribution to relaxation is reduced by using thin-samples. This
mechanism becomes important when the film thickness is comparable to the skin depth, but
it is in the range of one micrometre at 10 GHz for a typical transition metal [54].
Another relaxation mechanism for thin-films is phonon-magnon scattering. Thermally
excited phonons can lead to a damping contribution to the material at finite temperature. This
mechanism was first predicted by Suhl [55], who presented calculations for damping resulting
from phonon-magnon coupling, and was verified experimentally by Heinrich et al. [56].
Suhl indicated that this contribution to magnetization relaxation is significantly smaller
than experimentally observed values and stated that there are two paths for degradation of
the uniform mode; (i) energy flows from the uniform mode into lattice motion (phonons)
and (ii) energy flows into the non-uniform magnetic mode (magnons), where these modes
decay to the lattice. In the second case, a delay is expected for the lattice motion (phonons),
called phonon drag. Both these modes eventually decay to the lattice. This mechanism does
not appear to contribute significantly to the magnetization relaxation in comparison to the
effective Gilbert damping constant.
The most significant contribution to the damping mechanism in FM thin-films is caused
by itinerant electron interactions. This model was proposed by Heinrich et al. [56] which is
based on the exchange interaction between s− p like electrons (itinerant) and localized d
electrons. A schematic illustration of coherent scattering process between a magnon with
energy h¯ωq that collides with an itinerant electron with energy εk,S is given in Fig. 2.9. There
are two processes which contribute to magnetic relaxation. In the first process, a magnon
with energy h¯ωq collides with an itinerant electron of energy εk,S, where s denotes the spin
state. This results in the annihilation of the magnon and the creation of an electron-hole
pair with energy εk+q,S′ . As the s− d exchange interaction conserves the total angular
momentum in the collision the itinerant electron has to flip its spin s=−s′ during scattering
with the magnon [53]. The electron-hole pair needs to be scattered incoherently by thermally
excited magnons or phonons to cause relaxation of magnetization. For metals the spin-
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Fig. 2.9 A schematic illustration of coherent scattering process between a magnon with
energy h¯ωq collides with an itinerant electron with energy εk,S, which results changing its
spin and energy to εk+q,S′ .
flip time, τs f of an electron-hole pair is related to the orbital relaxation time, τorb, where
τ f lip = τorb/(g−2)2 [57]. The contribution to the magnetic relaxation is proportional to the
rate of spin-flip (1/τ f lip). This proportionality shows the importance of spin-orbit coupling
for magnetic damping in metallic films where the g-factor depends on the spin and the orbital
angular momentum ratio [58].
In the previous model, the Fermi surface was assumed to be independent of the external
magnetic field. However, the shape of the Fermi surface changes in FM materials when the
direction of the magnetization is changed [59]. In the presence of an external magnetic field,
the Fermi surface of a FM thin-film is influenced by the dipole, Zeeman and SOI energies.
When the magnetization precession evolves in time and space, it results in a periodic variation
of the Fermi surface due to spin-orbit coupling, referred as the “breathing Fermi surface”.
This is the second mechanism for the contribution to the magnetic damping that depends on
the spin-orbit coupling, and it is proportional to τorb/(g−2)2 [59]. The proportionality to
τorb corresponds to the sample conductivity which is in contrast to the first case, explained
above. This contribution to intrinsic damping depends on the conductivity of the material,
hence is dominant at low-temperatures.
In summary, these two processes contribute to Gilbert damping. However, these mech-
anisms do not necessarily contribute equally to the magnetic relaxation, depending on the
temperature as the first process is proportional to the resistivity, while the second process is
proportional to the conductivity. This was demonstrated in a study where the temperature
dependence of the relaxation was examined, and the orbital relaxation time, τorb, was shown
to be temperature dependent [60].
Structural inhomogeneities and defects can play an important role in magnetic relaxation.
The extrinsic contribution to the damping which results from structural defects and is usually
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referred to as two-magnon scattering. Inhomogeneous properties of magnetic materials can
result in scattering of magnons. In this process, a uniform precession magnon (k = 0) is
scattered to another magnon, corresponding to a nonuniform precession (k ̸= 0), at the surface
and/or interface of a FM thin-film, leading to an additional contribution to the linewidth.
Since this is a spin-spin process the total number of magnons remains the same. Due to energy
conservation, the uniform precession magnon (k = 0) can only scatter into another magnon
with the same frequency. However, the magnon momentum conservation, the conservation
of wave vector q, is not required due to the loss of translational invariance (due to sample
inhomogeneities). Two-magnon scattering makes a significant contribution to the magnetic
relaxation in thin-films magnetized in the film plane. However, this mechanism is absent in
thin-films magnetized perpendicular to the film plane because the wavevectors of spin waves
are constrained to be in the thin-film plane. If the magnetization of a sample is perpendicular
to the film, the extrinsic linewidth vanishes since this mechanism does not work.
In ultra thin-films, if the magnetization is perpendicular to the film plane, the extrinsic
linewidth vanishes because the wave vector of the spin waves are constrained in the film
plane. This mechanism was proposed in order to explain the extrinsic FMR line broadening
in YIG samples [61] and in metallic thin-films [62]. Recently, a theory was developed
by Arias and Mills [63] for the two-magnon scattering in thin-films in the parallel FMR
configuration. In this theory, they indicated that lateral variations in the perpendicular uniaxial
interface anisotropy field, due to the interface roughness, are a source of the two-magnon
scattering [53]. The frequency dependence of the FWHM allows the definition of the zero
frequency linewidth, △H0, as;
△H( f ) = △H0 + α 2π fγ . (2.28)
The FMR linewidth is expected to vary linearly with the resonant frequency, but there is
a non-zero intercept. The zero frequency linewidth, △H0, is usually considered to be an
extrinsic contribution to the FMR linewidth which depends on the film quality. Hence, △H0
approaches zero for the highest quality films [52]. The Gilbert damping parameter can be
obtained by a linear fit when the linewidth is plotted as a function of the excitation frequency.
2.8.3 Spin-Pumping Mechanism
A pure spin-current can be generated by several mechanisms, including spin Hall effect,
spin-pumping and spin Seebeck effect [64–70]. For detecting a pure spin-current, the
most widely used method is the inverse spin Hall effect [64, 71, 72], where the pure spin-
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current in a metal with strong SOI generates a charge current and charge accumulation in
the transverse direction. The phenomenon in which a spin-current is generated from the
precession of the magnetization of a FM metal and is driven into an adjacent metal is called
spin-pumping [66, 67]. The mechanism behind the enhanced damping is due to a spin-
current injected from the FM into the non-magnetic (NM) layer [66]. This pumping of spin-
current, which is associated with the loss of angular momentum from precessing M, flows
perpendicular across the FM/NM interface. A schematic of the spin-pumping mechanism is
shown in Fig. 2.10.
The precessing magnetization creates an unbalanced chemical potential between the two
spin channels (spin-up and spin-down electrons) in the FM layer which is an effect usually
called spin accumulation. This leads to a transfer of spin angular momentum between the
FM and the NM layer, creating a leakage of spin-current from FM into NM layer where its
magnitude depends on the combination of materials at the FM/NM interface. Due to this spin
accumulation in the adjacent NM layer, the injected spin-current, JSpump, (i) is either fully
relaxed in the adjacent NM layer (by spin-flip scattering), (ii) fully diffuses back to the FM
layer, JSback, (iii) or is partially absorbed and partially diffuses back to the FM layer. For NM
metals with a fast spin-flip relaxation time, the injected spins can be balanced by spin-flip
relaxation, hence spin-current crossing over the FM/NM interface is quickly absorbed in the
NM metal, and JSback = 0. This type of NM metals, such as heavy metals (Pd and Pt) act
as a spin sink. These metals have short spin-flip relaxation times due to their strong SOI,
and have been used in many experiments due to their effective spin sink properties [73, 74].
When the thickness of the NM layer is larger than the spin diffusion length,(λPtsd ∼ 1 nm [75]),
Fig. 2.10 A schematic illustration of the spin-pumping process. The magnetization precession
in a FM layer injects a spin-polarized current JS into the adjacent NM layer. The inset in
NM layer shows the chemical potential for spin-up (µ↑) and spin-down (µ↓) electrons in the
structure.
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the NM layer acts as a perfect spin sink for the injected spin-current. However, if the NM
thickness is below the spin diffusion length, the injected spin-current flows back to the FM
layer causing spin accumulation. Hence, no spin-pumping is observed and consequently,
there is no enhancement of the damping. Lighter NM metals, such as Cu and Al, have a long
spin-flip relaxation time in comparison to heavy metals. For thickness below spin diffusion
length (λCusd ∼ 350 nm [76]), the injected spin-current can not be dissipated quickly, thus
spin accumulation arises at the FM/NM interface. Accumulation of spins prevents further
transfer of spins, so no enhancement of the damping factor is expected. This is consistent
with many experimental studies [74]. Due to their long spin-flip lifetimes, these lighter NM
metals are called poor spin sinks [73, 74].
Spin-pumping was originally proposed by Berger [77], and the theory was further studied
in detail by others [67, 78, 79]. The pure spin-current, JSpump, generated from the time
dependent magnetization direction, flows perpendicular to the FM/NM interface, and its
direction from FM layer into the NM layer is shown in Fig. 2.10. The NM layer is assumed
as a perfect spin sink, i.e., all spins pumped from FM into NM layer are dissipated with in the
NM layer, and there is no back-flow of spin-current into the FM layer. Hence, spin-current










where g↑↓ is a interfacial spin-mixing conductance. This is a material parameter which
determines how much spin-current is passed through the FM/NM interface. The electrical
conductivity is the ability of a material to allow passing charge currents through them.
In spin-current transport, the conductivity is dependent on spins of electrons. This spin
dependence of conductivity is described in terms of the spin-mixing conductance in FM/NM
heterostructures. The spin-current (I) for FM/NM structure can be written in terms of a
potential difference (∆V ) created by spin accumulation which is generated in the NM layer






where g↑↑ and g↓↓ are the spin-dependent conductances which are used for collinear cases,
i.e. when the spin-current transferring across FM/NM interface are parallel or antiparallel to
the local spin accumulation in the NM layer. g↑↓ and g↓↑ are used when the spin accumulation
in the NM layer is not collinear with the spin-current. The emission of spin-current is
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associated with angular momentum loss in the FM layer, thus it acts as a source of damping
within thin-films which is consistent with Gilbert damping [67]. The total spin S is related to








Using the spin conservation law [80], the contribution of Gilbert damping constant due














By substituting g↑↓ = G↑↓/A and using MS =M/V , where A is the interface area and V is







where t is the FM layer thickness. The intrinsic damping under the influence of spin-pumping





The Gilbert damping constant can be substituted by the effective Gilbert damping param-
eter αeff = α0+△α , where α0 is the bulk Gilbert damping, and △α is the contribution due





This chapter presents the variety of investigative techniques that were employed in this
thesis to fabricate and characterize thin-film samples. In the first part the thin-film growth
modes are described during the thin-film deposition. The sputter deposition technique
used for the fabrication of the studied thin-films in an ultra-high vacuum (UHV) system
is introduced. Following this, a description of the SQUID magnetometry is discussed for
magnetic property measurements of thin-films. The details of x-ray reflectivity and diffraction
techniques are discussed for the structural characterization of the magnetic thin-films. For the
neutron analysis, experimental details of CRISP reflectometer used to study the amorphous
CoFeB:Ta thin-films are presented to understand temperature dependence of magnetic dead
layers formation. Magneto-transport properties of polycrystalline Co thin-films were carried
out using a room-temperature magnetoresistance measurement system. This chapter ends
with a basic description of the vector network analyzer ferromagnetic resonance technique
(VNA-FMR) to introduce magnetization dynamics of Co thin-films.
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3.1 Thin-Film Deposition
Thin-film deposition techniques are essential for the development of spintronic devices.
This section describes the method of different growth modes that can observe during the
deposition of metallic thin-films. These methods are divided into two categories: (i) vapor-
phase deposition, such as sputtering, thermal evaporation, molecular beam epitaxy, and
(ii) liquid-based deposition, such as electrochemical deposition and Langmuir-Blodgett films.
Thin-film deposition involves various processes such as evaporation, adsorption, nucleation
and desorption on growth surfaces.
Thin-films, which are deposited on a substrate surface, can be grown in three different
growth modes [82], as shown schematically in Fig. 3.1. The Volmer-Weber growth mode
(island growth) occurs when the vaporized atoms bond to each other more strongly than
to the substrate surface. This strong bonding leads to the formation of islands that join
to form a continuous thin-film. The Frank-Van der Merwe growth mode occurs when the
vaporized atoms have stronger bonding with the substrate surface than with each other. In
this mode, a complete monolayer is formed, and then deposition of the second layer begins
on the top of the first layer. This growth mechanism requires a lattice matching, hence
it is considered an ideal growth mode. Frank-Van der Merwe growth is also known as
layer-by-layer growth, which is in contrast to the Volmer-Weber growth. The final growth
mechanism is the combination of both layer-by-layer and island growths, known as the
Stranski-Krastanov growth mode. At the initial stage, layer-by-layer growth takes place to
cover the substrate surface with a monolayer, and then the island growth mode is preferred to
form three dimensional islands [83]. While the Frank-Van der Merwe and the Volmer-Weber
growth modes lead to stress-free films; significant stresses are induced in the Stranski-
Krastanov growth mode because the interface energy increases when the layer thickness
increases, hence this layer is strained to fit the substrate [84]. These growth modes are
expected to induce to different surface structures [85].
In the following sections, the preparation of SiO2 and GaAs(001) substrates for the
deposition of thin-films are discussed in order to produce high quality thin-films. A brief
description of amorphous CoFeB:Ta alloys and polycrystalline Co thin-films used in this
thesis are then given. The amorphous CoFeB:Ta thin-films and polycrystalline Co thin-
films were deposited by A.T. Hindmarch and M. Wang using a similar deposition system
at Nottingham University. This section ends with the basic principles of sputtering, and the
properties of the system used to fabricate the thin-films.
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Fig. 3.1 Schematic illustration of thin-film growth modes including (a) Frank-Van der Merwe
layer-by-layer growth, (b) Volmer-Weber island growth and (c) Stranski-Krastanov layer-
plus-island growth.
3.1.1 Preparation of Substrates
The quality of a substrate surface is important in relation to the good quality of the
thin-films produced. The preparation of substrates, prior to loading them into the load-
lock chamber of the magnetron sputtering system is critical. In this work, thin-films were
deposited onto both Si/SiO2 and GaAs(001) substrates.
Single crystal silicon wafers, topped with ∼ 100 nm thick amorphous thermally-grown
oxide layer were used. This oxide layer acts as an electrically insulating layer to prevent
conduction through the substrate when making electrical measurements. These wafers were
diced, using a diamond tipper scribe, into square chips of approximately 25 mm2 for neutron
scattering experiments and elongated strips of approximately 15 mm×2 mm for magneto-
transport and magnetization dynamics measurements. The cleanliness of the substrate is
extremely important for proper film adhesion. Once cut, each piece of wafer was washed
with acetone for a few minutes to remove grease and dust, and then in isopropanol for further
minutes to remove any traces of the acetone, prior to film deposition. Each cleaning processes
were performed using ultrasonic agitation in order to enhance the cleaning. Each wafer was
then dried using dry N2 gas applied at a glancing angle.
Amorphous CoFeB:Ta thin-films were deposited onto commercially available epi-ready
GaAs(001) crystal surfaces for neutron scattering experiments. 2 inch diameter GaAs(001)
wafers were cut into quarter segments. Each chip was chemically etched in dilute hydrochloric
acid (HCl) to remove the native oxide layer from the substrate. After etching, it is necessary to
rinse the wafer in deionized water to stop the surface etching, and dry it using a nitrogen gas.
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After the cleaning procedure, the substrates were annealed at 600◦C for an hour to remove the
As capping layer because desorption of the As passivation occurs at high temperatures [86].
Then, the substrates were allowed to cool to ambient temperature, prior to film deposition.
3.1.2 Polycrystalline Cobalt Multilayers
Polycrystalline materials have a microstructure that is composed of many small single
crystals, or grains, with different orientations. These small crystals are joined at inter-
faces which are called grain boundaries. Thin polycrystalline materials can have preferred
orientations of the crystals, called texture.
In this work, two sets of polycrystalline Co thin-films with Co thicknesses from 2 nm up
to 55 nm were deposited onto Si/SiO2 substrates by a combination of DC and RF magnetron
sputtering at deposition rates of ∼ 0.02 nm/s in Ar atmosphere for a UHV base pressure.
The thin-films were deposited onto Ta/Cu seed layers, which promote consistently strong
fcc(111) and hcp(0001) texture in the Co film for all thicknesses [87]. Both film series were
capped with either Cu or Ir overlayers to observe the effects of spin-orbit coupling strength
in AMR and FMR experiments associated with the interface to different NM layers. Both
thin-film series were immediately capped with a Ta layer to prevent oxidization. All metal
layer thicknesses, except the Co layer were fixed to 3 nm. A schematic illustration of the
thin-film structures are shown in Fig. 3.2 (a).
3.1.3 Amorphous CoFeB:Ta Thin-Films
Ferromagnetic crystalline CoFe alloys have a high saturation magnetization and are
widely used as soft magnetic materials in various applications [88]. The only alloying element
which increases both TC and the MS for Fe is Co [17]. Co50Fe50 has low anisotropy and
high permeability, but has a long-range order which makes the alloy brittle [17]. Amorphous
materials may be produced by rapid cooling of magnetic alloys, which prevents the formation
of the crystalline state. They are known as “metallic glasses” due to their random atomic
structure, which results also in high electrical resistance.
Alloying of a dilute metalloid element, such as B, C, Si or N, into the ferromagnetic
metal produces an amorphous ferromagnetic material. For example, the addition of ∼ 20% B
with the ferromagnetic transition metal alloy, such as CoFe, reduces the TC and MS relative to
CoFe film, but this alloying prevents long-range crystal order [86]. Amorphous ferromagnetic
alloys have nearly isotropic properties, and no magnetocrystalline anisotropy energy. The
absence of any easy/hard magnetization directions leads amorphous material to have high
permeability, low hysteresis losses and low coercivity [17].
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Fig. 3.2 Schematic illustrations of (a) polycrystalline Co thin-films with Cu and Ir overlayers,
and (b) amorphous CoFeB:Ta thin-films deposited on Si/SiO2 and GaAs(001) substrates.
CoFe alloy has a bcc crystal structure which displays cubic anisotropy. The addition of
∼ 10% B to CoFe converts its structure to an amorphous metallic glass [89], and slightly
reduces the TC from 1100◦C to 900◦C. When CoFeB thin-films are deposited on a III-
V(001) semiconductor substrate, they display an interface induced volume uniaxial magnetic
anisotropy (UMA) [90]. The only mechanism consistent with the volume magnetic anisotropy
observed in amorphous CoFeB is bond orientation anisotropy (BOA) [91]. The BOA refers
to an anisotropic distribution of atomic bonds caused by anelastic deformations due to growth
dynamics and/or strain effects.
In alloys deposited by sputtering at a temperature below their TC, spontaneous magnetiza-
tion and domain formation allow BOA to arise in the material. However, by producing an
alloy with a TC which is below the growth temperature, BOA will not arise due to the absence
of spontaneous magnetization during deposition. In order to reduce TC, Co40Fe40B20 sample
was diluted with 30% Ta to achieve a TC ∼ 100 K. The addition of a transition metal to an
CoFe-based amorphous alloy, Ta in this case, reduces both TC and the magnetic moments per
Co/Fe atom. This reduction in the magnetic moments was explained as a result of charge
transfers from the transition metal atoms to fill holes in the d states of Fe [92]. When the
sample is cooled below TC the only remaining magnetic anisotropy for the CoFeB:Ta samples,
deposited at room-temperature, should be in-plane interfacial UMA.
In this work, amorphous CoFeB:Ta thin-films were deposited at room-temperature using
DC magnetron co-sputtering from Co(40%)Fe(40%)B(20%) and Ta sputtering targets for
neutron scattering experiments. The nominal composition of the amorphous CoFeB:Ta
thin-films was 28:28:14:30 [93]. Films with thickness of 10 nm were deposited onto 2 inch
diameter Si/SiO2 and GaAs(001) wafer substrates. To prevent oxidation the CoFeB:Ta layers
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were capped with 3 nm Ta. The schematic illustration of amorphous CoFeB:Ta thin-films are
shown in Fig. 3.2 (b).
3.1.4 DC-Magnetron Sputtering
Sputtering is one of the main techniques for the deposition of high quality metallic films,
used in microelectronics fabrication [94]. It was first discovered by W. R. Grove [95] in 1852,
and has become widely used in thin-film deposition. This technique has several advantages
over other metal deposition techniques like thermal evaporation, such as better step coverage,
less radiation damage and it is easier to deposit layers of compound materials and alloys. A
schematic illustration of a typical sputtering system is shown in Fig. 3.3.
The sputtering mechanism involves the bombardment of a material target by highly
energetic ions, typically Argon (Ar), to eject the individual target atoms from its surface by
transferring sufficient momentum to the target atoms. These ejected atoms travel from the
sputtering target and some will travel to the substrate surface, which is mounted above the
target material, and start to condense into a film. As more atoms condense, they bind to each
other to form build up a layer.
In the DC-magnetron sputtering system, a DC voltage is applied between the metal target
(cathode) and substrate (anode). Ar atoms are ionized by this electric field and creating a
Fig. 3.3 Schematic illustration of DC-magnetron sputtering deposition system, where the
energetic ions sputter materials from the target, which diffuse through the plasma towards
the substrate
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phase consisting of ions and electrons, called a plasma. A set of permanent magnets are
positioned near the sputtering targets to create a strong magnetic field parallel to the target
surface. This field is perpendicular to the electric field, and leads to Lorentz force to act on
the electrons and ions in the plasma. Electrons are trapped close to the target surface by the
Lorentz force, resulting in electron-atom collisions which produce further Ar ionization near
the target surface, which tends to generate a stable plasma with a high density of Ar ions.
These charged ions are accelerated to the target by the applied voltage, and eject target atoms
from the surface. Electrons, released during the ionization, travel through the substrate, and
collide with additional argon atoms which creates more ions.
Thin-films were deposited using a Mantis QPrepTM magnetron sputtering system. The
UHV system includes a load-lock chamber and 5 water-cooled magnetron sources, which are
mounted in the vacuum chamber. DC sputtering is suitable for conducting target materials,
while RF sputtering allows to deposit non-conducting materials, like dielectrics. Each
magnetron source includes a gas line for the formation of a uniform high density plasma
at the target surface. The growth rate for each target was monitored in-situ using a Quartz
Crystal Microbalance (QCM) prior to film deposition, where the QCM measures the growth
rate. The magnetron sources have a shutter plate to prevent any contamination of the other
targets during deposition processes. The vacuum system has a base pressure ∼ 10−9 Torr,
which is monitored by a mass spectrometer. This vacuum level is achieved by roughing the
main chamber using rotary pump to reach the pressure around 10 mTorr, then switching to a
turbo molecular pump to reach the base pressure. The samples in the turbo-pumped load-lock
chamber were transferred to the main chamber with a magnetically coupled load transfer
arm. The calibration of film thickness was done by deposition of relatively thick-film of
material, typically ∼ 50 nm. The thickness is determined by x-ray reflectivity, which enables
to estimate of the sample film thickness with high accuracy and precision.
3.2 Magnetic Measurements (SQUID)
The magnetization measurements in this thesis were performed in Nottingham University
and ISIS R53 Materials Characterization Lab using a SQUID (Superconducting Quantum
Interference Device) magnetometer, the Quantum Design Magnetic Property Measurement
System (MPMS) XL-7. This technique is one of the most effective and sensitive ways
for measuring magnetic properties of thin-films, making it ideal for monitoring very small
changes in magnetic flux as a function of temperature and magnetic field. The magnetometer
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is capable of measuring magnetic properties of samples as a function of temperature (1.9 K -
400 K) and magnetic field (up to 7 Tesla).
A schematic illustration of SQUID magnetometer is shown in Fig. 3.4 (a). The SQUID
magnetometer consists of two superconductors, separated by a thin insulating layers to form
two parallel Josephson junctions in a superconducting loop which operates at a constant DC
supply. The sample travels longitudinally through the superconducting detection coils, and
the change of magnetic flux of the sample induces an electric current in the detection coils,
according to Faraday’s Law of electromagnetic induction. Fig. 3.4 (b) shows the variation of
the SQUID voltage as a magnetic sample moved through the detection coils. The system
works as an extremely sensitive current to voltage converter, the variations in the magnetic
flux are then measured by the pick-up coils as a voltage response. The voltage variations
from the SQUID detector is measured at a number of sample positions along the scan length,
providing a highly accurate measurements of the magnetic moment [96].
There are four turns in the detection coil, as shown in Fig. 3.4 (a). Two turns are in the
center of the system and a counter-wound turn at the top and the bottom of the wire to act as
a second-derivative flux gradiometer. Any noise due to fluctuations in the magnet, which
are picked up by the two turns in the center, will be canceled by the turns at the top and
the bottom of the coil. The entire system is enclosed in a superconducting magnetic shield,
which protects the SQUID from the large magnetic fields produced by the superconducting
magnet.
Fig. 3.4 (a) Schematic representation of SQUID magnetometer placed in a magnetic field.
(b) The variation in SQUID voltage as a function of sample position.
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The sample holder is usually the largest source of background signal. Samples for mag-
netic measurements were cut into 0.5 mm × 0.5 mm pieces and inserted in a polycarbonate
capsule. They are sandwiched with two short pieces of drinking straws into the outer plastic
straw to minimize background contribution where the plastic straw is weakly diamagnetic
and thin-walled, hence it does not induce additional flux change in the pickup coils. Then the
straw has attached on the end of the non-magnetic sample rod, which is centered within the
superconducting coil, and initially field cooled at 200 Oe to 5 K to put them in a saturated
magnetic state. The samples were kept at 5 K for around 5 minutes to stabilize the sample
temperature within the sample space, which was filled with liquid helium. Fig. 3.5 shows
examples of (a) a hysteresis loop and (b) a temperature dependent magnetization curve of
magnetic thin-films, using SQUID magnetometry. The temperature scans were recorded at
100 Oe applied magnetic field. The TC of the samples was found, as shown in Fig. 3.5 (b)
and hysteresis loops were recorded above and below the TC.
The temperature dependent measurements of magnetization can be performed in two
different methods. The first method is done by cooling the sample to the lowest-temperature
in the absence of a magnetic field. After it has stabilized, a magnetic field was applied
to the sample, and the magnetic moment measured as a function of temperature. This
process is called the zero-field cooled (ZFC) mode. However, in the field cooling (FC)
process, the sample is cooled to the lowest-temperature with an applied magnetic field, and
the magnetization is then measured during the change of the temperature. Before each
measurement, the samples were field cooled at 200 Oe in order to make sure they were
Fig. 3.5 (a) An example of SQUID hysteresis loop for Co[35 nm]/Ir thin-film. (b) Temperature
dependent magnetization curve of 10 nm amorphous CoFeB:Ta thin-film on GaAs(001)
substrate at 100 Oe magnetic field.
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always in a saturated magnetic state. The magnetic response of the CoFeB:Ta film on both
substrates was independent of the orientation of the sample within the SQUID coil.
3.3 X-ray Scattering
Structural characterization of magnetic thin-films was obtained using an x-ray diffrac-
tometer to measure high angle x-ray diffraction (XRD) and grazing incidence specular x-ray
reflectivity (XRR) techniques. In this section, the production of laboratory-based x-rays and
the experimental set-up of x-ray diffractometer are briefly outlined. More detailed discussion
of x-ray scattering theory and fitting procedure of XRR data are discussed in Chapter 4.
Specular XRR is a surface-sensitive analytical technique to determine thin-film pa-
rameters, including layer thickness, density and surface/interface roughness with a high
precision [97]. The penetration of x-ray beams into a thin-film allows subsurface layers and
interfaces to be characterized. This technique is based on the measurements of the intensity
of reflected x-rays from the thin-film as a function of incidence angle. XRR was first used by
Parratt to determine the depth of oxidation in Cu films [98].
X-ray diffraction (XRD) is a powerful and a non-destructive technique for characterizing
structural properties of materials. This technique provides useful information on crystal
structures, preferred crystal orientation, grain size and crystal defects. X-rays have a similar
wavelength in magnitude to the atomic spacing in most materials, hence x-ray beam can be
diffracted by crystal lattices to reveal the nature of the lattice.
3.3.1 Laboratory X-rays
Laboratory X-ray sources are generated by two commonly used devices. Sealed-tube
source which is the most widely used source, and rotating anode source [99]. In a sealed-tube
source, an electron beam is generated on a hot filament (cathode), where the electron beam is
accelerated using a high voltage between the cathode and the anode. A rotating anode works
similar to the sealed-tube source, but the anode is made to rotate in order to reduce the heat
load over a larger area [100].
X-rays are typically generated by bombarding a metal target (anode) in a vacuum tube
with energetic high speed electrons produced by a filament, acting as a cathode [99]. When
the electron beam collides and interacts with the target material, the high kinetic energy of
the electrons is converted by deceleration into x-rays, produces Brehmsstrahlung, from the
German for “braking radiation”, which generates x-ray photons with a continuous spectrum
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of energy [101]. Characteristic x-rays are produced due to an interaction with electrons
in the shells of the target material. If the bombarding high speed electrons have sufficient
energy, they can eject an electron from a core shell of the target atom. Then electrons from
outer shells drop down to fill the vacancy, with an emission of a single x-ray photon, called
characteristic x-rays [99]. The production process is extremely inefficient, because more than
99% of the electron energy of the beam is converted into heat, and less than 1% of energy is
converted to photons.
3.3.2 X-ray Diffractometer
Grazing incidence specular XRR and XRD measurements were performed at room-
temperature using Rigaku SmartLab diffractometer with a copper anode tube source. The
Smartlab is equipped with a 9 kW rotating copper anode X-ray generator, which produces a
0.4 × 8 mm x-ray beam with a ∼ 1.54 Å wavelength, which is the characteristic wavelength
of Cu-Kα radiation. These measurements were conducted with a filament current between
10 - 200 mA, and a high voltage between 20-45 kV to accelerate an electron beam towards a
target. The x-ray source and the detector were placed on a 5-axis high resolution goniometer,
which allows measurements for different scanning geometries. Multiple sample stages are
available for tilting or translating the sample.
Soller slits, which contain a set of closely spaced thin metal plates, and an in-plane parallel
slit analyzer (PSA) adapter were used to set the measurement resolution and collimate the
x-ray beam for the polycrystalline thin-films measurements. The resolution of the incident
x-ray beam was set using an incident PSA, and a 2-bounce Germanium (220) monochromator
to achieve high resolution. The samples were mounted horizontally on a motorized high
precision stage, and the height of the sample table can be adjusted between -4 to 1 mm
with a 0.0005 mm step size. The detector is a NaI scintillation counter coupled with a
photomultiplier with preamplifier. The x/y stage can be tilted in x and y direction between
-5◦ to 5◦ with a step size of 0.002◦ for a perfect surface alignment. The instrument is
controlled with the SmartLab Guidance Software, which guides the users through alignments
and experimental setups, hence making the system very easy to use. The geometry of the
experimental set-up is illustrated in Fig. 3.6.
Thin-films were aligned for structural measurements using the direct-beam half-cut
alignment by scanning the thin-film along the z-axis to ensure the height of the film was
placed half way in to the x-ray beam. Then, the thin-film was aligned over the ω axis, hence
the maximum x-ray intensity is obtained by the critical angle of the reflectivity scan. Now, the
sample can be considered to be parallel to the x-ray beam. In each measurement, the settings
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Fig. 3.6 X-ray geometry plan view of the x-ray diffractometer used for reflectivity measure-
ments of FM thin-films.
of the instrument were chosen to maximize the x-ray signal yield around 2 hours per scan.
The scanning times of the instrument depend on the speed of scan and step size. In order to
obtain comparable measurements, the same scanning time was set for all measurements to
allow peak intensities to be compared against each other.
In reflectivity scans the thin-films were aligned by carrying out a grazing incidence
scan in order to obtain the 2θ angle of the total reflection from the sample surface. The
ω scan which is often called “rocking curve” was measured to observe specular reflection
of the sample where the measurement of rocking curve is important for accuracy of the
measurements. ω was aligned to top of the rocking curve peak, and the sample tilt was varied
using a mechanized sample stage. This process was repeated until the maximum signal was
achieved for ω , which indicates the sample surface was aligned to the plane of the incident
x-ray beam.
The reflectivity spectra of each sample was obtained using 2θ − θ scan over the low
angle range 0◦ – 5◦, and the typical range for a diffraction measurement is between 20◦-100◦
with a scan step of 1.5 deg/min and resolution of 0.0002◦. X-ray reflectivity of thin-films
has been fitted using the GenX software package [102] which calculates the electron density,
thickness and roughness of the layers in a sample. The details of the fitting procedure are
explained in Chapter 4.
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3.4 Neutron Scattering
Polarized neutron reflectivity (PNR) has played an essential role for investigation of
magnetic and structural properties of magnetic thin-films. In comparison to x-ray scattering,
which is sensitive to the electron density, neutron scattering within a material is more
complicated because neutrons can interact with the nuclei and the magnetic moments of
the material, hence the scattering potential has two components; a neutron/nuclear and a
neutron/magnetic term. Due to this complexity, the scattering theory of neutrons is not easy
to formulate. A more detailed discussion of neutron scattering theory and fitting procedure
of PNR data can be found in Chapter 4.
3.4.1 Production of Neutrons
Several nuclear reactions are capable of producing neutrons. Neutron beams can be
produced by two fundamental mechanisms, either through nuclear fission in a research
reactor or spallation in a accelerator-driven neutron source [103]. The former produces
neutrons to use as microscopic probes by utilizing the fission chain reaction process. The
latter creates neutrons through the use of an accelerator, and this was used to obtain the data
recorded in Chapter 6.
Accelerator-driven spallation sources produce neutrons through collisions of high energy
protons (∼ 1 GeV) with a heavy metal target, such as W, Ta, or U. During this process,
many sub-atomic particles such as neutrons, pions and protons are ejected from the highly
excited nuclei in a process, which is called spallation [97]. These particles emerge from
collisions with sufficient kinetic energy to collide again and they leave further excited nuclei,
as illustrated in Fig. 3.7. For each spallation event, which is pulsed between 20 Hz and
60 Hz, there is an energy threshold of ∼ 20 MeV in a neutron production. In every collision,
approximately 25 neutrons are released by evaporation, and these have an energy distribution
similar to that from a fission reactor. One of the most powerful neutron spallation sources is
situated at ISIS-STFC in UK, which provides a thermal neutron flux of over 1016 n/s/cm2
with a pulse length of ∼ 50 µs.
The neutrons released by the reactor or spallation sources have very high kinetic energies
and velocities. The energy of the neutrons should be around 25 meV with a wavelength close
to 1 Å for most research applications. These higher energy neutrons need to be slowed to
thermal energies (E ∼ meV). Hence, a hydrogenous moderator is used to slow the neutron
down via inelastic collisions with light elements and has to be used around the target in order
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Fig. 3.7 A schematic illustration of the spallation mechanisms to produce neutrons.
to bring the neutron energy down to an energy suitable for scattering experiments. At ISIS,
there are four moderators: two of them comprises water at room-temperature, one is liquid
methane at 100 K and the other contains liquid hydrogen at 20 K, which provides a range of
suitable neutron wavelengths. Each moderator reduces the energy of the neutron beam to
make it suitable for a particular experimental beamline. The following section describes the
experimental details of CRISP neutron reflectometers.
3.4.2 Polarized Neutron Reflectometry
The CRISP beamline is the polarized neutron reflectometry (PNR) at the ISIS spallation
neutron source of the Rutherford Appleton Laboratory. Details of the experimental set-up
can be found at [104, 105]. PNR measurements of amorphous 10 nm CoFeB:Ta thin-films,
presented in Chapter 6, were made using this reflectometer. A schematic illustration of the
reflectometer is shown in Fig. 3.8.
The principle of neutron reflectivity is to measure the specular reflection as a function
of the perpendicular momentum transfer, QZ = k f − ki. The neutron beam has an incident
wavelength range of 0.5-6.5 Å at the source frequency of 50 Hz. The instrument operates
at a fixed angle of incidence, and allows for a range in QZ through the range of neutron
wavelengths. The instrument uses a time-of-flight method in which the speed of the neutron
is measured by timing its flight from the source to the detector.
The incident neutron beam is collimated by both coarse and adjustable fine collimating
slits. The neutrons pass through a rotating variable disc chopper to select the wavelength
range and pulse suppression is achieved by a nimonic chopper to remove the fast neutrons
from the beginning of every pulse. Neutrons of very long wavelength which pass through
the disc choppers are deflected by a frame overlap mirror, which reflect out the main beam
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Fig. 3.8 A schematic illustration of the CRISP reflectometer. Red solid line show the path of
the neutron beam through the detector.
wavelengths greater than 13 Å. The beam then passes through a 3He detector which monitors
the incident beam intensity, and is collimated by a slit, allowing a variable angular divergence
(resolution) and beam size up to 40 mm in horizontal and up to 10 mm in vertical directions.
As the scattered intensity is rapidly lost with increasing QZ, the reflectivity data were
collected at several incident angle. To maintain a fixed QZ resolution of 4%, the instrument
slits were modified at each angle. The neutrons are then polarized by the use of a polarizing
supermirror, which has an efficiency of 99.9%. It produces neutron beams of polarized
spin-up and spin-down neutrons by discarding neutrons of one particular eigenstate. A
Drabkin type, two-coil non-adiabatic spin flipper is used to select the spin direction of the
polarized neutron beam and the neutrons pass through a static guide field, which prevents
the neutron beam from depolarizing on the way to the sample. The sample is positioned
either directly onto a goniometer (sample stage) or in a continuous flow cryostat between the
poles of the electromagnet which provides an in-plane reversible field of up to 10 kOe. The
sample position is adjustable and designed to be vibrationally isolated from the rest of the
experimental system. Low-temperatures can be achieved rapidly (∼1-2 hours) by the use
of an Oxford Instruments continuous flow cryostat. Coarse sample alignment was an easy
procedure using an optical laser system, set to travel a path identical to that of the neutrons.
The sample height and angle are adjusted until the laser beam illuminates the slit at the back
of the single detector slits. Fine alignment can then be obtained using the neutron beam.
The reflected neutron beam is collimated to remove non-specular scatter and detected
by 3He detector. Neutrons have no electrical charge, hence they cannot directly seen. The
following nuclear reaction takes place for high efficiency neutron detection;
n + 3He → 3H+ + 1H+ + e− + eV. (3.1)
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where both proton (1H) and tritium (3H) are directly detected using a proportional counter,
and from them the presence of neutrons is deduced. Typical acquisition times were of
the order of 12 hours for each temperature. Long counting times are required to provide
sufficiently high quality data over the relatively large range of QZ employed. A more
detailed theory of neutron scattering and polarized neutron reflectivity, as for investigations
of amorphous CoFeB:Ta thin-films are provided in Chapter 4. In addition, it also explains a
fitting procedure of CoFeB:Ta thin-films using GenX software [102].
3.5 Magnetoresistance of Thin-Films
Magnetoresistance measurements were performed using a room-temperature magne-
toresistance system for angular dependent measurements. The sample was placed onto a
motorized rotation stage in the center of an electromagnet which has a 1 kOe maximum field
capacity connected to a Kepco power supply. A Hall probe was placed on one of the poles
of the magnet to measure the applied magnetic field. The rotation stage is covered with an
electrically and thermally shielded cover to minimize the background noise signal. This stage
can be rotated with an angle of 0◦-180◦ with respect to the applied field direction.
The electrical connection to the thin-films was made using a conventional linear four-
point probe technique which is widely used for measuring sheet resistance of thin-films.
Sheet resistance, denoted by R, is an extensive property of a material and depends on the
thickness of the thin-film. This technique comprises four gold-plated bronze spring loaded
metal contacts with a 1.3 mm diameter rounded tip, as shown schematically in Fig. 3.9 (a).
The illustration of voltage and current contact geometries are given in Fig. 3.9 (b). These
metal contacts were compressed to half the entire compression distance, then fastening tightly
with a screw to ensure that a good mechanical (and hence electrical) contact was made with
the thin-film. The four contacts were placed on a flat surface of the film with separation
distances between inner and outer probes. The outer two probes have a b = 12 ± 0.05 mm
separation and supply constant current across the samples, while the resistance was mea-
sured by detecting the voltage drop through the inner two probes, with a separation of
a = 7.05 ± 0.05 mm, connected to a nanovoltmeter to measure the voltage.
The four-point probe technique was used in the measurements to eliminate the con-
tribution from the resistance of the wiring and the contacts from the measurement of the
sample. The sample substrates were scribed linearly with a large aspect ratio of approximate
dimensions 15 mm × 2 mm to ensure that current flows uniformly through the entire film.
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Fig. 3.9 (a) Schematic illustration of the voltage and current contact onto a motorized
rotation stage for measurements of electrical resistance in thin-films using a four-point probe
technique. (b) Illustration of voltage and current contact geometries for measurements of
electrical resistance in thin-films.
An initial test-run was performed every time to ensure a proper contact when a new sample
was loaded on the rotation stage.
An applied current of 1 mA was used to measure the resistance of thin-films. The
magnetic field was applied to the sample in a wide range from -250 Oe to 250 Oe in
increments of 0.5 Oe, where this small increment is to provide sufficient resolution to ensure
all changes in resistance are observed. Large magnetic fields were not required to achieve
saturation due to the relatively soft nature of the thin-films. A LABVIEW program was used
to control the system and record the measured data.
3.6 Ferromagnetic Resonance of Thin-Films
Ferromagnetic resonance (FMR) spectroscopy is a very powerful technique to investigate
the magnetization dynamics of ferromagnetic thin-films over a wide range of frequen-
cies [106]. This was first demonstrated experimentally by Griffiths [107] in 1946 and the
theoretical explanation of this phenomenon was provided by Kittel [51] in 1948. Since then,
FMR spectroscopy has become one of the best-established techniques for the characterization
of magnetic materials with respect to its effective magnetization and precessional damping.
Several approaches exist for the measurement of magnetization dynamics in ferromagnetic
thin-films [108]. Vector network analyzers (VNA) are mainly used for the investigation of
high frequency (GHz) circuits. Since magnetization dynamics in thin-films occur in the
microwave frequency range, the VNA is a powerful device for FMR experiments. FMR
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measurements, presented in Chapter 7, were performed using a room-temperature broadband
FMR with VNA, as illustrated schematically in Fig. 3.10 (a). This work was carried out at
IN-IFIMUP, University of Porto, Portugal.
Due to the difficulties of measuring the total current and voltage at higher frequencies,
S-parameters are used instead in a two-port measurement configuration. This involved
measuring four S-parameters which consist of the two transmitted signals (S12,S21) and two
reflected signals (S11,S22). The first subscript number is the port at which the outgoing wave
is observed, and the second is the port at which the network is excited. These four parameters
provide the elements of the scattering matrix Sij, which is the ratio of the reflected voltage
wave to the incident voltage wave amplitude; Sij =Vi/Vj. This relation states that the incident
waves which come from other ports are set to zero, except port j. The frequency is swept at
a fixed applied magnetic field, and the complex transmission parameter S12 recorded as a
function of the frequency. When the FMR condition is fulfilled the sample absorbs a part
of the microwave signal, and changes the phase of the transmitted microwave signal. The
resonance position and the FMR linewidth can be extracted by analyzing these changes in
the measured transmission signal.
The main components of the experimental set-up are illustrated in Fig. 3.10 (a). The VNA
serves as the source and the detector of the sinusoidal high frequency signal. It is connected
Fig. 3.10 (a) Schematic illustration of the VNA-FMR system. Microwave radiation is
transmitted through a coplanar waveguide (CPW) placed in the center of an electromagnet.
The sample is placed magnetic film side downwards on the CPW mounted in non-magnetic
sample holder with goniometer between a set of magnetic coils. (b) Cross sectional diagram
of CPW showing the configuration of rf field (hr f ) which is parallel to the plane of the CPW.
The lower figure indicates the magnetic (solid lines) and electric (dashed lines) field lines
winding around the signal conductor.
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to a coplanar waveguide (CPW), having a characteristic impedance of 50 Ω using phase
stable non-magnetic coaxial cables and microwave probes which is placed in the center of an
electromagnet. The CPW excites the precession of the magnetization, which in turn induces
a microwave voltage in the CPW. The resonance behaviour of the sample is investigated as
a function of an externally applied magnetic field using a Rosenberger CPW, as shown in
Fig. 3.10 (b). It has a central strip conductor of 3 cm length and 450 µm width surrounded
by co-planar ground planes in each side. The gap between the central line and the ground
planes is 300 µm.
Typical FMR data, obtained from VNA-FMR measurement, of polycrystalline Co thin-
film are given in Fig. 3.11 as a function of applied magnetic field at 15 GHz. The linewidth
of the samples are extracted from the FMR curves in Fig. 3.11 (a) by fitting to a Lorentzian
peak function as shown by the solid line. Resonance frequency as a function of the magnetic
field is given in Fig. 3.11 (b). The red solid line represents a fit to the Kittel equation.
The VNA sweeps the frequency of the outgoing signal across a specified range, from
45 MHz to 18 GHz, for the employed model (Anritsu 37247D). The static magnetic field is
provided by a Bruker DC electromagnet ER-200D with water cooling system. The magnetic
field was monitored using a Hall probe placed between the pole pieces, and it was calibrated
using a Lakeshore-425 gaussmeter at the sample position. The static magnetic field was
perpendicular to the microwave magnetic field, and can apply both in-plane and out-of-plane
fields to the sample using the sample holder with goniometer. The calibration procedure and
measurement process are fully automated using a LABVIEW software.
Fig. 3.11 (a) An example of the microwave transmission parameter S21 as a function of
magnetic field for the Co[55 nm]/Ir sample. (b) An example of resonance frequency as a
function of magnetic field for the same sample and a fit to the Kittel formula.

4
Theory of Scattering and Fitting Procedure
The purpose of this chapter is to introduce the theoretical background of x-ray and neutron
scattering needed to understand the present work. The discussion starts with the interactions
of x-rays with matter including; absorption, refraction and scattering mechanisms. In the
following section, scattering geometry is explained with specular, off-specular and rocking
scan types. Reflection from a homogeneous layer and multilayered films, and reflectivity
from non-ideal interfaces, such as topologically rough and chemically graded interfaces, are
introduced to understand reflectivity of thin-films in this work.
The physical principles of x-ray diffraction are also discussed briefly to aid the explanation
of crystallographic phase transitions. Finally, the basic concepts of neutron scattering,
including the fitting procedure of temperature dependent PNR data are discussed to express
magnetic depth profiles of thin-films.
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4.1 X-ray Interactions with Matter
X-rays were discovered by W. C. Röntgen [109] over a hundred years ago. Since that
time they have become one of the major tools for the structure analysis of the matter because
the wavelengths of x-rays are of the order of atomic spacing. This section presents the
fundamental aspects of the x-ray interaction with matter which is needed to explain the
principles of x-ray reflectivity and diffraction. The interaction between x-ray and matter
depends on the characteristic of the material and the properties of the radiation. X-rays which
meet with matter can undergo one of the three different mechanisms; absorption, refraction,
and scattering. The following sections describe these mechanisms in detail.
4.1.1 Absorption
The absorption of x-rays for an element is governed by the linear absorption coefficient,
µ , where µdz is the attenuation of the x-ray beam of the intensity I, after traveling a distance
z through the material. The absorption is defined by;
I = I0 e−µz (4.1)
where z is the depth from the surface, I0 is the initial intensity and µ is the ratio of the beam
intensities with and without the material. Absorption of a neutron by matter occurs via a
different mechanism to that of x-rays. A nucleus within matter absorbs the neutron, which
leads a reaction that causes fission, or the expulsion of a proton, an α particle or a γ-ray.
4.1.2 Refraction
The interaction of x-rays with a material have been considered at the atomic level.
However, refraction should be expected at interfaces between different material layers
because x-rays are electromagnetic waves. The scattering of x-rays can be regarded as
reflection and refraction at the interfaces between two materials where each material has its
own refractive index, n. This causes a change in the direction of the x-rays, as illustrated in
Fig. 4.1. The refractive index is defined as the ratio of the speed of light in a vacuum c, to the
speed of light in a medium v, where n= c/v. In general, the refractive index of a medium for
x-rays and neutrons is complex;
n= 1−δ − iβ (4.2)
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Fig. 4.1 Schematic illustration of the reflection and transmission at an ideal interface between
two materials of different refractive index n0 and n1.
where δ is the dispersion coefficient, which is of the order of 10−5 in solids and ∼ 10−8
in air. The imaginary part, β , is the absorption coefficients, which is much smaller than δ .
For x-rays, both coefficients are small positive numbers, yielding a refractive index less than
unity. When x-rays are passing through an interface between two materials, the transmitted
beam is refracted away from the surface normal. This is described by using Snell’s law;
n0 cosαi = n1 cosαt (4.3)
where n0 and n1 are the refractive indices of the two materials and αi and αt are the incident
and transmitted grazing angles, respectively. As the incident angle αi increases, the transmit-
ted angle αt also increases. When x-rays enter from one medium to different medium at a
low incidence grazing angle, total external reflection occurs when the angle of incidence is
less than the critical angle, αc. When the angle of incidence is larger than the critical angle,
x-rays penetrate into the material. If the wave is incident from vacuum, the critical angle can






where δ is the real part of the refractive index, and it is related to dispersion effects. For
angles greater than αc, x-rays or neutrons penetrate into the material. The reflection and
transmission of electromagnetic waves which travel between media of different refractive








where r is the amplitude of reflectivity and t is the amplitude of transmittivity. The cor-
responding intensities from reflection and transmission are R = |r|2 and T = |t|2 where
r2 + t2 = 1 indicates the energy conserved at the boundary. Below αc, only the reflected
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component exist. As the angle is increased above the αc, transmission increases, and the
reflectivity drops sharply as α−4i .
4.1.3 Scattering
The final process is the so called scattering or diffraction mechanism when x-rays and
neutrons interact with a matter. In this work the discussion is limited to the classical
description of scattering events in which the wavelengths of the incident wave are the same as
that of the scattered waves. This is elastic scattering, which is also called Thomson scattering.
In this section, all interactions are assumed to be elastic. In general, this assumption is not
true in quantum mechanics where the scattered photon has a lower energy relative to that of
the incident energy. This inelastic scattering process is called Compton effect. This section
includes scattering theory for x-rays with the interaction of a single electron and an atom.
In this section the discussion of scattering theory for x-rays starts with the interaction of an
x-ray with a single electron and develops through the consideration of the scattering from an
atom.
The scattering of x-rays by a single electron can be considered in terms of dipole oscilla-
tions. The electron, being charged, is forced to vibrate by the electromagnetic interaction of
an incident x-ray beam. This vibrating electron then radiates a spherical waves as a dipole
which is described using Maxwell’s equations. The radiated electric field at a point r is given
by;







where E0 is the amplitude of the incident electric wave. The first term (r0 = e2/mc2 = 2.82 ×
10−13Å) is defined as the Thomson scattering length or classical radius which represents the
scattering power of the free electron. Here, the minus sign is due to the π-phase shift. The
number of scattered photons collected per second in detector of area A at solid angle from
incident direction is defined by [99];





where I0 is the strength of the incident flux, which is the number of photons passing through
unit area per second, △Ω is the unit solid angle, and dσ/dΩ is the differential scattering
cross-section. Thus, the efficiency, IS/I0, of the scattering process can be measured by the
differential cross-section.
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In the previous section, the discussion was based on the Thomson scattering of a free
electron, where its position was fixed. However, it is known that the electrons do not scatter
with the same phase. The intensity of the scattered radiation from an atom is defined by the
atomic scattering factor which is the ratio of the amplitude of the x-ray scattered by the atom
to the amplitude of that scattered by a single free electron. There are Z electrons in an atom





The scattering ability of these electrons is summed up in the scattering factor f which can





where ρ is the number of electron per unit volume and r is the radius. Here ρ(V ) dV is the
probability that an electron exists in volume dV .
4.2 Scattering Geometries
The scattering geometry for a typical experiment is shown in Fig. 4.2 (a) and its reciprocal
space equivalent in Fig. 4.2 (b). The incident beam strikes to the sample surface at an angle θ
and reflected beam intensity can be measured as a function of θ . For specular reflectivity
studies the z-component of the scattering vector, QZ is parallel to the z-axis, which is
perpendicular to the sample surface. The scattering vector, which is the reciprocal direction
of the scattering, is described as;
Q= k f − ki = 4πλ sinθ (4.10)
where λ is the wavelength and ki is the incident wavevector at an angle θi to the sample sur-
face. After scattering through an angle θ f , the reflected beam is defined by the wavevector k f .
For elastic scattering, the magnitude of these wavevectors are the same, hence;
|ki|= |k f |= |k|= 1λ . (4.11)
The out-of-plane, QZ and in-plane QX components of the scattering vector can be ex-
pressed in terms of k f and ki. The transformations are;
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where θ = θi and φ = θ f +θi are the sample and the detector angles, respectively. These






















where α = θ − (φ/2). These equations state that reciprocal space can be probed in two
dimensions. Eq. 4.13 have a common factor, (2/λ )sin(φ/2), which only depends on the
detector angle, and the difference between the in-plane and out-of-plane terms that depend
on α . These equations allow the determination of different types of grazing incident x-ray
scans; specular, off-specular (longitudinal diffuse), and rocking scan (transverse).
In the specular condition, the angle of incidence is equal to the angle of reflectivity;
θi = θr, hence α = 0. QX disappears and the scattering is only sensitive to the out-of-plane
component. In this scan, the sample and detector are coupled such that the detector moves
twice the rate of the sample, θ = φ/2. Thus the specular condition is maintained throughout
the scan with QZ. The specular scan also contains forward diffuse scatter, hence it is required
to perform an off-specular scan to obtain the true specular reflection by subtracting off this
intensity from the measured specular reflectivity. The off-specular or longitudinal diffuse
scan is essentially the same as the previous case, with a small offset angle. The in-plane
diffuse scatter can be measured in the QX direction by fixing the detector angle 2θ , and then
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sweeping the sample angle θ from 0 to φ . This scan type is called rocking or transverse scan
which provides information on the lateral length scale. Although there is a slight variation to
the out-of plane component during rocking scan, it is typically negligible at small angles.
4.3 X-ray Diffraction
Diffraction of x-rays is one of the most important method of studying the structural
investigations of materials. X-ray diffraction is the interference of x-rays which are scattered
coherently from periodically arranged groups of electrons. When the incident wave interacts
with a crystal lattice, each atom re-radiates a spherical wavefronts. The simplest mathematical
construction of diffraction mechanism is described by Bragg [111] in 1913. In a crystalline
solid which has parallel planes of ions and separated by the interplanar distance d, Bragg
diffraction occurs when the incident x-rays are scattered from lattice planes at certain angles.
Fig. 4.3 shows schematic illustration of Bragg condition for the constructive interference of
waves. This condition is satisfied by;
nλ = 2dhkl sinθ (4.14)
where λ is the wavelength of the radiation used, n is a positive integer, dhkl is the interplanar
spacing and θ is the angle between the incident x-ray and the relevant lattice planes. This
is called Bragg’s law [111] which explains the interference pattern of x-rays scattered by a
crystal lattice. Fig. 4.3 shows first and second waves are in phase each other. The condition
of these waves to stay in phase after reflection is that the path length of CB and BD is nλ .
Fig. 4.3 Schematic representation of the derivation of Bragg’s law with reflection of two
incident waves from lattice planes. The path difference is highlighted in red.
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Here, CB and BD are equal to each other, CB = BD = d sinθ . Bragg’s law states that the
scattered x-rays interfere constructively when difference between the path lengths of two
waves is nλ = 2d sinθ . The diffraction pattern can be obtained by measuring the intensity
of scattered waves as a function of the scattering angle. In the diffraction pattern, a strong
intensity is obtained at the points when the scattering angles satisfy the Bragg condition.
4.4 Reflection from a Homogeneous Layer
Consider a single layer of finite thickness, grown onto an infinitely thick substrate,
exposed to monochromatic x-rays at grazing incidence, as shown schematically in Fig.4.4.
There are three media, that x-ray experiences before and after the scattering. These are the
air n0, the material n1 and the substrate n2. At the surface of the layer, the incidence beam in
air with refractive index n0, will be partially reflected onto a single layer, r10, and transmitted,
t01 into a medium with refractive index n1. The transmitted x-ray travels through to the
next interface, and they will be partially reflected and transmitted again. This process will
continue until the x-rays reach the substrate surface with refractive index n2. The x-rays
transmitted into the substrate dies off and the reflected x-ray reaches to the another part of
the surface and is again partially transmitted to the next layer. When all possible pathways of
the x-ray beam are considered, the total reflectivity of a single layer is given in terms of the
transmission and reflection coefficients;
rtotal = r10 + t01r21t10 p2 + t01r21r10r21t10 p4 + .....






Fig. 4.4 Schematic illustration of reflection and transmission of incident x-rays from a thin-
slab of thickness d with refractive index n1 on a infinitely thick substrate with refractive
index n2. Reflection and transmission are denoted by r and t, respectively.
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where p2 is the phase factor of the x-ray which is reflected from the top and bottom sides of
the layer, and it is given by p2 = exp(iq1d) where q1 = 2k1 sinα1 is the scattering vector with
incident wavevector k1 and thickness d. The summation of the total reflectivity is simplified
using Fresnel’s equation, Eq. 4.5, and then it is given by;




The oscillations of the reflected intensity are called Kiessig fringes and result from
interference between various reflections of x-rays from the top and the bottom of the layer.
Fig. 4.5 (a) shows the simulated reflectivity profile of a 6 nm Co thin-film with Ir overlayer,
showing the Kiessig fringes and the critical angle, and Fig. 4.5 (b) shows the incident angle
when it is lower or higher than critical angle. These fringe numbers depend on the total
film thickness where they increase with increasing film thickness and they are related to the
thickness of the layer with an equation△θ = λ/2d [112]. Here, the reflected intensity shows
a sharp drop at the critical angle, which means that the x-rays begin to penetrate through the
material, and distinct fringes begin to appear. For a single film, the separation of the two




Fig. 4.5 (a) Simulated specular reflectivity for 6 nm Co layer with Ir overlayer on Si/SiO2
substrate. The Kiessig fringes and the critical angle are clearly shown. (b) Schematic
illustration of x-ray reflectivity for cases when the incident angle, θ , is lower and higher than
critical angle θc.
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where θm is the location of the mth fringe. This shows that the layer thickness based on
the angular position of the fringes where the separation between two fringes increases with
decreasing layer thickness. The amplitude of the fringes depends on the difference in electron
density between the layers, grading and roughness of the interfaces. The decay in the intensity
shows the roughness of the interfaces where reflected x-rays decrease more rapidly with a
large surface roughness [112].
4.5 Reflection from a Multilayered Films
Throughout this work, the thin-film samples contain bilayers and multilayers, hence the
reflectivity for these structures has to be taken into account. The reflectivity of multilayered
structures is more complicated than for the single layer. More transmission and reflection
of the x-ray beam from sub-layers and interfaces may affect the total reflectivity. A general
method to measure the reflectivity of multilayered system extends from the reflectivity of
a single layer to include the multiple reflections and refraction effects. For multilayered
structures, the reflectivity is described by a recursive relation, developed by Parratt [98].
This method includes refraction and multiple scattering events for a stack on top of a thick
substrate.
Fig. 4.6 shows a multilayer stack consisting of N layers, where each layer has a thick-
ness d j, and refractive index n j = 1−δ j+ iβ j. Here the layers are numbered from the surface
towards the substrate. The wavevector transfer becomes Q j = 2k j sinα j = 2kz, j where;
k2z, j = (n jk)
2− k2x, j. (4.18)
In the x direction the wavevector component is constant throughout the multilayer stack.
The wavevector transfer for each layer becomes;
Q2j = Q
2−8k2σ j+8ik2β j. (4.19)
The reflectivity from the top of the j’th layer can be calculated using the Fresnel relations,
Eq. 4.16, as;
r j−1, j =
r j−1, j + r j,∞ p2j
1 + r j−1, j r j,∞ p2j
. (4.20)
The reflectivity at the next interface can be calculated in a similar way until the total reflectiv-
ity amplitude, r10, is obtained at the interface between the first layer n1 and the vacuum n0.
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Fig. 4.6 A schematic illustration of a multilayer consisting of N layers with refractive
indices, n and layer thicknesses, d.
Using this equation, the reflected intensity from the top of the stack to the bottom is obtained
for a multilayered structure which contains smooth interfaces between layers. However,
multilayers do not always comprise perfect interfaces, hence this must be taken into account.
During deposition of thin-films, the interdiffusion of target atoms into other layers is possible
depending on the energetics of the sputtering process and the relative difference in size
between atoms and diffusivity. Thus, it is required to consider a mechanism, during the fitting
procedure, in order to account for a graded interface, which causes the fluctuations in the
density profile of the layers. Besides, the layers in a multilayer system are unlikely to be flat,
which is called interfacial topological roughness. Hence, this must also be considered within
the calculations for vertical changes in the layer thickness.
4.6 Reflection on non-ideal interfaces
The scattering in the previous section has been described for perfectly sharp and flat
interfaces. However, in real thin-film systems most of the structures have topologically rough
and chemically graded interfaces, hence it is necessary to extend the scattering formalism to
take into account these interfaces. A specular reflectivity measurement is sensitive only to
the average change in the electron density as a function of layer depth, hence it can quantify
only the total interface width.
Fig. 4.7 shows examples of (a) topologically rough and (b) chemically graded interfaces
where the interface is blurred due to the intermixing of two different atomic species. In reality,
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a mixture of these two is expected in thin-films. In the first case of a topologically rough
interface, the heights of layers at different positions are uncorrelated, hence the roughness
can be considered by varying the index of refraction. This is a method which is proposed by
Nevot and Croce [113]. This model shows that x-ray reflection from an interface exhibits
a Gaussian roughness distribution, where it has a standard deviation σ . The root mean
square roughness (RMS) can be extracted from reflectivity data using this model. When a
wave of x-ray incident onto a rough surface, it is scattered through different angles by the
various facets, as shown in Fig. 4.7 (a). If these are distributed in a Gaussian with a standard





where QZ is the out-of-plane components of the scattering vector, σ is the width of interfacial
region and RF is the Fresnel reflectivity. The reflectivity of a multilayer with chemically
graded interfaces is the product of the intensity from a multilayer RF and a factor which
determines a change in the density across the layer interface. In this case, a new model is
used for grading profile at an interface with an error function to define the roughness at the
interface;







The derivative of the error function is a Gaussian, and the Fourier transform of a Gaussian
gives another Gaussian. Hence, this allows the intensity for the reflectivity of graded interface;
Fig. 4.7 Examples of the type of transition that can exist at an interface between two layers
(a) topologically rough defined by correlation lengths ξ and facet orientations, θF , and (b)
chemically graded, but perfectly flat surface.
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R(Q) = RF(Q)e−(Q
2σ2). (4.23)
The topologically rough interface is oriented locally in different directions, as shown
in Fig. 4.7 (a), and the reduction in specular scatter reveals through diffuse scatter out of
the specular direction. In contrast, the chemically graded interface is parallel to the film
surface and perpendicular to the scattering vector. Thus, changes in the specular scatter due
to composition variation arises from coherent effects [112].
4.7 Neutron Scattering
Neutrons were discovered by J. Chadwick [114] in 1932, and neutron scattering has been
proven to be a useful technique to understand the properties of materials. The wavelength of
neutrons is similar to the spacing between atoms, which makes neutrons an ideal technique
to study structure with atomic resolution. The scattering of neutrons is analogous to the
scattering of x-rays, hence the scattering theory in the previous sections for x-rays is also
applicable to neutrons. Both x-ray and neutrons are used to study condensed matter systems,
the mechanism behind neutron scattering is more complex in comparison to x-ray scattering.
Neutrons are of course charge neutral and can be described by their wavevector k and their
spin σ , which results in a magnetic moment, therefore they interact with unpaired electrons
of magnetic atoms. This makes neutrons an ideal tool to study magnetic fluctuations and
structural properties of magnetic materials. Charge neutrality allows neutrons to penetrate
deeply into material better than charged particles. Similar to x-rays, neutrons show interfer-
ence effects in the case of scattering from ordered systems. Hence, it is possible to analyze
the crystal structure of a sample from nuclear and magnetic interactions.
4.7.1 Properties of Neutrons
The fundamental properties of a free neutron are summarized in Table 4.1. Neutrons consist
of one up and two down quarks, thus they have a total charge of zero. Neutrons with a de
Broglie wavelength ∼ 2 Å are referred as thermal neutrons. This wavelength is of the same
order of magnitude of interatomic distances in materials. The wavelength of a neutron is
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Table 4.1 Basic properties of a free neutron
Mass 1.675 × 10−27 kg
Spin 1/2
Charge 0
Magnetic dipole moment -1.913 µN
Gyromagnetic ratio 8.5161 × 108 rad/s T
Nuclear magneton µN 5.051 × 10−27 J/T
Free neutron decay n→ p+ e−+ ν˜e
β -decay lifetime 885.8 ± 0.9 s
where m is the mass of the neutron and v is the velocity. The energy of a neutron using





The energy of the neutron is also related to the wavelength, and the temperature T via the
Boltzmann constant, kB = 1.381 × 10−23 JK−1;










Neutrons can be classified as hot, cold and thermal depending of the moderator. The
wavelengths of x-rays and thermal neutrons are of the order of 1 Å, but their energies show
huge difference. For example, a neutron with a 1 Å wavelength has an 0.08 eV energy,
an x-ray with the same wavelength has an energy of 12.400 eV. In a neutron scattering
experiment, a neutron beam with momentum h¯ki and energy Ei is incident on a sample and
scatters from the sample at an angle θ with a momentum h¯k f and energy E f . Due to the
conservation of the energy and momentum, the scattering process is expressed by;
Q= ki− k f and Q2 = k2i + k2f −2kik f cos(2θ) (4.27)







h¯2(k2i − k2f )
2m
(4.28)
where m is the mass of neutron, Q denotes the wavevector transfer and h¯ω is the energy
transferred to the sample. Initial and final wavevectors are given as ki and k f , respectively. In
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the case of elastic scattering, there is no energy transfer from neutron to the sample, hence
h¯ω = 0, |ki|= |k f | and the wavevector transfer become Q= 2|k|sinθ . For inelastic scattering,
both momentum and energy are transferred from the neutron to the sample and h¯ω ̸= 0 and
|ki| ̸= |k f |. The wavevector values are achieved by varying the scattering angle.
4.7.2 Scattering of Neutrons
Two different interactions occur between a neutron and the atoms in a crystal. They
are the interaction of neutron/nuclear and the interaction of neutron-magnetic, which the
latter is the interaction between the neutron magnetic moment and any magnetic moment of
atom. There is a very strong interaction between neutrons and nuclei which bind the nucleus
together. The scattering mechanisms of neutrons are given in Fig. 4.8 for (a) structural and
(b) magnetic scattering. In general, the interaction between an incident neutron at position r




b j δ (r− r j) (4.29)
where V (r) is the Fermi pseudopotential, m is the mass of the neutron, r is the position of
the neutron relative to the nucleus and b j is the bound scattering length. In a similar way to






V (r) exp(2πi(q.r)) dV
]
. (4.30)
This equation shows the different scattering potentials between neutrons and x-rays where
the scattering potential for x-rays is the electron density. The radius of the nucleus ranges
between 1 fm for a single nucleon, up to 7 fm for the heaviest nuclei, where it is smaller than
the wavelength of the neutron with ∼ 1 Å. Hence, by assuming the fermi pseudopotential is
negligible outside of the nucleus with radius r0, and a constant a, within it then: 0 < a < r0











where fn is a constant and denoted as b, which is the nuclear scattering length. Since
scattering is originated by a point source (unlike x-rays), fn has no q dependence. Now, the
similarity between neutron and x-ray scattering breaks down, and it becomes difficult to
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Fig. 4.8 The scattering mechanisms of neutrons for (a) structural and (b) magnetic scattering.
compare neutron with x-ray scattering. At this point Fermi’s golden rule helps the differential









Here, the initial and final states are defined in terms of their spin and wavevector. Neutrons
have a magnetic moment which can interact with the internal magnetic field of the atom.
This interaction is the consequence of the energy associated with the magnetic moment of
neutron, µN , in the internal magnetic field, H from any unpaired electrons within the atom.
If an incident neutron enters in a magnetic material, it interacts with the magnetization
of the sample, which is aligned at an angle θ to an axis perpendicular to the moment of the
neutron, and experiences a magnetic potential Vmag;




The total scattering of a neutron is the sum of the nuclear and magnetic components (the
Zeeman interaction), btotal = bnuc+bmag. If the incoming neutron is polarized (up/down)
with respect to the magnetization, Vmag changes its sign. Hence, the total scattering length is
different for spin-up and spin-down neutrons;








where N denotes the atomic density. The first term in the equation results from the interaction
of neutron with the nucleus, and the second term results from the interaction of the neutron
with the sample magnetization. A schematic illustration of the SLDs for spin-up and spin-
downs are sketched in Fig. 4.9. Here, Nbnuc is the nuclear scattering length density (SLD),
which is directly related to the elements and their isotopes within the material. The magnetic
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Fig. 4.9 Scattering length density for (a) spin-down neutrons and (b) spin-up neutrons.
Scattering density profile is the sum of a nuclear and a magnetic component. Reproduced
from [115].
component of the scattering length density is Nbmag, is proportional to the magnetization
of the sample. This equation also shows that the total scattering length is dependent on
the neutron polarization. Here, plus/minus sign corresponds to a neutron beam which is
polarized parallel/perpendicular to the magnetization direction. PNR is very sensitive to the
magnetic structure of materials because both nuclear and magnetic SLDs are of the same
order of magnitude. The nuclear and magnetic SLDs of bulk Fe are Nbnuc = 801.9 µm−2,
Nbmag = 498.5 µm−2, respectively.
4.8 Data Modeling Procedure
The best fitting simulations of both the XRR and PNR reflectivities were obtained by
simulating a sample structure and calculating the reflectivity, which provides the nuclear and
magnetic profiles in the out-of plane direction. The freely available GenX [102] simulation
code, which uses Parratt’s recursion formalism [98], was used for the modeling of reflectivity
curves. The reflectivity data can be simulated using a set of parameters including each layer
thicknesses, magnetic moments, densities and each interface roughnesses, which determine
the physical nature of the thin-films. The structural depth profiles are obtained from room-
temperature PNR and XRR reflectivities. The data was modeled using layer stacks of
substrate/CoFeB:Ta/Ta cap, where the thin-films were deposited on Si/SiO2 and GaAs(001)
substrates. A thin oxidized Ta layer was added to the models to take into account oxide
formation of the Ta cap. The density of each layer is transformed from kg/m3 to formula
units Å3, where the relative atomic mass u is defined by;
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1u= 1.66054×10−27kg
ρ[kg/m3] = 1.66054×103×ρ[u / Å3]
(4.35)
The densities of each layer was calculated using this way and summarized in Table 4.2.
The magnetization depth profiles of the CoFeB:Ta thin-films were obtained by consistently
fitting the low-temperature reflectivities using the structural parameters obtained at room-
temperature. During fitting, room-temperature structural parameters were fixed, and only the
magnetic parameters including layer thickness, interfacial roughness and magnetic moments
were allowed to vary as a function of temperature. It is required to generate different models
for best fit parameters of reflectivities and corresponding spin-asymmetries at different
temperatures.
First of all, a simple model was introduced including substrate/uniform CoFeB:Ta/Ta
capping layer. This is called “1-Layer model” because the FM layer is comprised of a uniform
CoFeB:Ta layer with a thickness of 10 nm. To indicate the MDL formations at interfaces,
a new model with subdivided CoFeB:Ta thin-slabs is required because there is only one
magnetically active layer. However, other models can provide magnetically inactive layers at
the interfaces. The second model is called the “2-Layers model”, where the CoFeB:Ta layer
in the structure was divided into two thin-slabs with different parameters. The following
simulations were “3-Layers” and “4-Layers” models, where the CoFeB:Ta layers are divided
into three and four thin-slabs to provide a realistic description of the magnetic structure
of the thin-films. A schematic illustration of the CoFeB:Ta thin-films divided into various
thin-slabs are outlined in Fig. 4.10. Each model gives a reduced chi-squared values at the
end of fitting the data, where the goodness of fit of these simulations can be compared using
these chi-squared values. This procedure assists in deciding the agreement of the model with
the PNR data. In this investigation, the 3-Layers model for the structure on Si/SiO2 and the
4-Layers model for the structure on GaAs(001) gave the lowest chi-squared values for both
Table 4.2 Calculated densities of each layers used in the models.
Layer Density Substrate Density
Ta2O5 0.0111 SiO2 0.0254
Ta 0.0554 Si 0.0499
CoFeB:Ta 0.0755 GaAs(001) 0.0222
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Fig. 4.10 A schematic illustration of CoFeB:Ta layers divided into various thin-slabs.
temperatures, as adding further subdivisions to the model gave no improvement to the quality
of the fits. This modeling procedure for amorphous CoFeB:Ta thin-films was used to define
temperature dependent MDL formations at interfaces in Chapter 6.
The figure of merit is the fitting function of reflectivity curves that compares how well
the simulation matches with the measured reflectivities. In the fitting procedure, an absolute
logarithmic difference “log” of the figure of merit was used to fit the reflectivity curves.
The modeled structure can be modified to minimize the difference between the theoretical
curves and experimental reflectivities, where these minimizations provide values of reduced
chi-squared, χ2, for the specular reflectivity.

5
Interfacial Origin of Thickness Dependent
In-plane Anisotropic Magnetoresistance
Magneto-transport phenomena in ferromagnetic (FM) thin-films, such as anisotropic
magnetoresistance (AMR) [42–44] have attracted considerable attentions in a wide variety
of applications in the emerging field of spintronics [116]. The interest in anisotropic mag-
netotransport effects has become important again due to the discoveries of the tunnelling
AMR (TAMR) which results from strong spin-orbit interaction (SOI) in a single FM semi-
conductors [117] and metals [118], spin-Hall magnetoresistance (SHMR) [119] originating
from concerted actions of the direct and inverse spin Hall effect, and “hybrid” magnetoresis-
tance [120] which appears in a metal in close proximity with a FM layer. In addition to these
anisotropic effects, conventional AMR in FM thin-films continues to present its unexplained
behaviour [121] including a possible interfacial AMR for perpendicularly magnetized Co
thin-films [122].
AMR was first observed by William Thomson [44] and, a detailed understanding of the
mechanism underpinning the AMR continues to emerge [122, 123]. In ferromagnetic (FM)
thin-films the AMR is a prominent manifestation of the anisotropic scattering of conduction
electrons due to the SOI [42, 43] within the bulk of the FM thin-films. Almost all materials
exhibit magnetocrystalline anisotropy, hence they also exhibit AMR [121]. The AMR is very
small for most materials, usually a few percent, even at high applied magnetic fields and
rarely exceeds 5% at room-temperature for strong magnetic materials. Large AMR ratios
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have been reported in MBE-grown Co/Ni multilayers where it reaches up to 8.2% at 4.2 K.
AMR has been observed in FM thin-films and bulk materials where the change is smaller
in thin-films than bulk materials. Several AMR studies in FM thin-films showed that the
magnitude depends on the thickness of FM layer, grain size and the thin-film deposition
parameters [43, 45, 62].
Recently, an interfacial contribution to the AMR in a perpendicular geometry where mag-
netization rotated out of the plane of the layers, has been found in Pt/Co/Pt structures [122]
and Co/Pd multilayers [124]. This anisotropic interface magnetoresistance has been ex-
plained in terms of a hybrid magnetoresistance resulting from induced magnetic moments
near the interfaces with an FM material in contact with a Pt layer [120]. However a recent
study disagrees [125] where the observed magnetoresistance in Pt/CoFe2O4 hybrid inter-
faces cannot be attributed to proximity-induced magnetic moments at Pt. The observed
magnetoresistance is dominated by either bulk or interface SOI related effects [125].
There has been significant interest in Rashba-torque effects which originates in interfacial
SOI. The Rashba-torque in FM thin-films with structural inversion asymmetry [126, 127]
may be thought of as the converse of the AMR. Recently, AMR in Rashba and Dresselhaus
spin-orbit splitting systems with polarized magnetic impurities has been studied theoretically
by Trushin et al. [128]. They have shown that the Rashba SOI produces an in-plane AMR
in the FM layer with the same sign as conventional non-crystalline AMR. Recently an
unconventional angular dependence of AMR was discovered experimentally [120, 122] in an
adjacent non-magnetic layer with strong SOI which may also arise due to Rashba SOI.
In this chapter, the structural, magnetic and magnetoresistance behaviour of polycrys-
talline Co thin-films with Cu and Ir overlayers are investigated using several techniques. The
detailed structural analysis of thin-films using specular x-ray reflectivity are discussed to con-
firm the layer thicknesses and interface roughness of each layer. Magnetic characterizations
of all thin-films using SQUID magnetometer at room-temperature are performed to analyze
interfacial magnetic dead layer formation within the structures. Thickness dependence of
resistivity and in-plane AMR are studied in polycrystalline Co thin-films with different
overlayers. The chapter concludes with a discussion that shows interfacial contribution to the
in-plane AMR in a single FM layer.
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5.1 Structural Analysis of Cobalt Multilayers
Grazing incidence XRR measurements of polycrystalline Co thin-films with Cu and Ir
overlayers for magneto-transport and magnetization dynamics experiments are performed at
room-temperature to determine layer thicknesses and interface roughnesses. The structures
consist of Si/SiO2/Ta[3 nm]/Cu[3 nm]/Co[tCo]/Cu or Ir[3 nm]/Ta[3 nm] with Co thicknesses
ranging from 2 nm to 55 nm. All reflectivity simulations were performed by starting with
the nominal structure of the as-deposited thin-films, including the thermally grown oxidized
layer on the silicon substrate. To improve the quality of XRR data fitting, a thin oxide layer
with a thickness up to a few nanometers was added onto the Ta capping layer (TaOx). In
the simulation model, a number of free structural parameters were required to achieve an
acceptable fit.
Grazing incidence XRR data and the corresponding best-fitting simulations are presented
in Fig. 5.1 for (a) Co[2.5 nm]/Ir and (b) Co[15 nm]/Ir thin-films. Here the solid lines corre-
spond to best-fit simulated reflectivity curves calculated using GenX simulation code [102]
for thin-films. The multi-periodic Kiessig fringes observed in the reflectivity profiles are due
to the interference from x-rays reflecting off interfaces within the sample structure. For each
layer the thickness and interfacial roughness parameters were obtained from the best-fitting
simulations of XRR for the Cu and Ir overlayered thin-films with various Co thicknesses.
Full results are provided in Appendix A.
Fig. 5.1 Measured and best-fitting simulated specular reflectivity curves calculated for
(a) Co[2.5 nm]/Ir and (b) Co[15 nm]/Ir thin-films. Red solid lines are best-fit simulations of
thin-films.
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5.2 Magnetic Properties of Cobalt Multilayers
In this section, investigation of the magnetic properties of polycrystalline Co thin-films
was performed to understand and support the experimental results of magneto-transport
measurements. Magnetic characterizations were performed using the SQUID magnetometer
at Nottingham University. Both series of thin-films were measured and showed in-plane
magnetization for the entire range of Co thicknesses.
The presence of an interfacial magnetic dead layer in FM thin-films is important for AMR
studies due to loss of FM thickness. To investigate any magnetic dead layer formation in these
thin-films the saturation magnetic moments per unit area of the thin-films was determined
as a function of Co film thickness as shown in Fig. 5.2 (a). A linear increase in magnetic
moment with Co film thickness was observed here for both structures, which is expected
from a SQUID measurement because it provides a direct measure of the magnetic response
of the entire structure. The intersection point between the linear fit and the Co thickness
gives an estimated magnetic dead layer thickness, whereas the slope of the linear fit enables
determination of the bulk saturation magnetization of the Co films. From the slopes of the fits
Fig. 5.2 (a) Dependence of areal magnetic moment on polycrystalline Co thickness of Cu
and Ir overlayered thin-films. Black and red solid lines represent linear fits of Cu and Ir
overlayered films, respectively where the slopes give saturation magnetization of Co thin-
films. Both linear fits pass through the origin within experimental error, which suggests
no magnetic dead layer formation through the entire Co film thickness. (b) Dependence of
areal magnetic moment on NiFe thickness for films with the structures of (b) Ta/NiFe/Ta and
(c) Ta/[Pt]/NiFe/[Pt]/Ta, measured by [123]. The solid lines are linear fits of the data.
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presented in figure are found to be 1400 ± 100 emu/cm3 where obtained for Cu overlayered
and 1400 ± 70 emu/cm3 for Ir overlayered thin-films, which are in good agreement with
the bulk saturation magnetization of Co 1400 emu/cm3 [129]. Also, it is shown here that
both linear fits pass through the origin within experimental error which indicates no loss of
magnetic moment through the structure. Thus, these zero intercepts suggesting no magnetic
dead layer formation associated with interfaces between polycrystalline Co layers with Cu
and Ir overlayers.
Magnetic dead layer formation also can be suppressed using Pt layers at the FM/Ta
interfaces, which can contribute the enhancement of the AMR ratio. Liu et al. [123] showed
a dead layer formed at Ta/NiFe/Ta structure with a thickness of 13 ± 2 Å, as shown in
Fig. 5.2 (b). In contrast, the insertion of a thin Pt layer at NiFe/Ta interface eliminate the
interfacial magnetic dead layer formation to 2 Å, which is within the experimental error,
as shown in Fig. 5.2 (c). Such interfacial magnetic dead layers should affect the AMR by
reducing ∆ρ due to the loss of FM volume where ∆ρ is directly related to the magnetic layer of
the structure. However there is no significant change in ρ⊥ which is dominated by interfacial
scattering. Although this can account for the enhanced AMR ratio in Ta/[Pt]/NiFe/[Pt]/Ta
structures with Pt layers inserted [123], no such magnetic dead layers are expected to form
at the Co/Cu or Co/Ir interfaces here. Thin Pt layers, as studied in [122, 123], are strongly
magnetically polarized by proximity exchange enhancement with an adjacent FM layer.
This may potentially enhance the effective FM volume [130] and lead to hybrid proximity
magnetoresistance [120]. Unlike Pt, both Cu and Ir exhibit at most only a weak oscillatory
polarization, so they cannot significantly modify the total FM volume [131–134]. Neither
interfacial magnetic dead layers nor proximity polarization account for the enhanced AMR
in Co/Ir structure observed here.
5.3 Thickness Dependence of Resistivity
A schematic illustration of the studied thin-film structure is shown in Fig. 5.3. Polycrys-
talline Co thin-films with various thicknesses were deposited onto seed layers that promote
strong fcc(111) and hcp(0001) texture in the Co layers for all thicknesses [87]. This isolates
any interfacial contribution to AMR from effects due to variations in the film microstructure
and/or texture between pairs of samples with different overlayers. Structures with overlayers
of either Cu or Ir were used here to isolate the contribution to the AMR from a single de-
signed interface. The electronic band-structure of Cu and Co are similar, hence the structures
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Fig. 5.3 Dependence of the transverse resistivity, ρ⊥ on Co film thickness in structures with
Cu and Ir overlayers. The shaded area represent the bulk resistivity of Co. The solid lines
through the data are a guide to the eye. A schematic illustration of the thin-film structure is
given on the right.
with Cu overlayers have electrically transparent interfaces, and with the Cu seed layers
preserve structural inversion symmetry. However, the electronic band-structure of Ir and
Co are different to each other. This means that Co thin-films with Ir overlayers have more
electrically opaque interfaces and broken structural inversion symmetry. Also Ir has strong
SOI due to its larger atomic number, which should enhance any Rashba contribution to the
AMR. In the bulk limit essentially all of the current flows through the Co layer, and that as
the Co thickness decreases this approximation will become less valid. These structures allow
the isolation of the in-plane AMR contribution due to scattering at an electrically opaque
interface using the Co/Ir interface as an illustrative model system. More details of thin-films
are given in Section 3.1.2.
The Co thickness dependence of the transverse resistivity, ρ⊥, for structures with Cu
and Ir overlayers are shown in Fig. 5.3. Both data sets follow similar trends where the
resistivity increases sharply as Co thickness increases and saturates at larger Co thicknesses.
In both overlayered structures the electrical resistivity for large Co thickness corresponds
to the bulk room-temperature resistivity of Co, ∼ 12 µΩcm. This value is typical for a
sputtered polycrystalline material whereas the “textbook” value for the bulk resistivity of
single crystal Co is ∼ 6 µΩcm [110]. The higher resistivity of the sputtered Co thin-films
compared to bulk Co is attributed to the effect of grain boundaries, high defect density of
the film, and grain size [135]. The bulk mean free path of electrons (λ ) in Co layers at
room-temperature is calculated using the Drude equation, Eq. 2.8, to be λCo ∼ 6 nm, as
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indicated in Fig. 5.3 by the dashed vertical line. At the smallest Co thickness, it is found that
ρ⊥ tend toward the resistivity of sputtered Cu thin-film, ∼ 2 µΩcm. This behavior indicates
the increasing of current shunting through the Cu seed and overlayer for Cu/Co/Cu structure,
where increasing thickness of Cu layer enhances the current shunting, and leads to reduction
of AMR ratio [123]. In this case, the thickness of Cu layer (3 nm) is thicker than smallest Co
layer (2 nm), hence current shunting is dominant. Similar case applies for Cu/Co/Ir structure
where ρ⊥ decreases due to current shunting through the Cu seed layer and less through Ir
overlayer because Co/Ir is an opaque interface.
It is important to note that a simple parallel resistor model for individual layers in
the multilayer structure cannot be used here in order to describe either the Co thickness
dependence of ρ or ∆ρ . This dependence of resistivity on Co thickness also makes a simple
Fuchs-Sondheimer (F-S) analysis inappropriate as it offers no useful information on the
interface scattering. The expressions derived by Sondheimer [41] which are most commonly-
used are valid only in the limiting cases tCo ≪ λCo and tCo ≫ λCo, but these are not the
case. In perfect specular reflection on the boundaries, the resistivity is always equal to the
bulk resistivity [136]. Since ρ⊥ for the Ir overlayered thin-films is close to the bulk Co
resistivity until tCo ∼ 6 nm (∼ λCo), while ρ⊥ for Cu overlayered thin-films start to fall below
tCo ∼ 30 nm, it is suggested that such a variation in the Co thickness dependence which may
indicate a higher degree of electronic specular reflection at the Co/Ir interface compared to
the Co/Cu interface [136].
Fig. 5.4 presents ρ⊥tCo as a function of Co thickness in order to determine the bulk
resistivity of the Co films with Cu and Ir overlayers, the solid straight lines are corresponding
linear fits to the data. As given in Eq. 2.10, for thicker Co film limit where t >> λ0, the
Fuchs-Sondheimer expression has a dependence on inverse Co film thickness. This is the case
for most of the samples, hence it is a reasonable first approximation. With that expression, it
is the easiest way to show such a relationship. Both linear fits exhibit a linear dependence
of ρ⊥tCo on Co thickness. Also, there is a non-zero intercept for both series of thin-films
which may a signature of current shunting. The current flows mostly through the Co layer
for most of the Co thicknesses except for the thinnest Co layer because for most of the
thin-films studied the thickness of Co layer is thicker than both overlayers and underlayers of
the structure. Therefore, the electrical resistance of the Co layer is lower than other layers.
The slopes of the linear fits yield estimates of room-temperature values for the bulk resistivity
of the Co films. Such an analysis gives values of the bulk resistivity for Co thin-films
ρbulk = (12.3± 0.01) µΩcm with Cu overlayers and ρbulk = (12.4± 0.01) µΩcm with Ir
overlayers, where both bulk resistivities are consistent with reported values in literature.
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Fig. 5.4 Dependence of ρ⊥tCo as a function of Co film thickness. The solid lines are linear
fits to the data where the slopes enable to calculate the bulk resistivity of Co films with Cu
and Ir overlayers.
5.4 Thickness Dependence of AMR
The variation of magnetoresistance at room-temperature is given in Fig. 5.5 with the
magnetic field oriented parallel and perpendicular to the current for Co[35 nm]/Cu thin-film.
The coercive field HC, and the resistivity at HC depend on the relative orientation of current
and magnetic field. This indicates a weak magnetic anisotropy due to its low coercive
field and results in an angular dependence of HC. As shown in Fig. 5.5, the resistivity in
the demagnetized state at zero external field is given by ρ0 = (1/3)ρ||+(2/3)ρ⊥, where
ρ0 = 13.55 µΩcm. This is very close to the value of resistivity at the HC ∼ 13.53 µΩcm.
There is a sharp switching behaviour in electrical resistivity, obtained in both parallel and
perpendicular orientations at applied magnetic fields close to the zero. These correspond to
the rotating of the effective magnetization within the Co layer until it saturates, and provides
information on the coercivity of the thin-films.
The Co thickness dependence of ∆ρ , the difference between longitudinal ρ|| and trans-
verse ρ⊥ resistivities for Co thin-films with Cu and Ir overlayers are shown in Fig. 5.6. Here
it is seen that ∆ρ exhibits a slight thickness dependence for Co films thicker than 20 nm for
both series of thin-films. However, as film thickness decreases, ∆ρ falls rapidly with and
tends toward zero for Co thicknesses less than 6 nm for both series of thin-films. Also, ∆ρ
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Fig. 5.5 Representative applied field dependent resistivity for Co[35 nm]/Cu thin-film. The
current orthogonal to the magnetization direction results in a lower resistance (ρ⊥, θ = π/2),
whereas a higher resistance is obtained when the current and magnetization direction are
parallel to each other (ρ||, θ = 0). The differences in resistivities at magnetic saturation are
labeled as ∆ρ . The solid lines through the data are a guide to the eye.
remains larger for the Co/Ir thin-films than the Co/Cu thin-films with the exception of the
thinnest Co thickness.
The Co thickness dependence of the AMR ratio is presented in Fig. 5.7 for both thin-film
series. The AMR ratio for films with the largest Co thickness corresponds to the “bulk” Co
AMR [122], and indicated by the shaded region. Similar to the thickness dependence of ∆ρ ,
Fig. 5.6 Dependence of the resistivity change, ∆ρ = ρ||−ρ⊥ on Co film thickness in structures
with Cu and Ir overlayers. The error-bars are smaller than the data markers. The solid lines
through the data are a guide to the eye.
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Fig. 5.7 Dependence of the AMR ratio, ∆ρ/ρ⊥, on Co film thickness in structures with Cu
and Ir overlayers where AMR ratio for “bulk” Co is indicated at top. The error-bars are
smaller than the data markers. The solid lines through the data are a guide to the eye.
the AMR ratio reduces as the Co film thickness decreases. It is also important to note that
the divergence from the bulk values for both AMR and ∆ρ start at the same Co thicknesses.
However, this divergence starts at different Co thickness for the case of ρ⊥, as shown in
Fig. 5.3. This suggests that the Co thickness dependence of the AMR is related to ∆ρ , instead
of ρ⊥, as noted by [46, 47].
The standard explanation for the reduction in AMR is that the resistivity increases at low
film thickness due to F-S boundary scattering [40, 41], but ∆ρ being independent of FM film
thickness (bulk scattering) [43], as shown in Fig. 5.8 (a). In contrast to this explanation, it
is also shown that ∆ρ actually depends on FM film thickness where there is a very strong
trend toward zero for NiFe films [46], as shown in Fig. 5.8 (b). The mechanism for the film
thickness dependence of the AMR, in particular the thickness dependence of ∆ρ , remains
unknown. In a recent article, it is shown that in some single-film systems this may be related
to an enhanced spin-flip magnon scattering in ultra thin-films [47]. The decrease in both ∆ρ
and the AMR ratio with decreasing FM film thickness is seen in single films [46, 47] and
multilayers [123], and is not entirely due to current shunting through under/overlayers at
smaller FM thicknesses [124], contrary to the suggestion in [122].
A recent study of AMR enhancement in Ta/[Pt]/NiFe/[Pt]/Ta multilayers has been sug-
gested by Liu et al. [123] as shown in Fig. 5.9. They observed that the insertion of 1.5 nm
thin Pt layers at the Ta/NiFe/Ta interfaces causes a significant enhancement of the AMR ratio.
This study is similar to that shown here for Co/Ir thin-films in Fig. 5.7. They attribute this
large AMR ratio enhancement for thin NiFe films to strong electron spin-orbit scattering
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Fig. 5.8 (a) Dependence of ∆ρ on film thickness for Ni70Co30 and Ni80Fe20, measured
by [43]. Here ∆ρ is constant with decreasing FM film thickness. (b) Dependence of ∆ρ on
Ni81Fe19 film thickness, measured by [46]. The dashed line is a guide to the eye.
at NiFe/Pt interfaces. Unlike any proximity induced polarization for Ta/[Pt]/NiFe/[Pt]/Ta
multilayers, it was confirmed that there is no proximity polarization in Cu or Ir layers using
SQUID magnetometry. This is essential in order to isolate any interfacial contributions to
AMR. However, their study did not include NiFe thin-films below 5 nm. Here, an advantage
is that the insertion of Ir layer only above the Co layer causes no microstructural modification,
unlike the insertion of a Pt layer below NiFe [123]. The in-plane AMR in a single FM
ultra-thin-film may have a previously unconsidered interfacial contribution, as a result of
anisotropic interface scattering and/or interfacial SOI.
Fig. 5.9 Dependence of AMR ratio on NiFe film thickness for films with the structures of
Ta/NiFe/Ta and Ta/[Pt]/NiFe/[Pt]/Ta before and after annealing, measured by Liu et al. [123].
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The variation of the thin-film resistivity and AMR as a function of thickness are calculated
theoretically by Dieny et al. [136], as given in Fig. 5.10 for various specularity parameters p.
As shown in Fig. 5.10 (a), the thin-film resistivity is equal to the bulk resistivity for perfect
specular reflection (p = 1) on surface boundaries. When the specular reflection coefficient
decreases, the thickness dependent resistivity is more important due to diffuse scattering on
outer boundaries, hence thinner films have larger increase on resistivity. Boltzmann transport
analysis with non-specular interface scattering, where the AMR is included via an anisotropic
bulk mean free path, suggests that ∆ρ diverges with decreasing thin-film thickness. However,
this divergence is slower than that of ρ , resulting in the observed reduction in AMR at low
film thickness [136]. Neither of these suggested explanations for the thickness dependence of
AMR can apply in the present case where ρ and ∆ρ can not diverge, due to current shunting.
However, AMR still reduces with decreasing Co film thickness in a similar fashion to other
observations. A new description is required in order to explain the thickness dependence of
the AMR. Here, this data shows that the AMR ratio in the ultra thin-film limit is determined
predominantly by the thickness-dependence of ∆ρ rather than ρ⊥ (or ρ0).
Fig. 5.10 (a) Theoretical calculation of the resistivity and AMR expressed in terms of (b)
relative change or (c) absolute change of resistivity as a function of film thickness for various
values of specular reflection coefficients on outer boundaries. Adapted from [136].
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Within this investigation, the thin-film resistivities of polycrystalline Co thin-films for
perpendicular orientation of current and magnetization, the resistivity change and the AMR
ratio are summarized in Table 5.1 for Co thin-films with Cu and Ir overlayers.
Table 5.1 Transverse ρ⊥ resistivity, the resistivity change ∆ρ and AMR ratio for polycrys-
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5.5 Interfacial Contribution to AMR
To understand the interfacial contribution to the AMR the inverse Co thickness depen-
dence of ∆ρ and the AMR ratio is plotted as shown in Fig. 5.11 for both thin-film series.
These plots are commonly used in studies of interfacial contributions to magnetic anisotropy
and magnetostriction [91, 138, 139]. The effective magnetocrystalline anisotropy Keff in FM
thin-films includes contributions from volume magnetocrystalline anisotropy, Kvol, and a
contribution from the interfaces Kint which may arise in thin-films from the strain or SOI at
the interface. The relation between these two anisotropy contributions can be written as;
Keff = Kvol+Kint/tFM (5.1)
where tFM is the FM film thickness. The magnetocrystalline anisotropy is dominated by the
volume component in bulk systems. However, the interface term can become more important
in thin-films when the film thickness becomes thinner, tFM ∼ 2Kint/Kvol. The reorientation
of the magnetization from the sample plane to the normal is observed when the FM film
thickness falls below a critical FM thickness tcritical. In this case the interfacial component,
Kint has an opposite sign to the volume component, Kvol, where they cancel each other and
resulting in a perpendicularly magnetized system. Such behaviour is found for perpendicular
magnetic anisotropy where interface and volume terms cancel each other at a critical FM
thickness of ∼ 1.3 nm [140].
The inverse Co thickness dependence of (a) ∆ρ and (b) AMR ratio are shown in Fig. 5.11
for both thin-film series. Interfacial effects show linear dependence on inverse thin-film
thickness, as seen in Eq. 5.1. There are non-linear dependences of both ∆ρ and AMR
on inverse film thickness for Co/Cu thin-films in comparison to Co/Ir thin-films. This
non-linearity suggests that scattering at the Co/Cu interface does not play a dominant role
in determining the Co thickness dependence. Current shunting dominates at the Co/Cu
interface due to the transparency of the interfaces to the majority s-like states which primarily
contribute to electrical conduction. Thin-films with Ir overlayer have a lower interface
transparency for conducting states at the Co/Ir interface, and effect of current shunting on
AMR reduces, hence AMR appears larger in these thin-films.
The exact contribution to the AMR of a single interface is difficult to determine exper-
imentally. Systems can be designed with one dominant interface for studies of magnetic
anisotropy [33, 86]. The thin-films with Ir overlayer (Cu/Co/Ir structure) provide an compara-
ble system to determine a single dominant interfacial contribution to AMR. Any contribution
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Fig. 5.11 Inverse Co thickness dependence of (a) ∆ρ and (b) AMR ratio for Co films with
Cu and Ir overlayers. The solid lines through the data are a guide to the eye.
due to scattering at the Co/Cu interface or the current-shunting effect of the Cu seed layer
must be accounted for to demonstrate the interfacial contribution. As shown in Fig. 5.12. this
is done by effectively dividing the symmetric Cu/Co/Cu structure into two “half-structures”
with Ta/Cu seed and Cu/Ta overlayers and equal Co thickness, as Ta/Cu/Co(tCo/2) and
Co(tCo/2)/Cu/Ta. Then only one of these half-structures is considered with a single transpar-
ent Co/Cu interface. The data in Fig. 5.11 are analyzed using this approach in order to obtain
ρ⊥ and ρ|| for these Cu overlayered half-structures using a simple parallel resistor model
for the sheet resistances, R⊥ and R||. This approach is also applied for the asymmetric
Ir overlayered structure by dividing into two “half-structures” which consist of one of the
Ta/Cu/Co(tCo/2) half-structure which is the same half-structure of Co/Cu thin-films, and
a Co(tCo/2)/Cu/Ta half-structure, as shown in Fig. 5.12. Using the parallel resistor model
the AMR for half-structures containing a single Co/Ir interface is obtained by removing
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Fig. 5.12 A schematic view of the thin-film structure and measurement geometry. A schematic
of Co/Cu and Co/Ir ‘half-structures’ are given with the corresponding parallel resistor models
to extract the interfacial contribution to the AMR from Co/Ir interface.
the contribution of the Co/Cu “half-structure”. This is equivalent to setting the Co/vacuum
interface as specularly reflecting within the F-S type model [136]. Note that this approach
does not consider differences in current distribution in the Co layer between Cu and Ir
overlayered structures, which will differ increasingly as the Co film thickness decreases.
More complex calculations within a F-S type model for such trilayers [122] do not yield
physically meaningful results, since the F-S model for a single layer considering only bulk
scattering anisotropy predicts the opposite behavior of ∆ρ to that found experimentally [136].
The inverse Co “half-film” thickness dependence of the AMR is shown in Fig. 5.13 (a)
for Co/Ir “half-structures”. There is a linear dependence on inverse Co “half-film” thickness
which indicates an interfacial contribution to anisotropic scattering. This suggests that the
interfacial scattering anisotropy for the interface is opposite to that of the volume contribution.
This simple model breaks down for the lowest Co thickness due to current-shunting through
the Cu seed and overlayers. The linear fit to the data, excluding the structure with 2 nm
Co thickness, defines an approximate Co “half-film” thickness, tCo/2 = (1.2± 0.02) nm,
where the Co/Ir interfacial contribution to anisotropic scattering may be expected to cancel
the Co volume contribution. This simple analysis provides an explanation for the interfacial
contribution to the Co thickness dependence of the in-plane AMR which is a result not only
of bulk anisotropic scattering, but also contains anisotropic interface scattering contributions.
As the film thickness decreases the anisotropic interface scattering term becomes increasingly
important until, at some critical thickness, ∆ρ and the AMR ratio vanish. Here, it is suggested
that such interface scattering may prevent the divergence of ∆ρ at low thickness.
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Fig. 5.13 (a) Inverse Co thickness dependence of AMR for a Co/Ir “half-structure” extracted
from the parallel resistor model. The solid line is a fit excluding the sample with thinnest
Co layer. The “characteristic” thickness for which volume and interfacial scattering terms
may cancel falls within the region tCo/2 = (1.2 ± 0.02) nm. (b) The same data for different
thickness regimes. The solid line is a fit for tCo > 6 nm, corresponding to hcp(0001) Co,
and the dashed line is a fit excluding the sample with thinnest Co layer for tCo ≤ 6 nm,
corresponding to fcc(111) Co.
Crystal structure of Co thin-films were studied in Section 7.1 using x-ray diffraction
in order to observe the structural phase transition from fcc(111) to hcp(0001)-dominated
structures as Co film thickness increases. To understand whether this interfacial contribution
to AMR is interfacial structure dependent or not, Fig. 5.13 (a) is divided into two thickness
regimes as fcc(111) Co and hcp(0001) Co, and fitted independently as shown in Fig. 5.13 (b).
The solid line is a linear fit for Co thicknesses above 6 nm which corresponds to hcp(0001)
Co, and the dashed line is a linear fit for Co thicknesses under 6 nm. This model again breaks
down for the thinnest Co thickness, hence it was excluded from the fit.
The reliability of this fitting procedure is investigated by normalized residual analysis by
combination of horizontal and vertical residuals. This analysis involves taking the difference
between the measured value and the corresponding observed data points, and dividing by
the each error bar. A good fit can be characterized by randomly distributed residuals. The
residual analysis of Fig. 5.13 (a) and (b) are performed and shown in Fig. 5.14 to compare
linear fits to the data for (a) entire thickness and (b-c) different thickness regimes. The
dashed lines above and below the data indicate highest and lowest residuals. This analysis
reveals that the residuals in Fig. 5.14 (b) and (c) are between the dashed lines and they behave
similar to the residuals for entire Co thickness range. This analysis suggest that dividing Co
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Fig. 5.14 Normalized residual analysis of Ir half-structure AMR as a function of inverse
Co film thickness for (a) linear fits through entire Co thickness range, (b) linear fits for
tCo > 6 nm, and (c) linear fits for tCo ≤ 6 nm. This analysis does not include thinnest Co
layer. The dashed lines above and below the data shows highest and lowest residual points.
thickness into two regimes and fitting them independently provides no significant benefit to
define interfacial contribution to AMR for Co/Ir structure. However, the FMR data with the
same thin-film series are analyzed with different thickness regimes in Chapter 7, but a more
strong linear dependencies is obtained for each structural phase.
The Co/Cu interfacial transparency introduces a current-shunting contribution, producing
a more rapid decrease in AMR with decreasing Co thickness for Co/Cu structures. The
interfacial contribution to anisotropic scattering in the Cu/Co/Ir structure is made apparent by
considering only the Co/Ir interface. The more electrically opaque Co/Ir interface behaves
more like a film/vacuum interface (boundary) and does not result in significant current
shunting. This strongly reflecting, electrically opaque, interface allows to show a previously
unconsidered interface scattering contribution, which acts to diminish AMR as FM film
thickness is reduced. The detailed origin of this anisotropic interface scattering is still
unknown.
As a result of anisotropic interface scattering, the AMR may vanish at a critical FM
film thickness, ∼ 2.4 nm for the Co/Ir material system. Spin-polarized electrical transport
is investigated in NiFe thin-films where the polarization extrapolates to zero at a film
thickness ∼ 2.3 nm [141]. Maintaining a high AMR ratio at low film thickness requires
opaque interfaces to prevent current shunting and a materials combination which suppresses
interfacial magnetic dead layer formation. The interfacial scattering contribution to the AMR
presents a fundamental physical limit to scalability as, even under these conditions, the AMR
diminishes as film thickness decreases.
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5.6 Chapter Conclusion
The structural, magnetic and magnetoresistive behaviour of polycrystalline Co thin-films
with Cu and Ir overlayers were investigated in this chapter using several techniques. Each
layer thickness and interface roughness was determined using specular x-ray reflectivity
analysis. Magnetic characterization was performed using SQUID magnetometry at room-
temperature, where Co thin-films showed in-plane magnetization for the entire range of
thickness studied. To determine any magnetic dead layer formations in these thin-films, the
saturation magnetic moments per unit area of Cu and Ir overlayered thin-films with respect
to Co film thickness was studied. The slopes of the linear fits which give bulk saturation
magnetization, were extracted for both structures and these values were in good agreement
with the bulk saturation magnetization of Co in literature. Both linear fits pass through the
origin, indicating no magnetic dead layer formation present within the structures.
Electrical resistivity measurements of Co thin-films were studied for orientations of the
structures with respect to the applied magnetic field where in-plane AMR are shown in
Co thin-films. The AMR was observed to be dependent upon on Co film thickness and
tends toward zero for thicknesses below 6 nm. The AMR decreases with decreasing of
Co thickness, and the AMR with Ir overlayers is greater than with Cu overlayers due to
interfacial conduction transparency. This decrease becomes steeper for thin Co films and it
saturates to about 1.5 % for the thickest of Co films studied. The bulk resistivity of Co is
found using the linear fit to be ∼ 12 µΩcm for both structures.
A simple model was used here in order to try to extract the contribution to the AMR
from a single Co/Ir interface. The AMR ratio was shown to vary inversely proportional to
the Co film thickness with a Co/Ir interface. This is an indication that the in-plane AMR
is a consequence of anisotropic scattering with both volume and interfacial contributions.
The interface scattering anisotropy opposes the volume scattering contribution, causing the
AMR ratio to diminish as the Co film thickness is reduced. An intrinsic anisotropic interface
scattering effect explains the significantly reduced AMR ratio in ultra thin-film thin-films;
the explanation for which has remained a significant problem in understanding the electrical
properties of magnetic thin-films. Also, the interfacial contribution to the AMR was analyzed
for each thickness regimes and corresponding residual analyses are performed where the




Temperature Dependence of Magnetic
Dead Layers in CoFeB:Ta Thin-Films
In the development of spintronic systems, ferromagnetic (FM) materials such as CoFeB
thin-films have been widely used in a range of studies including tunneling magnetoresis-
tance [142], current induced magnetization switching [143], and in commercial applications
such as hard disk read heads and magnetic random access memories [144]. There have
been several previous reports of CoFeB, CoFe, and Fe thin-films which provide evidence
for a magnetically dead layer (MDL) at the interfaces in thin-films of a few monolayers
thick [34, 145–147]. This dead-region may form during the deposition processes due to
interfacial diffusion of target atoms into the substrate which causes the magnetic moment
loss in the FM layer over a distance of the order of a few monolayers. An important point
is that in these studies the MDL is inferred from magnetometry data, rather than being true
magnetization depth profiles. The formation of these MDLs and their thickness depend
on several parameters including the FM material, deposition conditions, and the material
interface [28]. It is important to understand the formation of MDL in the thin-film structure
as the MDL modifies not only the magnetic volume but also the magnetic anisotropy [34].
Also, as the dimensions of spintronic devices become smaller such effects become more
important.
Interfacial effects influence the magnetic properties of magnetic thin-films; hence, MDLs
have consequences for spintronic systems which depend on interfacial magnetism, such as
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magnetic tunnel junctions and spin-injection devices [32, 33]. The anisotropy and thermal
activation energies are reduced when the magnetic volume decreases, which causes thermal
stability issues that are known to affect the performance of spintronic devices [34, 148].
FM thin-films deposited on III-V semiconductor (SC) wafer substrates, such as Fe/GaAs,
have potential applications in hybrid spintronics, which is the combination of the functionali-
ties of FM metals and SC devices [149, 150]. This requires efficient spin-polarized current
injection from the FM layer into the SC substrate. Interfaces between FM metals and SC sub-
strates generally feature intermixing resulting from the FM thin-film deposition [151, 152].
This frequently results in interfacial MDLs that act to prevent efficiency of spin-injection.
Finally, there is no information in literature about temperature dependence of these MDL
thickness in a FM thin-film. As many spintronic devices work at elevated temperatures,
understanding how temperature may influence MDLs becomes a crucial issue. The TC of the
FM materials used in spintronics devices are generally above 700 ◦C, it is not possible to
investigate MDL formations at these temperatures corresponding to an appreciable fraction
of TC without promoting significant interdiffusion in the delicate thin-film structures.
In this chapter, the structural and magnetic properties of amorphous CoFeB:Ta thin-
films deposited on Si/SiO2 and GaAs(001) were investigated using several techniques. The
amorphous CoFeB:Ta alloy used in this study was designed to have a TC below room-
temperature in order that the temperature dependence of the MDL thickness could be easily
studied without causing further interfacial diffusion. The structural investigations of thin-
films using specular x-ray reflectivity (XRR) and polarized neutron reflectometry (PNR) are
discussed to confirm the layer thicknesses and interface roughnesses. Temperature dependent
magnetic characterizations of amorphous CoFeB:Ta thin-films were performed in order
to extract TC of both thin-film structures, which suggest a slight compositional variation
between those structures. PNR has been used to study interface magnetism and MDLs in
amorphous CoFeB:Ta thin-films with TC below room-temperature. The magnetization depth
profiles of the thin-films were obtained by consistently fitting the low-temperature neutron
reflectivities using the structural parameters obtained from room-temperature PNR and XRR.
During fitting of low-temperature reflectivities, only the magnetic parameters were allowed
to vary as a function of measurement temperature.
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6.1 Structural Analysis of CoFeB:Ta Thin-Films
An investigation of the structural properties of 10 nm amorphous CoFeB:Ta thin-films
deposited on Si/SiO2 and GaAs(001) wafer substrates is presented based on room-temperature
measurements using a Rigaku Smartlab reflectometer, as described in Section 3.3.2, in order
to determine layer thicknesses and interface roughnesses. All reflectivity measurements
were interpreted by fitting the measured specular reflectivity data using the GenX simulation
code [102] which utilizes the Parratt recursion formula for simulating specular reflectivity.
The structure of the layer stacks was Si/SiO2/CoFeB:Ta(10 nm)/Ta(3 nm)/TaOx and
GaAs(001)/CoFeB:Ta(10 nm)/Ta(3 nm)/TaOx. X-ray reflectivity scans were performed by
scanning θ - 2θ from 0◦ to 5◦ with a step size of 0.02◦. All reflectivity simulations were
performed by starting with nominal thicknesses of each layer of the as-deposited thin-films,
and adding a thin tantalum oxide layer to model oxide formation on the Ta cap, with a
thickness up to a few nanometers. A thermally oxidized SiO2 layer on the Si substrate was
also added to give a better description of the measured data. This procedure improved fitting
quality of the XRR data and gave a lower figure of merit which provides an estimate of the
goodness of the simulation fit [102].
Measured grazing incidence XRR and the corresponding best fit simulations for 10 nm
CoFeB:Ta thin-films are presented in Fig. 6.1. Here, red and blue solid lines represent
simulated fits of specular reflectivity data for structures on (a) Si/SiO2 and (b) GaAs(001)
Fig. 6.1 Specular reflectivity data and corresponding simulated reflectivity calculated using
GenX simulation software for amorphous 10 nm CoFeB:Ta thin-films deposited on (a) Si/SiO2
and (b) GaAs(001) substrates. Red and blue solid lines represent best-fit simulations for
structures on Si/SiO2 and GaAs(001) substrates, respectively.
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substrates, respectively. The layer thicknesses and roughnesses from these simulations of
the XRR are summarized in Appendix A. As shown in the figure, the position of the critical
angle appears at the same angle of around 0.7◦, which suggests that x-rays penetrate inside
the material beyond this angle for both structures. The reflectivities of the first dip in both
XRR occur at the similar intensity, ∼ 100 cps. This suggests x-rays reach the CoFeB:Ta layer
at similar intensities for both structures. The decay in the reflectivity is determined by the
roughness of the interfaces. For rough interfaces the reflectivity drops faster than for sharp
interfaces [112]. Here, the reflectivity dies off sharply for CoFeB:Ta thin-film on GaAs(001)
due to interface roughness. The number of Kiessig fringes increases with increasing thin-film
thickness. There are equal number of fringes, which suggests the layer thicknesses are nearly
identical.
6.2 Magnetic Properties of CoFeB:Ta Thin-Films
In this section, temperature dependent magnetic characterization of amorphous CoFeB:Ta
thin-films, as introduced in Section 3.1.3, deposited on Si/SiO2 and GaAs(001) substrates
were performed in order to extract TC for both structures. The magnetic response of CoFeB:Ta
thin-films were measured at Durham, and at ISIS R53 Materials Characterization Labora-
tory. Thin-films were loaded and initially field cooled at 200 Oe to 5 K in order to put
CoFeB:Ta thin-films in a saturated magnetic state for temperature dependent magnetization
measurements. Then, they were left at 5 K around 10 minutes to allow the temperature of
the thin-films to stabilize within the sample space. Temperature scans were performed from
5 K to 150 K at 100 Oe applied field, where an estimate of TC was extracted from these
scans. Then, a number of hysteresis loops were recorded around TC. The magnetic response
is independent of the orientation of the samples within the SQUID coil for CoFeB:Ta thin-
film deposited on Si/SiO2. However, for structures on GaAs substrates, two magnetization
measurements were performed with the applied field oriented along the easy and hard axes.
The temperature, (a) and (c), and applied magnetic field dependent (b) and (d) mag-
netization measurements for CoFeB:Ta thin-films are presented in Fig. 6.2 using SQUID
magnetometry in the temperature range from 5 K to 150 K. The hysteresis data spans the
critical region which bounds the steep decrease in magnetic response. In the hysteresis data it
can be seen clearly that CoFeB:Ta thin-films experience a phase transition through TC, where
it saturates to a large magnetization below TC and exhibits a weaker paramagnetic response
above TC. The temperature dependent magnetization M(T ) of a FM material can be fitted at
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where the solid line through the data is a fit to this equation, and M(0) is the spontaneous
magnetization at zero temperature. TC values are estimated from the fit of the experimental
data as TC ∼ 110 K, and TC ∼ 90 K for CoFeB:Ta films on Si/SiO2 and GaAs(001) substrates,
respectively. As explained in Section 3.1.3, doping of Ta to CoFeB during co-sputtering
Fig. 6.2 Temperature dependent magnetization of 10 nm CoFeB:Ta thin-film on (a) Si/SiO2
and (c) GaAs(001) substrates measured in a 100 Oe applied field. The solid lines are the fit
curve according to Eq. 6.1. (b) Hysteresis loops between 100 K - 117.5 K for CoFeB:Ta
thin-film on Si/SiO2. (d) Hysteresis loops between 75 K - 95 K for CoFeB:Ta thin-film on
GaAs(001) measured in a 100 Oe applied field oriented along the easy axis. The apparent
lack or remanence is due to the very small coercivity and magnetic field step resolution of
the SQUID. The magnetometry data was collected from [93].
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dilutes the local magnetization and reduces the local TC [92]. The difference in TC for both
thin-film structures is attributed here to a slight sample-to-sample compositional variation in
the co-deposition process between those films.
6.3 PNR Measurements of CoFeB:Ta Thin-Films
This section describes the depth dependence of the magnetic structure of CoFeB:Ta thin-
films deposited on Si/SiO2 and GaAs(001) substrates at different measurement temperatures
using CRISP reflectometer at the ISIS spallation neutron source, as described in Section 3.4.2.
The amorphous CoFeB:Ta alloy which has a reduced TC due to addition of Ta [92], allows
investigation of interface magnetism and MDL formations at measurement temperatures
close to the TC. Such studies are not possible using conventional 3d transition metal FM
as the high temperatures required promote interdiffusion and destroy the thin-film device
structure. The main reason for using PNR is the presence of a dimensionality crossover from
three-dimensional system to two-dimensional magnetism at low thin-film thickness, because
MDL reduces the magnetic volume. This makes the conventional approach for obtaining
MDL thickness at interface using SQUID magnetometry inappropriate. Also, the CoFeB:Ta
layers are not homogeneous, hence it is required to obtain true magnetization depth profiles
of the structures.
Room-temperature PNR measurements were performed to extract the structural param-
eters under a large magnetic field µ0H = 0.3 T in order to investigate structural sensitivity
to possible residual magnetization at this temperature. However, no magnetic signal was
observed for structures at room-temperature.
Low-temperature measurements were made for both structures at temperatures of∼ 0.1 TC
(10 K for both structures) and ∼ 0.6 TC (55 K for the structure on GaAs(001) and 70 K for
the structure on Si/SiO2 substrate). These measurements were performed in a magnetic field
of µ0H = 0.02 T. This magnetic field was sufficient in order to saturate the magnetization of
CoFeB:Ta. Over the studied temperature range the expected variation of thin-film thickness
due to thermal expansion/contraction was around 0.03 % [153], which is far below the reso-
lution (∼ 4%) of the PNR measurements and so was neglected. XRR and PNR reflectivities
were fitted using the GenX simulation code [102]. The magnetization depth profiles of the two
CoFeB:Ta structures on Si/SiO2 and GaAs(001) were obtained by consistently fitting the low-
temperature reflectivities using the structural parameters obtained from room-temperature
PNR and XRR. During fitting low-temperature reflectivities, only the magnetic parameters
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were allowed to vary as a function of temperature. The magnetization depth profiles for the
CoFeB:Ta layers were extracted as depth-resolved magnetic scattering length density (SLD)
profiles.
The spin-asymmetry gives purely magnetic information through the sample thickness,
which can lead to an accurate determination of reflectivity curves. A best-fitting to the
reflectivity data provides a good correspondence of the derived spin-asymmetry. It is also






where R+ and R− are spin-up and spin-down reflectivities. In the next sections, the PNR
data of CoFeB:Ta thin-films were analyzed using “various layer” models consisting of
substrate/CoFeB:Ta/Ta, where the fitting procedure of PNR data is explained in Section 4.8.
Here, the model names are given according to the subdivided CoFeB:Ta layers, where the
1-Layer model is comprised of 3 layers including substrate/uniform CoFeB:Ta layer/Ta
capping layer. The two, three and four layers models have a similar structure, but CoFeB:Ta
layers are divided into various thin-slabs. This modeling procedure is shown to provide a
realistic description of the magnetic structure of the thin-films.
6.3.1 1-Layer Model
This section describes the PNR measurements to extract magnetic depth profiles using
1-Layer model for CoFeB:Ta thin-films on both substrates. This model comprises of a
oxidized Ta surface layer and a uniform CoFeB:Ta layer. Fig. 6.3 shows x-ray and neutron
reflectivities of CoFeB:Ta thin-films on (a) Si/SiO2 and (b) GaAs(001) substrates at room-
temperature to extract structural parameters where these parameters are then used for fitting
low-temperature PNR. PNR measurements and corresponding spin-asymmetries using this
model for CoFeB:Ta films on both substrates are shown in Fig. 6.4.
It is shown that the low-temperature PNR data and their fits are not described well for the
structure on Si/SiO2 substrate in Fig. 6.4 (a) and (c). Thus, the derived spin-asymmetries,
indicated by red solid lines in Fig. 6.4 (b) and (d) do not pass through the data. The calculated
chi-squared values are χ2 = 11 at 0.1 TC and χ2 = 15.6 at 0.6 TC, which shows the quality of
the fits. Greater differences between expected and actual data produce a larger chi-squared
value. If the the chi-squared value is large, then the observed and expected values are
not close and the model is a poor fit to the data. This model does not provide a realistic
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Fig. 6.3 Measured x-ray and polarized neutron reflectivities of CoFeB:Ta films on (a) Si/SiO2
and (b) GaAs(001) substrates at room-temperature using 1-Layer Model. The solid lines in
reflectivity plots are the best fit calculations for the model.
description of the magnetic structure of the sample on Si/SiO2 due to the high values of
chi-squared. Hence a new model for the structure on Si/SiO2 is required to improve the fit
quality. In contrast, the low-temperature PNR data for structure on GaAs(001) substrate are
described better compared to the structure on Si/SiO2, as shown in Fig. 6.4 (e) and (g). The
derived spin-asymmetries for both temperatures indicate a behavior similar to the structure
on Si/SiO2. Here, red solid lines pass through the spin-asymmetries until QZ = 0.075 Å−1,
then they start to deviate above the spin-asymmetries. The lower chi-squared values are
χ2 = 11.1 at 0.1 TC and χ2 = 9.6 at 0.6 TC. A new model is also required for this structure to
improve the quality of PNR fits.
Fig. 6.5 show the real part of the SLD profiles extracted from the fits using 1-Layer model
for structures on (a) Si/SiO2 and (e) GaAs(001) substrates. The corresponding schematics
of the sample structures with uniform CoFeB:Ta layer are given above. The structural SLD
profiles for both structures varied from bulk values in the CoFeB:Ta layers close to the
Ta capping layer interfaces. This suggests that compositionally-graded layers are formed
in the region of these interfaces, between bulk CoFeB:Ta and the Ta capping layer. The
CoFeB:Ta/substrate interface width appears relatively broad for the structure on Si/SiO2.
This is attributed to the diffuse interface between the Si substrate and the thin native SiO2
layer.
The magnetic SLD profiles are shown in Fig. 6.5 for structures on (c) Si/SiO2 and (g)
GaAs(001) substrates. For each structure, the magnetic SLD decreases across the CoFeB:Ta
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Fig. 6.4 Measured polarized neutron reflectivity and derived spin-asymmetry of CoFeB:Ta
films on (a-d) Si/SiO2 and (e-h) GaAs(001) substrates measured at 0.1 TC and 0.6 TC using
1-Layer model. The solid lines in reflectivity plots are the best fit calculations for the models,
from which the corresponding spin-asymmetry are derived.
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Fig. 6.5 Structural scattering length density (SLD) profiles for CoFeB:Ta films deposited
on (a) Si/SiO2 and (e) GaAs(001) substrates using 1-Layer model. The derivative of the
structural SLDs are shown in (b) and (f). Magnetic SLD profiles and their derivatives at
temperatures corresponding to 0.1 TC and 0.6 TC are shown in (c-d) and (g-h). The vertical
dashed lines correspond to the positions of the layer interfaces in the model structures; the
layer structures are shown schematically at the top of the figure.
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thin-film thickness with increasing temperature, as expected. Also, the magnetic SLD
profiles show that magnetizations are roughly constant within the volume of the CoFeB:Ta
layers because the CoFeB:Ta layer is a uniform layer in this model. The magnetic SLDs
reduce toward the interfaces with the Ta capping layers due to the compositional grading
observed in the structural SLD profiles. Here, the magnetic SLD increases sharply at
GaAs(001)/CoFeB:Ta interface and remains constant within the CoFeB:Ta volume. At
CoFeB:Ta/Ta interface, the magnetization drops sharply at 0.1 TC, compared to 0.6 TC which
suggests the magnetic roughness is higher at 0.6 TC.
The derivatives of the structural and magnetic SLD profiles were plotted in order to more
accurately visualize positions of the structural and magnetic interfaces in these structures.
These derivatives enable to point layer interfaces in the model structures, indicated by peaks
and dips. The vertical dashed lines correspond to the positions of the layer interfaces in the
model structures. Fig. 6.5 (b) and (d) show the derivative of the structural and magnetic
SLD profiles for the structure on Si/SiO2. In the derivative of magnetic SLDs the peaks are
overlapped for both temperatures at a depth of 1.8 nm which indicates the thickness of SiO2
layer. Beyond this depth, the magnetization starts to increase and split with temperature.
Fig. 6.5 (f) and (h) show the derivative of the structural and magnetic SLD profiles for the
structure on GaAs(001). A sharp peak appears in both figures which indicates the sharp
GaAs(001)/CoFeB:Ta interface. In the derivative of the magnetic SLDs, the dip ∼ 10 nm
indicates CoFeB:Ta/Ta interface, where it is relatively broader for 0.6 TC compared to the dip
for 0.1 TC.
As shown in these figures, this model does not provide a realistic description of the
magnetic structure of the samples. Also, this model does not allow to study MDL formations
at interfaces because CoFeB:Ta thin-film is a uniform layer. Thus, a new model is required
with subdivided CoFeB:Ta layers into several thin-slabs.
6.3.2 2-Layers Model
This section describes the PNR modeling to extract magnetic depth profiles for CoFeB:Ta
thin-films on both substrates using 2-Layers model. This model comprises a CoFeB:Ta layer
that is subdivided into two slabs, where it provides better reflectivity fits to the PNR data
compared to 1-Layer model. Fig. 6.6 show x-ray and neutron reflectivities of CoFeB:Ta
films on (a) Si/SiO2 and (b) GaAs(001) substrates at room-temperature to extract structural
parameters. The low-temperature PNR measurements and corresponding spin-asymmetries
using these structural parameters are shown in Fig. 6.7.
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Fig. 6.6 Measured x-ray and polarized neutron reflectivities of CoFeB:Ta films on (a) Si/SiO2
and (b) GaAs(001) substrates measured at room-temperature using 2-Layers model. The
solid lines in reflectivity plots are the best fit calculations for the model.
Again, it is shown that the low-temperature PNR data and their fits do not match well for
structure on Si/SiO2 substrate, as shown in the derived spin-asymmetries in Fig. 6.7 (b) and
(d). In this model, the chi-squared values are χ2 = 9 at 0.1 TC and χ2 = 11 at 0.6 TC for the
structure on Si/SiO2 substrate, which are still high. The low-temperature PNR data for the
structure on GaAs(001), as given in Fig. 6.7 (f) and (h), are described better compared to
structure on Si/SiO2. In this model the derived spin-asymmetry at 0.1 TC is well described
until QZ = 0.075 Å−1, then it starts to deviate. However, PNR data at 0.6 TC fitted well
and has a good correspondence with the derived spin-asymmetry entire QZ range. The
chi-squared values are χ2 = 9.4 at 0.1 TC and χ2 = 8.5 at 0.6 TC.
Fig. 6.8 show the real part of the SLD profiles extracted from the fits using 2-Layers
model for the structures on (a) Si/SiO2 and (e) GaAs(001) substrates. The corresponding
schematics of the sample structures with two CoFeB:Ta slabs are given at top. In this model
the bulk CoFeB:Ta layer is divided into two thin-slabs; hence, the structural SLD shows
variations in the main CoFeB:Ta layer for both structures. As similar to the previous model,
the CoFeB:Ta/substrate interface width appears relatively broad for the structure on Si/SiO2
due to the diffuse interface between the Si substrate and the thin native SiO2 layer. The
structural SLD profiles for the structure on Si/SiO2 shows a drop in the CoFeB:Ta layer
close to the Ta capping layer interface, which suggests a sharp CoFeB:Ta/Ta interface. The
structural SLD profile varied from bulk values in the CoFeB:Ta layers close to the Ta capping
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Fig. 6.7 Measured polarized neutron reflectivity and derived spin-asymmetry of CoFeB:Ta
films on (a-d) Si/SiO2 and (e-h) GaAs(001) substrates using 2-Layers model measured at
0.1 TC and 0.6 TC. The solid lines in reflectivity plots are the best fit calculations for the
models, from which the corresponding spin-asymmetry are derived.
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layer interfaces for the structure on GaAs(001) due to compositionally-graded layers at
CoFeB:Ta/Ta interface.
The magnetic SLD profiles are shown in Fig. 6.8 for structures on (c) Si/SiO2 and (g)
GaAs(001) substrates. In both structures, the magnetic SLDs decrease across the CoFeB:Ta
thin-film thickness with increasing temperature. The magnetic SLDs reduce toward the
interfaces with the Ta capping layer for both structures due to the compositional grading. For
the structure on GaAs(001), the magnetic SLD profile at 0.1 TC show that magnetizations are
roughly constant within the volume of the CoFeB:Ta layers, but the magnetic SLD profile at
0.6 TC reduce toward the interfaces with the Ta capping layer. These magnetic SLD profiles
for the structure on GaAs(001) show limited ability to describe the model.
Again, the derivative of the (b) structural and (d) magnetic SLDs are given in Fig. 6.8 to
determine the positions of the structural and magnetic interfaces for CoFeB:Ta thin-film on
Si/SiO2 substrate. In the derivative of the structural SLD the first dip is located at 10.5 nm,
which shows the sharp CoFeB:Ta/Ta interface. As similar to the previous model, the peaks
with different temperatures are overlapped at a distance of 1.5 nm in the derivative of the
magnetic SLDs where this distance corresponds to SiO2 layer. Here, the broad dips which
correspond to CoFeB:Ta/Ta interface are behind the dip in the derivative of the structural
SLD, as shown by dashed vertical line. This indicates the evidence of MDL formation at
CoFeB:Ta/Ta interface. Also, the dip for 0.6 TC is behind the dip for 0.1 TC.
Significantly, this suggests the position of magnetic interfaces is temperature dependent.
Even this model enables to extract MDL formation at top interface, due to the limited ability
to describe the low-temperature PNR data and corresponding spin-asymmetries, a new model
is required with addition of a thin CoFeB:Ta slab to the model. Fig. 6.5 (f) and (h) show
the derivative of the structural and magnetic SLDs for CoFeB:Ta thin-film on GaAs(001)
substrate. In the derivative of the magnetic SLD, the peaks are located at the same position,
and the dips are slightly shifted to lower CoFeB:Ta depth with increasing temperature. The
PNR fits and corresponding spin-asymmetries are described well, but the SLD profiles do
not represent actual magnetic depth profiles. Thus, this model is not suitable to extract MDL
thicknesses at interfaces.
This model provides a better description of the magnetic structure of the samples on
both substrates compared to the previous model, but there are still some issues to obtain
best-fitting. However, chi-squared values for low-temperature PNR are too high to understand
the magnetic depth profiles, Hence a further model is required that adds further subdivisions
of CoFeB:Ta to the model to improve the quality of the best-fitting low-temperature PNR
simulations.
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Fig. 6.8 Structural scattering length density (SLD) profiles using 2-Layers model for
CoFeB:Ta films deposited on (a) Si/SiO2 and (e) GaAs(001) substrates. The derivative
of the structural SLDs are shown in (b) and (f). Magnetic SLD profiles and their derivatives
at temperatures corresponding to 0.1 TC and 0.6 TC are shown in (c-d) and (g-h). The vertical
dashed lines correspond to the positions of the layer interfaces in the model structures; the
layer structures are shown schematically at the top of the figure.
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6.3.3 3-Layers Model
The PNR measurements fitted using 3-Layers model are described in this section for
CoFeB:Ta thin-films on both substrates. This model comprises of a CoFeB:Ta layer that
is subdivided into three slabs. This model provides better reflectivity fits to the PNR
data compared to previous models. Also, the best fits to the PNR data and corresponding
spin-asymmetries for the structure on Si/SiO2 are obtained using this model. Thus, the low-
temperature PNR data and SLD profiles for both structures are analyzed separately in this
section to indicate MDL thicknesses clearly. Fig. 6.9 show x-ray and neutron reflectivities of
CoFeB:Ta films on (a) Si/SiO2 and (b) GaAs(001) substrates at room-temperature to extract
structural parameters.
The low-temperature PNR measurements and corresponding spin-asymmetries using
this model are shown in Fig. 6.10 for the structure on Si/SiO2. The spin-asymmetries show
several prominent dip features indicated by dashed vertical lines. The first dip, at around
QZ = 0.04 Å−1 shows no significant shifts with temperature within QZ resolution. However,
the second dip shifts to higher QZ as the temperature increases. This indicates a reduction of
the effective magnetic depth. In this model, the chi-squared values are χ2 = 3.1 at 0.1 TC and
χ2 = 4.9 at 0.6 TC for the structure on Si/SiO2 substrate, where these values are lower than
the values for other models.
Fig. 6.9 Measured x-ray and polarized neutron reflectivities of CoFeB:Ta films on (a) Si/SiO2
and (b) GaAs(001) substrates measured at room-temperature using 3-Layers model. The
solid lines in reflectivity plots are the best fit calculations for the model.
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Fig. 6.10 Measured polarized neutron reflectivity and derived spin-asymmetry of CoFeB:Ta
thin-film on Si/SiO2 using 3-Layers model measured at (a-c) 0.1 TC and (b-d) 0.6 TC.
The solid lines in reflectivity are the best fit calculations for the model, from which the
corresponding spin-asymmetry are derived.
Structural and magnetic SLD profiles at temperatures corresponding to 0.1 TC and 0.6 TC
using 3-Layers model are given in Fig. 6.11 for the structure on Si/SiO2. The corresponding
schematics of the sample structure with three CoFeB:Ta thin-slabs are given at top. As
similar to the previous models, the CoFeB:Ta/substrate interface width appears relatively
broad due to the diffuse interface between the Si substrate and the thin native SiO2 layer
∼ 1–2 nm. Even the bulk CoFeB:Ta layer comprises of three thin-slabs, the structural SLD is
constant across the thin-film depth. Fig. 6.11 (b) shows the magnetic SLDs which decrease
with increasing temperature across the thin-film depth, as expected. The magnetic SLDs
show that magnetizations are roughly constant within the volume of the CoFeB:Ta layers,
and reduce toward the interfaces with the Ta capping layers due to the compositional grading
suggested in the structural SLDs. A small region close to the interface with the substrate
shows enhancement of the magnetic SLD. The structural SLDs in this region are comparable
to the volume of the CoFeB:Ta thin-film, indicating that this enhanced magnetization is not
due to a local reduction in Ta concentration. This locally enhanced magnetization may be a
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Fig. 6.11 (a) Structural and (b) magnetic scattering length density (SLD) profiles at tem-
peratures corresponding to 0.1 TC and 0.6 TC using 3-Layers model for CoFeB:Ta thin-film
deposited on Si/SiO2 substrate. The corresponding imaginary parts of the structural SLDs
are given in (c). The vertical dashed lines correspond to the positions of the layer interfaces
in the model structure. The layer structures are shown schematically at the top of the figure.
result of charge transfer due to interface bonding [90, 154], which may differ for bonding at
the sharp oxide-metal SiO2/CoFeB:Ta interface. The imaginary part of the structural SLD
profile, as shown in Fig. 6.11 (c) is sensitive only to boron, and shows the expected uniform
CoFe-to-B composition through the CoFeB:Ta layer.
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The derivative of the structural and magnetic SLDs for the structure on Si/SiO2 are given
in Fig. 6.12. The vertical dashed lines correspond to the positions of the layer interfaces in
the model structures, and the shaded regions show MDL formations at CoFeB:Ta/Ta interface.
Here it is observed that in addition to a broad peak indicating a diffuse substrate/oxide
Fig. 6.12 The derivative of (a) room-temperature structural and magnetic scattering length
density profiles for (b) 0.6 TC and (c) 0.1 TC to extract layer interfaces are shown for CoFeB:Ta
films deposited on Si/SiO2 using 3-Layers model. The vertical dashed lines correspond
to the positions of the layer interfaces in the model structures. The shaded regions show
magnetically dead layers. The layer structure is shown schematically at the top of the figure.
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interface and a dip indicating the film/capping-layer interface, there is also an inflection
corresponding to the interface between the SiO2 native-oxide layer and magnetic CoFeB:Ta
film. From the derivatives of the magnetic SLDs here the CoFeB:Ta thin-film deposited
on Si/SiO2 shows that the peaks which indicate the CoFeB:Ta/substrate interface is co-
located with the structural interface for both measurement temperatures in the ferromagnetic
phase. This means that no MDL arises at the SiO2/CoFeB:Ta interface. However, previous
studies using conventional magnetometry have suggested a 0.5 nm-thick MDL is found at
the SiO2/CoFeB interface, due to interdiffusion [147].
In contrast, the dips indicate the CoFeB:Ta/Ta magnetic interface is shifted to lower
depth with increasing temperature, as shown by shaded regions. This indicates that there
is a MDL at the CoFeB:Ta/Ta interface and the MDL thickness increases with increasing
temperature, which means that the effective FM depth of the thin-film reduces with increasing
temperature. This also explains the shift of features in the PNR spin-asymmetries shown
in Fig. 6.10. Diffusion of Ta into the CoFeB:Ta layer from the Ta capping layer explains
the broad CoFeB:Ta/Ta cap structural interface in Fig. 6.12. This also explains why the
interfacial MDL thickness increases with increasing temperature, where the local TC of this
compositionally-graded region determines the position of the effective magnetic interface.
Here, the upper magnetic interface is shifted (5.6±0.4) Å into the volume of the CoFeB:Ta
thin-film at 0.1 TC, and (9±1) Å into the thin-film at 0.6 TC. This is consistent with studies
of room-temperature MDL formation in nominally un-doped CoFeB/Ta interfaces, which
have shown that deposition of a Ta capping layer on CoFeB creates a 0.6 nm thick MDL at
the CoFeB/Ta interface at room-temperature, corresponding to T ∼ 0.4 TC [29], due to the
diffusion of Ta into CoFeB [29, 147, 155].
The low-temperature PNR measurements and corresponding spin-asymmetries using
this model are shown in Fig. 6.13 for the structure on GaAs(001). This model provides a
better description of the magnetic structure of the samples compared to the previous models.
There are three thin slabs in this model, where the thin-slabs at upper and lower interfaces
are magnetically dead. Also, this model fitted well to the reflectivity data and has good
correspondence with the derived spin-asymmetries. The chi-squared values are χ2 = 8.2 at
0.1 TC and χ2 = 7.3 at 0.6 TC for the structure on GaAs(001) substrate, which are still similar
to the values for other models.
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Fig. 6.13 Measured polarized neutron reflectivity and derived spin-asymmetry of CoFeB:Ta
films on GaAs(001) using 3-Layers model measured at (a-c) 0.1 TC and (b-d) 0.6 TC. The
solid lines in reflectivity plots are the best fit calculations for the models, from which the
corresponding spin-asymmetry are derived.
Structural and magnetic SLD profiles at temperatures corresponding to 0.1 TC and 0.6 TC
and their derivatives using this model are given in Fig. 6.14 for the structure on GaAs(001).
For the bulk CoFeB:Ta layer, comprising three thin-slabs in this model, the structural SLD
behaves as a uniform layer. Hence it is constant across the CoFeB:Ta depth. Similar to the
previous models, the structural SLD varies from bulk values in the CoFeB:Ta layer close to
the Ta capping layer interface due to a compositionally-graded layer at CoFeB:Ta/Ta interface.
The magnetic SLDs which decrease with increasing temperature across the thin-film depth, is
given in Fig. 6.14 (b). The magnetic SLDs decrease across the CoFeB:Ta thin-film depth with
increasing temperature. Again, the magnetizations are roughly constant within the volume of
the CoFeB:Ta layers, and reduce toward the CoFeB:Ta/Ta interface due to the compositional
grading observed in the structural SLDs. As shown in Fig. 6.14 (d), the derivative of the
magnetic SLDs at GaAs(001)/CoFeB:Ta interface are slightly shifted from the origin to the
higher CoFeB:Ta depth with increasing temperature, as shown by the vertical solid line.
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Fig. 6.14 Structural (a) and magnetic scattering length density profiles (b) at temperatures
corresponding to 0.1 TC and 0.6 TC and (c-d) their derivatives using 3-Layers model for
CoFeB:Ta thin-film deposited on GaAs(001) substrate. The vertical solid line in (b) and (d)
represent GaAs(001)/CoFeB:Ta interface. The layer structure is shown schematically at the
top of the figure.
Similar behaviour is observed at CoFeB:Ta/Ta interface, where the broader dip at 0.6 TC is
behind the sharp dip at 0.1 TC. These indicate the evidence of temperature dependent MDL
formations at these interfaces.
This model provides the best description of the magnetic structure for the structure on
Si/SiO2. Hence adding further subdivisions to the model for this structure resulted in no
further improvement of the fit quality. In this model there is only one magnetically active
thin-slab in the core region for the structure on GaAs(001) due to MDL formations at top
and bottom interface. However, there are two magnetically active thin-slabs in this model for
the structure on Si/SiO2, where MDL is formed at top interface. Therefore adding another
thin-slab to the model for the structure on GaAs(001) may result in a better description of the
magnetic structure.
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6.3.4 4-Layers Model
The PNR measurements were analyzed for CoFeB:Ta thin-films on GaAs(001) using a
4-Layers model. This model comprises of subdivision of the CoFeB:Ta layer into 4 thin-slabs.
There are two interfacial regions at upper and lower interfaces and two fully magnetized
thin-slabs in the core region where the magnetization was allowed to vary from the bulk value.
This model provides a realistic description of the magnetic structure of the samples, and fitted
very well to the reflectivity data and has very good correspondence with the derived spin-
asymmetries. Adding further subdivisions to the model resulted in no further improvement
of the fit quality. Fig. 6.15 show x-ray and neutron reflectivities of CoFeB:Ta thin-film on
GaAs(001) measured at room-temperature to obtain structural parameters. The magnetization
depth profiles of the CoFeB:Ta on GaAs(001) were obtained by consistently fitting the low-
temperature reflectivities using the structural parameters obtained from room-temperature
PNR and XRR.
PNR measurements and derived spin-asymmetries for the structure on GaAs(001), mea-
sured at (a-c) 0.1 TC and (b-d) 0.6 TC are shown in Fig. 6.16. The spin-asymmetries show
several prominent dip features indicated by dashed vertical lines. The first dip, at around
QZ = 0.04 Å−1 show no significant shifts with temperature within QZ resolution. However,
Fig. 6.15 Measured x-ray and polarized neutron reflectivities of CoFeB:Ta films on GaAs(001)
at room-temperature using 4-Layers model. The solid lines in reflectivity plots are the best
fit calculations for the model.
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Fig. 6.16 Measured polarized neutron reflectivity and derived spin-asymmetries of CoFeB:Ta
thin-films on GaAs(001) using 4-Layers model measured at (a-c) 0.1 TC and (b-d) 0.6 TC.
The solid lines in reflectivity plots are the best fit calculations for the models, from which the
corresponding spin-asymmetry are derived.
the second dip shifts from QZ = 0.075 Å−1 to QZ = 0.081 Å−1 as the temperature increases.
This indicates a reduction of the effective magnetic depth. The shift is larger for the CoFeB:Ta
thin-film on GaAs(001) than for the thin-film on Si/SiO2, as given in Fig. 6.10 (c) and (d).
In this model, the chi-squared values are χ2 = 4.9 at 0.1 TC and χ2 = 4.7 at 0.6 TC for the
structure on GaAs(001).
The real part of the SLD profiles extracted from the PNR fits are shown in Fig. 6.17 (a)
for the structure on GaAs(001). The structural SLD profile varied from bulk values in the
CoFeB:Ta layer close to the capping layer interfaces. Again, this suggests that compositionally-
graded layer is formed in the region of these interfaces, between bulk CoFeB:Ta layer and
the Ta capping layer, with spatially varying Ta doping concentration. The structural SLD
profile for the film on Si/SiO2 is slightly larger than that for the film on GaAs(001) substrate.
This indicates that the film on Si/SiO2 has a slightly lower Ta concentration comparing to the
film on GaAs(001) substrate due to sample-to-sample variation in the co-deposition process.
This also indicates the reason of differences in TC for both thin-film structures, as given in
Section 6.2.
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Fig. 6.17 Structural (a) and magnetic scattering length density (SLD) profiles (b) at tempera-
tures corresponding to 0.1 TC and 0.6 TC and (c-d) their derivatives using 4-Layers model
for CoFeB:Ta thin-film deposited on GaAs(001). The corresponding imaginary parts of the
structural SLDs are given in (c). The vertical dashed lines correspond to the positions of
the layer interfaces in the model structure. The solid line in (a) represent a thin-layer with
intermediate SLD at the the CoFeB:Ta/substrate interface due to interfacial interdiffusion.
The layer structure is shown schematically at the top of the figure.
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As shown by solid vertical line, the structural SLD shows a clear layer with an intermedi-
ate SLD over a depth of ∼ 1.5 nm at the CoFeB:Ta/substrate interface, which is likely due to
interfacial interdiffusion. Such interdiffusion produces various inter-metallic alloys of Fe, Ga
and As at GaAs/Fe interfaces [149, 156, 157], Co2GaAs at the GaAs/Co interfaces [146], and
(CoFe)3GaAs at GaAs/CoFe interfaces [158]. This interfacial alloying appears irrespective of
growth temperature, substrate orientation, and substrate reconstruction, and remains poorly
understood.
The magnetic SLDs are shown in Fig. 6.17 (b) for the structure on GaAs(001). The
two sets of magnetic SLDs, for the structure on Si/SiO2 and GaAs(001) substrates, are
qualitatively similar. Here, increasing temperature causes the magnetic SLD to decrease
across the thin-film depth. As observed for the structure on Si/SiO2, the magnetic SLD show
that magnetization is roughly constant within the volume of the CoFeB:Ta layers, and reduces
toward the interfaces with the Ta capping layer due to the compositional grading observed
in the structural SLD. Again, a small region close to the interface with the substrate shows
enhancement of the magnetic SLD. This enhancement is greater for the structure on Si/SiO2
than for the structure on GaAs(001). The structural SLDs in this region are comparable
to the volume of the film, indicating that this enhanced magnetization is not due to a local
reduction in Ta concentration. This locally enhanced magnetization may be a result of
charge transfer due to interface bonding [90, 154], which may differ for bonding at the sharp
oxide-metal SiO2/CoFeB:Ta interface compared to that at the intermixed semiconductor-
metal GaAs/CoFeB:Ta interface. Again, the imaginary part of the structural SLD is shown
in Fig. 6.17 (c), which shows the expected uniform CoFe-to-B composition through the
CoFeB:Ta layer.
The derivative of the structural and magnetic SLD profiles were analyzed to determine
the structural and magnetic interfaces for the structure on GaAs(001) as shown in Fig. 6.18.
In these derivatives, layer interfaces in the model structures are indicated by peaks and dips.
There is an additional peak in the derivative of the structural SLD near the CoFeB:Ta/substrate
interface, as shown by solid vertical line, which indicates the interface between the intermixed
CoFeB:Ta-GaAs interfacial region and CoFeB:Ta thin-film. Here, compositional grading and
a corresponding temperature-dependent MDL are observed at the CoFeB:Ta/Ta interface,
although the interface is slightly broader in this structure.
From the derivatives of the magnetic SLDs, Fig. 6.18 (b) and (c), there is also evidence of
a MDL at the lower magnetic interface of the CoFeB:Ta thin-film, which shows the position
of this magnetic interface is temperature dependent. The first dip indicates the magnetic
interface between fully magnetized regions, and the second dip represents the CoFeB:Ta/Ta
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Fig. 6.18 The derivative of (a) room-temperature structural and magnetic scattering length
density profiles for (b) 0.6 TC and (c) 0.1 TC to extract layer interfaces are shown for
CoFeB:Ta thin-films deposited on GaAs(001) using 4-Layers model. The vertical dashed
lines correspond to the positions of the layer interfaces in the model structures. The vertical
solid line in (a) correspond to the interface between the CoFeB:Ta-GaAs interfacial region
and CoFeB:Ta thin-film. The shaded regions in (b) and (c) show magnetically dead layers at
top and bottom interfaces. The layer structure is shown schematically at the top of the figure.
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magnetic interface, which is shifted to lower depth with increasing temperature. This shows
that there is a MDL at the CoFeB:Ta/Ta interface and the thickness increases with increasing
temperature. This also means that the effective ferromagnetic depth of the thin-film reduces
with increasing temperature. The shift of features in the PNR spin-asymmetries shown in
Fig. 6.16 (c) and (d) can be explained by the temperature dependence of the position of
magnetic interfaces. The broad CoFeB:Ta/ Ta cap structural interface in Fig. 6.18 (a) can
be explained due to Ta diffusion into the CoFeB:Ta layer from the Ta capping layer. It also
explains why the interfacial MDL thickness increases with increasing temperature. The local
TC of this compositionally-graded region determines the position of the effective magnetic
interface.
As indicated by the shaded regions, the upper magnetic interface is shifted (5.2±0.4) Å
into the volume of the CoFeB:Ta thin-film at 0.1 TC, and (9.4±0.9) Å into the thin-film at
0.6 TC, as similar to the structure on Si/SiO2. This indicates MDL thickness increases as
temperature increases. The lower magnetic interface is also shifted (5.3±0.4) Å into the
volume of the CoFeB:Ta thin-film at 0.1 TC, and (8.5±1) Å into the thin-film at 0.6 TC. As
the MDL appears to be confined to the intermixed interfacial region it is likely that the MDL
forms as a result of interfacial intermixing at the CoFeB:Ta/substrate interface. Magnetic
depth profiles of CoFe/GaAs(001) using PNR have previously been reported [158], but only
at room-temperature where this corresponds to T ∼ 0.4 TC for a CoFe alloy. The magnetic
depth of the CoFe layer was found to be reduced from the structural depth by around 6 Å.
This MDL thickness is compatible with what was found here at a similar reduced temperature.
Such MDLs at SC/FM interfaces are detrimental for spin-injection applications where the
FM material directly adjacent to the SC is no longer actually ferromagnetic.
The chi-squared values obtained from low-temperature measurements are given in
Fig. 6.19 as a function of layer numbers for the structures on (a) Si/SiO2 and (b) GaAs(001)
substrates at 0.1 TC and 0.6 TC. In both figures, the χ2 values are higher in 1-Layer model
with a uniform CoFeB:Ta layer, and χ2 values decrease with increasing layer numbers of
CoFeB:Ta thin-films. For the structure on Si/SiO2, 3-Layers model gives the best fit of the
PNR data. Adding further subdivisions of CoFeB:Ta thin-film to the model was tried, and
resulted no improvement of the fit quality. Similar procedure was followed for the structure
on GaAs(001), where the more accurate magnetic depth profile was obtained using 4-Layers
model. Again, further subdivisions was resulted in no improvement of the fit quality. This
modeling procedure provides a realistic description of the magnetic structure of the CoFeB:Ta
thin-films.
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Fig. 6.19 The chi-squared, χ2, values from low-temperature PNR measurements at 0.1 TC
and 0.6 TC for the structure on (a) Si/SiO2 and (b) GaAs(001) substrates.
6.4 Discussions in Literature
Interdiffusion is one of the most significant reason for MDL formations in FM thin-films.
Incoming atoms with high kinetic energy penetrates into the adjacent layer, resulting in a
reduction of magnetic moments of FM layer. Recently, the MDL formation in amorphous
CoFeB layers with various top and bottom layers were investigated by Jang et al. [159],
where the MDL thicknesses depend on the location of the adjacent NM layers, as shown
in Fig. 6.21. The MDL thickness at Ru/CoFeB interface was found to be 0.20 nm, but
0.24 nm MDL formation has observed at CoFeB/Ru interface. Also, a 0.36 nm thick MDL at
CoFeB/Ta interface was found, which is thicker than MDL at CoFeB/Ru interface. Since Ta
(180.9 g) is heavier than Ru (101.1 g), Ta atoms can penetrate more deeply into the CoFeB.
The intermixing of both Ga and As in GaAs structures is a critical problem in spintronics
devices. This appears unavoidable irrespective of the growth temperature, substrate orien-
tation, and substrate reconstruction. During the deposition of Fe films on GaAs substrate
at room-temperature, significant diffusion of Ga and As out from the substrate has been
observed [160, 161]. In order to reduce diffusion effects low-temperature MBE growth of
Fe on GaAs(001) has been used to enhance interface cleanliness by Lee et al. [162]. By
reducing the GaAs substrate temperature, they could suppress both Ga and As out-diffusion
from the substrate, and interfacial intermixing during Fe deposition.
Annealing is also a significant factor in MDL formation in FM thin-films. To mea-
sure the interface structure of Fe/AlGaAs(001) using high resolution TEM (HRTEM),
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Fig. 6.20 High-angle annular-dark-field images of Fe/GaAs interface, viewed along (a) [11¯0]
(b) [110]. Higher magnification images along [11¯0] and [110] are shown in (c) and (d),
respectively. Adapted from [164].
Zega et al. [163] found that post-growth annealing of the structure results in a reduction of
the intermixed interface width and an enhancement in spin injection. Lebeau et al. [164]
extended this study for both GaAs(110) and (110) directions to determine the interfacial struc-
ture of Fe/GaAs thin-film. They found As-terminated GaAs(001) and a partially-occupied,
non-intermixed, interfacial Fe layer, terminating at the interface plane, after annealing as
shown in Fig. 6.20.
The influence of thermal annealing on the Fe/GaAs(001) interface has shown that an-
nealing temperatures between 400-450◦C promote the diffusion of both Fe into GaAs and
Ga into Fe, resulting in Fe3Ga2−xAsx alloy, because Fe is more weakly diffusive than Ga
or As in this system [165]. Another study showed the formation of a MDL at the Co/GaAs
interface due to Co2GaAs formation. This inter-metallic layer causes decreasing Co magnetic
moments due to the reaction of Co with the GaAs substrate [146]. Deposition of CoFe on
GaAs substrate also showed an interface which consist of (CoFe)3GaAs magnetic alloy [158],
where it is more pronounced in the Fe and Fe based alloys deposited on GaAs substrates
which causes the formation of a MDL.
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Fig. 6.21 Dependence of CoFeB thickness on the magnetization for different structures,
measured by Jang et al. [159]. The magnetic dead layer thicknesses are indicated by arrows.
The inset shows the stack structures.
Further studies on the influence of growth and annealing temperatures in epitaxially
grown CoFe thin-films on GaAs(001) substrates have shown the thickest MDL at the
CoFe/GaAs(001) interface occurs when the sample is grown at 95◦C, and the sharpest
interface, when the sample is grown at −15◦C. Annealing for 1h at 250◦C produces an 11 Å
interfacial MDL for samples grown at any temperature [166]. Another study has shown that
after annealing at T = 300◦C, 0.2 nm thick TaB layer is formed at CoFeB/Ta interface which
might be responsible for MDL formation which is due to out-diffusion of B atoms [167].
Most of the previous studies [147, 159] to determine MDL formations use conventional
magnetometry, based on measuring magnetization as a function of ferromagnetic layer depth.
Fitting the magnetization data with a straight line that passes through the origin is presented
as evidence of the absence of MDL formation associated with the FM layer. However, if
the fitting line passes from a certain FM layer thickness, the intercept shows the total MDL
formation associated with the FM layer. Fig. 6.21 shows an example of MDL formations
at CoFeB thin-films with various NM capping and seed layers using the method described
above. Oguz et al. [147] studied MDL formations in CoFeB sandwiched with Ta layers, and
they found 0.45 nm total MDL thickness from magnetometry data. In order to show MDL
formation in each interface, they assumed the half of the total MDL thickness belongs to the
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one interface, ∼ 0.2 nm/interface. This approach to extract MDL thickness does not seem
reliable because the MDLs depend on the location of the NM layer, as explained above. An
important point is that these measurements are inferred from magnetometry data, rather than
being true magnetization depth profiles. This unreliable method to indicate MDL formations
at interfaces enhances the importance of our study presented here using PNR.
6.5 Chapter Conclusion
In this chapter, the depth-dependence of the magnetic structure in amorphous CoFeB:Ta/Ta
thin-films on Si/SiO2 and GaAs(001) substrates was studied using PNR as a function of
measurement temperatures. An investigation of the structural properties of amorphous
CoFeB:Ta thin-films were undertaken to confirm layer thickness and interface roughness.
Then, temperature dependent magnetic characterization was performed in order to extract
TC of both structures. The PNR data of CoFeB:Ta thin-films were analyzed here using a
“various layer” models where the model names are given according to subdivided CoFeB:Ta
layers. This modeling procedure provided a realistic description of the magnetic structure of
the samples. The amorphous CoFeB:Ta alloy has a reduced TC due to addition of Ta. This
allows investigation into interface magnetism and MDLs at temperatures close to the TC.
Such studies are not possible using conventional 3-d transition-metal ferromagnets as the
high temperatures required promote interdiffusion and destroy the thin-film device structure.
The magnetic interface position corresponding to the CoFeB:Ta/Ta cap interface changes
with temperature due to a compositional grading. This causes the local TC of the interface to
vary, where the magnetic depth varies with temperature. Onto both structures, a magnetic
dead layer with ∼ 5 Å thickness is formed at 0.1 TC and the thickness increases to ∼ 9 Å at
0.6 TC. A dead-region forms at the GaAs(001)/CoFeB:Ta interface, where the depth of this
region also varies with temperature, but is confined within an localized interfacial alloyed
region. 5.3 Å dead-region forms at the GaAs(001)/CoFeB:Ta interface where increases
to 8.5 Å with temperature, where such MDLs at III-V semiconductor/FM interfaces are
detrimental for spin-injection applications. This shows the significant influence of subtle
structural intermixing on magnetic thin-films where understanding of interfacial magnetism
and MDL have critical importance for thin-film magnetic devices. As many spintronic
devices work at elevated temperatures, these results show the influence of temperature on
magnetic dead layer thicknesses.
7
Interfacial Structure Dependent Dynamical
Properties of Cobalt Thin-Films
The generation of a spin-current in strongly spin-orbit coupled (SOC) materials continues
to be extensively studied and may have a crucial importance due to its technological interest.
Understanding of spin-currents, which traverse interfaces in ferromagnetic/non-magnetic
(FM/NM) structures requires an understanding of the fundamental physics, and is required
for applications of nanoscale magnetic systems in spintronics [2, 144, 168]. Precessional
magnetization measurements have been widely used to access interfacial spin transport,
where spin-current flows from the precessional motion of magnetization in a FM layer into
an adjacent NM layer. Then, these pumped spin-currents in the NM layer are dissipated
under the influence of the strong SOC which results in an enhancement of intrinsic damping
in the FM layer [79]. This process is known as spin-pumping mechanism [66, 169].
In conventional spin-pumping theory [67, 78], the relaxation of spin-current in the
NM layer is characterized by the interfacial spin-mixing conductance which is generally
assumed to be a property of the NM material. However, a recent theoretical investigation by
Liu et al. suggested a more complex picture of spin-pumping [81]. This investigation is based
on a diffusion equation [170] which describes the enhancements of intrinsic damping for
combinations of various materials [73]. In this model, the effective spin-mixing conductance
consists of critical terms that quantify magnetic relaxation of the injected spin-current within
the adjacent NM layers, and the ability of the spin-current to cross the FM/NM interface.
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The latter is characterized by an effective specific interface spin-resistance, and the magnetic
relaxation associated with crossing the FM/NM interface which is called spin memory loss
parameter. Because of the interfacial spin-resistance and the spin memory loss details of
the FM/NM interface structure have a significant impact in determining the contribution of
magnetic damping due to spin-pumping mechanism [168, 171].
As the SOC plays a dominant role in magnetization dynamics, the nature of the atomic
structure and crystallinity are also crucial factors for determining the magnetic properties of
magnetic thin-films. The degree of texture and crystallite size present within thin-films are
known to influence the magnetic behaviour of materials [87, 168]. To understand the role
of texture on the dynamical properties the crystal structure of polycrystalline Co thin-films
were investigated using high angle x-ray diffraction. This technique provides structural
information on the out-of-plane crystal structure, average out-of-plane grain size, and any
texture present within the layer, and was studied here as a function of Co film thickness.
In this chapter, the structural investigation of Co thin-films was discussed using x-
ray diffraction pattern to derive crystal structure of thin-films. The intrinsic damping in
polycrystalline Co thin-films of various thicknesses with Cu and Ir overlayers was investigated
here to understand the role of local interface structure in spin-pumping mechanism. The key
results relate to a deeper understanding of spin-mixing conductance, and they are compared
with the other theoretical and experimental investigations.
7.1 Crystal Structure of Cobalt Multilayers
The structural characterization of polycrystalline Co thin-films with Cu and Ir overlayers
was undertaken using x-ray diffraction (XRD) pattern which is described in this section to
derive information on the nature of the crystal structure. Analysis of the crystalline structure
of the polycrystalline thin-films provides crucial insight into material quality. Crystallinity
and strain present within the film structure are significant in determining the magnetic
properties of thin-films. Such structural properties of thin-films are sensitive to the film
preparation technique and deposition rate [46].
Fig. 7.1 presents typical XRD patterns of Co[6 nm]/Ir thin-film scanned over a range
of 2θ angles between 35◦ - 47◦ with CuKα x-rays. The diffraction pattern indicate four
Bragg peaks located at 2θ ∼ 40◦, 42◦, 43◦, 44◦. The shape of the diffraction peaks depends
on the properties of the measured thin-film, i.e. defects, lattice strain, and grain size etc.
Here, a broader peak located at 2θ ∼ 40◦ is the diffraction of x-rays from the amorphous Ta
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Fig. 7.1 X-ray diffraction pattern of 6 nm Co thin-film with Ir overlayer.
seed-layers and overlayers. From XRR analysis, a few nm thick Ta oxide layer is expected
to form above Ta capping layer. Hence, this broadening of diffraction peak may be caused
by an oxidized Ta layer. The diffraction peaks located at 2θ ∼ 42◦ and 43◦ correspond to
fcc(111) Ir peak above the Co layer, and fcc(111) Cu peak under the Co layer, respectively.
The diffraction peaks of Co layers are discussed in detail in the next section.
Fig. 7.2 shows diffraction patterns of Co/Cu thin-films between 42.5◦ - 46◦ for various Co
thicknesses. Here, the dashed and solid lines pass through in the middle of diffraction peaks
of the thinnest and thickest Co films. The diffraction patterns indicate that Co peaks move
away from the peak of Cu seed-layer with increasing Co layer thickness, where dislocations
begin to nucleate, and this causes relaxation of epitaxial strain. Diffraction peak positions
and FWHM were obtained by fitting the XRD patterns using Lorentzian peak functions. For
each multilayer, Scherrer analysis revealed that the width of the diffraction peaks reduces
with increasing Co layer thickness, which indicates increasing grain size as a function of
Co thickness for both thin-films. The structural parameters including Bragg diffraction
angle, d-spacing, and grain sizes using Scherrer analysis, and FWHM of polycrystalline Co
thin-films with both overlayers are summarized in Table 7.1.
The inverse Co thickness dependence of the diffraction peak positions are shown in
Fig. 7.3 for structures with both overlayers, where the diffraction peaks move in the same
way for both overlayers. As this is relaxation of epitaxial strain from the Cu seed-layer, this
justifies the inverse Co thickness dependence of diffraction peaks.
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Fig. 7.2 X-ray diffraction pattern of polycrystalline Co/Cu thin-films with various Co thick-
nesses. X-ray diffraction peaks shift toward the higher 2θ angles with increasing Co thick-
nesses. The dashed and solid lines pass through in the middle of diffraction peaks of the
thinnest and thickest Co films, respectively. The arrow indicates how diffraction peaks shift
with increasing Co thickness.
Some materials may exist in several different phases with different crystal structures
associated with each phase. The structure of Co on Cu(111) layer is a complicated structure,
where the formation of Co is in either fcc or hcp structural phase. It is known that the initial
Fig. 7.3 Inverse Co thickness dependent diffraction peak points of polycrystalline Co thin-
films with Cu and Ir overlayers. Squares and hexagons represent dominant fcc(111) and
hcp(0001) texture in the Co layer, respectively. The vertical lines indicate the errors on the
data points.
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Table 7.1 Comparison of Bragg peak position, the d-spacing, average out-of-plane grain size
deduced via the Scherrer analysis using FWHM values of polycrystalline Co thin-films with









































































































stages of Co film deposited on Cu seed-layer are dominated by fcc(111) Co up to several
nanometers, with a small fraction of stacking faults. As the Co layer thickness increases
hcp stacking faults are introduced, and the subsequent Co film gradually transforms into
hcp(0001) structure. Previous studies of Co/Cu thin-films have shown that for Co films less
than 4 nm, a fcc Co structure is stable, and a mixture of fcc and the hcp crystal phases occur
with increasing Co layer thickness [172]. To investigate this structural phase transition in
the Co thin-films, XRD measurements were used to determine the thickness dependence of
interplanar spacing.
The distance between two adjacent planes of atoms is called interplanar spacing or
d-spacing. The d-spacing of structures with Cu and Ir overlayers as a function of inverse
Co thickness are extracted from XRD measurements using Bragg’s Law, see Section 4.3
for details, as shown in Fig. 7.4 (a). The corresponding bulk values for hcp Co along the
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Fig. 7.4 (a) Inverse Co thickness dependence of the d-spacing of polycrystalline Co thin-
films with Cu and Ir overlayers, extracted from XRD measurements using Scherrer relation.
Squares and hexagons represent dominant fcc(111) and hcp(0001) texture in the Co layer,
respectively. Solid line corresponds to d-spacing of bulk hcp(0001) Co, dashed and dotted
lines correspond to d-spacing of bulk fcc(111) Co and fcc(111) Cu, respectively. (b) The
representation of fcc(111) and hcp(0001) layer stacking sequence.
(0001) direction is 0.2035 nm (shown by solid line), and 0.205 nm (shown by dashed line) for
fcc(111) Co [173], where the bulk value for fcc(111) Cu is shown by dotted line above. Here,
squares and hexagons represent the dominant fcc(111) and hcp(0001) crystal structure in the
Co layer, respectively. Thicker and thinner Co layers are separated from each other, which
indicates the formations of hcp(0001) and fcc(111) structure in the Co layers. Structures
with 6 nm Co layers are between thicker and thinner Co films. This suggest that increasing
Co layer thickness beyond tCo ∼ 6 nm, hcp stacking faults occur, and a dominant hcp (0001)
bulk-like structure develops. The d-spacing of thicker Co films are close to the hcp(0001)
bulk value because these films have less strain and thus relax as the Co thickness increases
to the bulk value. However, thinner Co films have d-spacing far above fcc(111) bulk of
0.205 nm, where strain develops at the initial Co layers, and close to the fcc(111) bulk of Cu
layer. This is because the value for the perpendicular d-spacing for thinner Co films which
conserves the unit-cell volume when the in-plane lattice parameter is matched with Cu.
In crystallography, a disruption of the long-range stacking sequence produces a crystal
defects, called stacking faults. They occur in many crystal structures, but mostly appear at
the close-packed structures. The representations of fcc and hcp layer sequence are given in
Fig. 7.4 (b). A change of local region in crystal by removing/introducing external layers
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produces stacking faults which destroy the perfection of the ideal structure. It is well-known
that fcc structures differ from hcp only in stacking order, where both of them have close
packed planes. In the fcc(111) lattice structure, the pattern consists of an ABCABC layer
stacking sequence, and the pattern consists of an ABAB layer stacking sequence for hcp(0001)
lattice structure. As shown in Fig. 7.4 (b), the first two layers arrange themselves identically
as “AB” arrangements in both structures. A stacking fault appears in an fcc structure as one
of the “C” planes missing, where the pattern would become ABCABABCAB. The placing
of a plane in the “A”, rather than “C” position results in a thin layer of hcp-like material. The
difference between hcp and fcc Co crystal phases is that the atomic layer stacking sequence
within the Co film differs moving away from the interface. Considering the final atomic
plane of the Co layer to be the “A” lattice place, the crystal structure near to the interface may
appear for fcc(111)-Co as ABCA/fcc(111)-NM, whereas for hcp(0001)-Co it would appear
BABA/fcc(111)-NM. The importance of this subtle difference is shown to have a significant
influence on dynamic magnetic properties.
The average grain size in the crystal was calculated from XRD pattern using the Scherrer
relation [174] which gives an expression for broadening of diffraction peaks. Fig. 7.5
shows the variation of grain size as a function of Co thickness for thin-films with Cu and Ir
overlayers. Here, it is observed that the increase of Co film thickness increases the diffraction
peak intensity as expected, and which results in an increase in grain size of both thin-films.
The increase of grain size as a function of Co thickness can be also attributed to the improved
crystallinity of the films structure, where growth onto the seed-layer causes the film to grow
coherently. Also, thin-films with Cu overlayers have larger grain size than thin-films with Ir
overlayers. This is believed due to the higher lattice mismatch between Co and Ir overlayers
(∼8%) [133], compared to Co and Cu (∼1.8%) [175]. Thus, Co/Cu interface appears as a
single grain to the diffraction measurement due to the similar lattice parameters, whereas
Co/Ir interface appears as a clear grain-boundary as the atomic registry across the Co/Ir
interface is poor.
A schematic illustration of lattice match, lattice mismatch, and strain relaxation between
two layers are also given in Fig. 7.5. Perfectly matched lattices are desired for many
applications of spintronics to minimize defects between deposited layers. If the lattice
mismatch between those is larger, the film may strain to form the lattice structure on the
substrate surface during the initial stages of the deposition. Thin film deposition can proceed
by several growth modes, as explained in Section 3.1. The Stranski-Krastanov growth mode
is the most common mode for polycrystalline materials, where these thin-films would be
grown as layer-plus-island mode. Here, Co layers are initially grown on the Cu surface as
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Fig. 7.5 Average out-of plane crystal grain size within Co thin-films with Cu and Ir overlayers.
The grain size was calculated from FWHM of fits to diffraction peak using Lorentzian fit.
The solid lines are guide to the eye. (Right) The representation of lattice match, lattice
mismatch and strain relaxation at FM/NM interface.
layer-by-layer mode up to several monolayers, where strain energy accumulates in initial Co
layers. Then layer relaxation starts, which results in switching of the growth mode to island
like epitaxy formation. Beyond a critical Co thickness these layers have less strain from the
Cu seed-layer.
7.2 Thickness Dependence of Magnetic Parameters
This section explains the extraction of the magnetic parameters from ferromagnetic
resonance (FMR) measurements. The resonance condition for a polycrystalline FM thin-
film, which is magnetically saturated in the film plane, can be described from fitting the
FMR spectrum using the Kittel relation, Eq. 2.25, as given in Section 2.8.1. An example
of FMR spectra and a best-fit to the Kittel equation for a Co[55 nm]/Ir sample are shown
in Fig. 7.6 (a) to extract saturation magnetization MS, the perpendicular surface magnetic
anisotropy constant KS and g-factor.
For a continuous polycrystalline thin-film of thickness tFM, the effective demagnetization
field, 4πMeff, is given in Eq. 2.26 with MS and KS. It has been shown previously that
interfacial effects can show a linear dependence on inverse of the FM layer thickness [91,
138, 139]. In most FMR analysis, the 4πMeff data as a function of inverse FM thickness is
fitted linearly for entire FM thickness range. However, the data are not well described using
this approach, as shown in Fig. 7.7 (a), where there is some noticeable difference between
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Fig. 7.6 (a) An example of resonance frequency as a function of magnetic field for
Co[55 nm]/Ir thin-film and a fit to the Kittel formula [110]. (b) An example of hysteresis
loop for Co[55 nm]/Ir thin-film.
thin and thick Co films. This is the main reason why XRD measurements are investigated in
this work to determine the interplanar spacing, as explained in Section 7.1.
Instead of this conventional method, a new approach is required to describe magnetic
properties of FM thin-films more accurately. In doing so, the data are divided into two
categories defined as the thin and thick Co film regions, and each thickness region has
been analyzed independently using Eq. 2.26 to determine the magnetic parameters of each
dominant region. The inverse Co thickness dependence of 4πMeff for structures with Cu and
Ir overlayers are shown in Fig. 7.7 (b). 4πMeff has the same value for structures with the
same Co thickness but different overlayers. This indicates that the Cu and Ir overlayers do
not significantly influence the anisotropy field or MS. Previously, this was found for Pt/Co/Ir
multilayers [176], where the anisotropy mostly emerges from Pt/Co not the Co/Ir interface.
In each thickness regime, as shown in Fig. 7.7 (b), there is a clear Co thickness dependence
of 4πMeff, where it decreases linearly with increasing inverse Co thickness. This indicates
that these variations are linked to crystalline state. Here, the dashed line is the best fit to
films with Co thickness less than or equal to 6 nm, and the solid line is a fit to the thicker
Co films. The best fit to the experimental data enables extraction of the bulk MS and KS of
Co thin-films with fcc(111) and hcp(0001) structural phases. Bulk MS values are taken to
be size independent in most studies, it is shown that bulk MS values show variations in each
crystal phase.
In hcp(0001)-dominated structures saturation magnetization is found as MS = 1470 ± 40
emu/cm3 and MS = 1470 ± 60 emu/cm3, and in fcc(111)-dominated structures saturation
magnetization is MS = 1100±100 emu/cm3 and MS = 1200±200 emu/cm3 for structures
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Fig. 7.7 (a) Inverse Co thickness dependence of the effective demagnetization field, 4πMeff.
All data are fitted linearly (solid line) using standard approach for entire Co thickness range.
(b) Here, the data are divided into thin and thick films where the solid and dashed lines are
representative linear fits to Co thicknesses greater and less than 6 nm. Squares and hexagons
in (a) and (b) represent dominant fcc(111) and hcp(0001) texture in the Co layer, respectively.
(c) Inverse Co thickness dependence of 4πMeff where the solid line is the best fit based on
Eq. 2.26, measured by Beaujour et al. [52]. The inset shows the Co thickness dependence of
the g-factor, where the dotted line shows the reported gbulk = 2.15 for fcc Co films [177]. (d)
Inverse CoFeB thickness dependence of 4πMeff measured by Liu et al. [178].
with Cu and Ir overlayers, respectively. These values are consistent with the bulk hcp Co
magnetization density MS ∼ 1400 emu/cm3 [129], as shown in Fig. 7.6 (b). The surface
anisotropy constant for hcp(0001)-dominated structures are KS =−2.8 ± 0.4 erg/cm2 and
KS = −3.3 ± 0.5 erg/cm2 for structures with Cu and Ir overlayers, respectively. These
values are the same within experimental error. This large surface anisotropy arises from
the volume of the hcp phase, where the c-axis of the hcp Co is perpendicular to the plane
of the film. The surface anisotropy constant KS for fcc(111)-dominated structures are
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KS = −0.42 ± 0.05 erg/cm2 and KS =−0.56 ± 0.06 erg/cm2 for structures with Cu and
Ir overlayers, respectively. These values are not identical within experimental error, but close
to each other. Here, the negative sign of surface anisotropy constant reflects a perpendicular
component of the magnetic anisotropy. All extracted values are of Co thin-films with fcc(111)
and hcp(0001) structural phases are given in Table 7.2, and are comparable to those found in
the literature [179–181].
There are several FMR studies in the literature that extract the magnetic properties of thin-
films using the conventional method consisting of a single linear fit to the inverse thickness
dependence data. An investigation of polycrystalline Co thin-films, similar to the structure
studied here, was carried out previously by Beaujour et al. [52], where they obtained the
magnetic parameters using the standard approach, as shown in Fig. 7.7 (c). The data are
fitted across the entire Co thickness range using Eq. 2.26. The saturation magnetization
of Co was extracted from the slope as MS = 1131 emu/cm3, which is much smaller than
the magnetization density of bulk Co thin-films. However, the best fit does not describe
most of the 4πMeff data, thus the crystal phase of the structure should have been taken into
account during data fitting. It needs to be pointed out that the Co crystal phase may be
different depending on what material the Co is grown on, hence making the comparison
between datasets is difficult. In another study, shown in Fig. 7.7 (d), the magnetic damping of
CoFeB thin-films were measured by Liu et al., and the linear fit of 4πMeff does not describe
the thinnest three data points. Hence, the reliability of conventional method needs to be
reconsidered because these experimental results are crucial for magnetization dynamics.
The determination of the g-factor (or spectroscopic g-factor) in FMR investigations is
sometimes difficult in thin-film limit as a function of layer thickness due to larger uncer-
Table 7.2 Parameters extracted from spin-pumping measurements: saturation magnetiza-
tion, MS; surface magnetic anisotropy constant, KS; and bulk g-factor, gbulk showing compar-
ison with relevant literature values. The literature value for KS quoted for comparison from
Ref. [177] is taken as negative due to a difference in sign convention.
Spin-pumped interface(s) MS (emu/cm3) KS (erg/cm2) gbulk
hcp(0001)-Co/Cu/Ta 1470±40 −2.8±0.4 2.07±0.01
fcc(111)-Co/Cu/Ta 1100±100 −0.42±0.05 2.19±0.02
hcp(0001)-Co/Ir/Ta 1470±60 −3.3±0.5 2.09±0.01
fcc(111)-Co/Ir/Ta 1200±200 −0.56±0.06 2.21±0.02
Ta/Cu/Co/Cu/Pt – Ref. [177] 1456 −1.04 2.15
Pt/Cu/Co/Cu/Pt – Ref. [52, 180] 1131 −0.46±0.04 2.49±0.14
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tainties [182]. To determine the g-factor spectroscopic data was used, thus the correct term
for the g-factor is the spectroscopic g-factor, rather than Landé g-factor [183]. The term
Landé g-factor is only correct in an isolated atom where the spin-orbit coupling is well
defined. The g-factor, as explained in Section 2.1, is determined from γ values extracted
from fitting of the FMR spectra with Eq. 2.25. The common assumption in the literature
is to describe the bulk g-factor, based on fitting the data linearly for the entire thickness
range. Also, obtaining a weighted average value of g-factor is another way to estimate
the bulk g-factor [180], where it is found as gbulk= 2.25 [184] and gbulk = 2.49 ± 0.14 for
sputtered Co thin-films, as shown inset of Fig. 7.7 (c). This is significantly larger than the
reported value for fcc Co films (gbulk = 2.15 [177]), as shown by a dotted horizontal line. The
thickness and crystal structure of polycrystalline thin-films should be considered in order to
determine these magnetic parameters of thin-films. The g-factor relates the spin and orbital
components of atomic moments where g= 2+(2mL/mS). Here mL is normally quenched
toward zero by the crystal field breaking rotational symmetry. When the crystal is truncated,
this quenching is reduced and mL increases.
In Fig. 7.8 (a), the data are fitted linearly for entire Co thickness range using the conven-
tional method to describe bulk g-factor, it is clear that most of data points are not described
well by this fit. Contrary to the standard approach in the literature, it is shown here that the
data are clearly not independent of Co thickness. Again, after dividing the Co thin-films
Fig. 7.8 Inverse Co thickness dependence of the g-factor for polycrystalline Co thin-films
with Cu and Ir overlayers. (a) The data are fitted linearly using conventional method for
entire Co thickness range. (b) The data are divided into thin and thick Co films where the
solid (dashed) lines are representative linear fits to thicknesses greater (less) than 6 nm.
Squares and hexagons represent dominant fcc(111) and hcp(0001) texture in the Co layer,
respectively.
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into two thickness regimes, as fcc(111) and hcp(0001) Co, it is observed that there are linear
dependencies on inverse Co thickness for each phase, as shown in Fig. 7.8 (b). This is
indicative of crystallographic effects with different behaviour for Co films in the thinner and
thicker regimes. Also, in most of the samples, the g-factor for Co/Ir thin-films appears to
be slightly larger than for Co/Cu thin-films. The standard explanation of a larger g-factor in
Co/Ir thin-films would be due to a difference of spin-orbit interactions (SOI). This may be a
result of a non-local SOI across the FM/NM interface [90, 185], which may be expected to
appear in the magnetic anisotropy, g-factor, and the relative orbital and spin components of
magnetic moments.
From the intercepts of the linear fits, bulk g-factors, gbulk were estimated. For the
fcc(111)-dominated structures the bulk g-factors obtained were gbulk = 2.07± 0.01 and
gbulk = 2.09±0.01, and in the hcp(0001)-dominated structures gbulk = 2.19±0.02 and
gbulk = 2.21±0.02 for structures with Cu and Ir overlayers, respectively. The g-factor for
both thin-films shows a Co thickness dependence due to crystal phases, where it decreases
slightly with increasing Co thickness in both thickness regimes. The bulk values are similar
to the values found elsewhere [52, 186]. In bulk Co, the orbital magnetic moment is largely
quenched, however this quenching may be reduced at the interfaces, where the crystal
symmetry is broken. A slight increase in orbital magnetic moment may enhance the g-factor
due to reduced quenching of orbital moments at the interfaces. This explains the linear
reduction in the g-factor, when the inverse Co film thickness reduces.
The films with larger g-factor may have larger magnetic anisotropy, which should be
related to enhanced orbital moments at the Co/NM interfaces. Thus, Co thin-films with
larger g-factor should also have larger interface anisotropy. However, comparing the 4πMeff
data in Fig. 7.7 (b), where the anisotropy is given by the slopes for each crystal phase, with
g-factor in Fig. 7.8 (b), it is clear that there is no particular correlation between the g-factor,
via enhanced orbital moments and surface anisotropy constant.
7.3 FMR Linewidth of Cobalt Multilayers
This section describes the investigation of FMR linewidth for Co thin-films with Cu and
Ir overlayers. The lineshape of the FMR absorption is a typical Lorentzian shape. The FMR
linewidth was used mostly as a measure of the magnetization relaxation rate, which is related
to the magnetic damping of the system. The FWHM of the absorption curve, from fitting to a
Lorentzian peak function, defines the FMR linewidth and includes significant information
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about the magnetic relaxation of the structure. Fig. 7.9 shows an example of the measurement
transmission parameter S21 as a function of applied magnetic field at microwave frequency
of 15 GHz for the Co[55 nm]/Ir thin-film and the best-fitting Lorentzian peak function, as
indicated by the solid line.
The frequency dependence of the in-plane FMR linewidth, ∆H, is shown in Fig. 7.10 for
structures with (a) Ir and (b) Cu overlayers as a function of Co thicknesses. This shows a
clear increase in ∆H on reducing the Co thickness, as indicated by arrows. For both thin-films
with Co thicker than 6 nm, ∆H increases linearly with frequency over the entire experimental
frequency range. However, for Co thickness equal to or thinner than 6 nm, ∆H becomes
increasingly non-linear as a function of frequency, although there is less non-linearity of ∆H
in the Co/Cu thin-films compared to the Co/Ir thin-films. Two-magnon scattering, which
comes from coupling between the uniform FMR mode and degenerate spin waves, may
be the reason for this non-linear behaviour, where this mechanism leads to an additional
magnetic relaxation channels [187].
There are two different mechanisms to describe FMR linewidth as given in Eq. 2.28. The
first term here is the so called extrinsic linewidth, ∆H0, defined as zero-frequency intercept of
the frequency dependence of the linewidth. It represents the linewidth broadening resulting
from magnetic inhomogeneities such as local fluctuations of the magnetization and magnetic
anisotropy, and polycrystallinity, which is assumed to be independent of the frequency. The
Fig. 7.9 An example of the experimental microwave transmission parameter S21 as a function
of magnetic field at 15 GHz for the Co[55 nm]/Ir thin-film. FWHM of the curve enables to
estimate FMR linewidth of the thin-film.
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Fig. 7.10 Frequency dependence of FMR linewidth for polycrystalline Co thin-films with (a)
Ir and (b) Cu overlayers. The arrows denote increasing Co thickness. Datamarkers represent
the same Co thickness for (a) and (b).
second mechanism is known as intrinsic damping of the magnetization which enables to
define the true Gilbert damping parameter.
In polycrystalline materials, stacking faults result in magnetic inhomogeneity (e.g. local
variation in demagnetization and magnetocrystalline anisotropies) which appears as an
inhomogeneous linewidth broadening. The dependence of inhomogeneous line broadening,
∆H0, as a function of Co thickness is shown in Fig. 7.11 (a), where it increases with reducing
Co thickness for both thin-films. Here, ∆H0 is largely independent of Co thickness for
thicknesses above 6 nm. However, for Co thickness of 6 nm and below, ∆H0 increases
strongly with reducing Co thickness for both overlayers. Also, ∆H0 is smaller for Cu
overlayers than for Ir overlayers for all Co thicknesses. FMR linewidth for polycrystalline
Co films sandwiched between Cu/Pt layers exhibit similar thickness dependence of ∆H0, and
it approaches to zero for Co layers thicker than 6 nm. This reflects the good quality of these
layers [52].
Fig. 7.11 (b) shows ∆H0 as a function of the inverse Co thickness for both thin-films,
where the slope and the intercept of ∆H0 give volume and interfacial components. Here,
there is a slight difference in the slope between Co films with Cu and Ir overlayers. This
difference may be attributed to an increased density of stacking faults at the Co/Ir interface
in comparison to Co/Cu interface, due to the larger lattice-mismatch between Co and Ir
(∼8%) [133] compared to Co and Cu (∼1.8%) [175]. However, the exact origin of the small
but significant difference in intercept between the two sets of thin-films, relating to slight
differences in “bulk” structural and magnetic defects in the polycrystalline Co film with Cu
and Ir overlayers, is presently unclear.
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Fig. 7.11 (a) Dependence of Co thickness on the extrinsic linewidth ∆H0 for structures
with Cu and Ir overlayers. The solid lines are guide to the eye. (b) Inverse Co thickness
dependence of the extrinsic linewidth for both thin-films. The solid lines are linear fits to the
data. Squares and hexagons represent dominant fcc(111) and hcp(0001) texture in the Co
layer, respectively.
7.4 Spin-Pumping in Complex Heterostructures
This section describes the multilayered sample structure used in this work to describe
the spin-pumping mechanism. Here, a Co layer is sandwiched between NM layers in
symmetric (Ta/Cu underlayers and Cu/Ta overlayers) and asymmetric (Ta/Cu underlayers,
Ir/Ta overlayers) structures in order to demonstrate the role of local interface structure in
spin-pumping mechanism. In this work, Cu was used here due to its poor sink property for the
pumped spins (less SOI), and Ir was chosen because it is a good spin absorber (strong SOI).
Fig. 7.12 shows a schematic illustration of the thin-film structures and possible spin-currents.
The precession of the magnetization in the Co layer, M(t), generates spin-currents JLs pump
and JRs pump which can traverse from the Co layer into both adjacent NM layers, NM
L
1 and
NMR1 . This mechanism provides two parallel channels for energy dissipation. In the steady
state, this injected spin-current may relax within the NML1 and NM
R
1 layers, where it may
generate spin accumulation in NML1 and NM
R
1 layers, which would then scattered back as
spin-current into the Co layer as JLs1 and J
R





(Ta) layers as JLs2 and J
R
s2 [67].
Since Cu is a poor spin sink in this structure, Co thin-films with Ta/Cu underlayers and
Cu/Ta overlayers do not exhibit a significant enhancement in magnetic damping. Most of the
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Fig. 7.12 A schematic of the sample structures used in this study, and examples of possible
spin-currents generated by spin-pumping. The precession of the magnetization in Co layer,
M(t), generates spin-currents JLs pump and J
R
s pump from the Co layer into both adjacent NM
layers. The spin accumulation in NML1 and NM
R
1 either flows back into the Co layer as
spin-current JLs1 and J
R









layers as spin-current JLs2 and J
R
s2.
spins injected into the Cu films are scattered back and relax into the Co layer, because both Cu
layers are 3 nm thick which is much thinner than its spin diffusion length, λCusd ∼ 350 nm [76]
at room-temperature, hence it does not contribute to spin-flip. Also, the effective specific
interface spin-resistance between NML,R1 (Cu/Ir) and NM
L,R
2 (Ta) should be high [73, 81], so
it is expected that JL,Rs2 ∼ 0. The spin back-flow JL,Rs1 ≈ JL,Rs pump, thus the damping enhancement
in these layers should be negligible. However, for Co thin-films with Ta/Cu underlayers
and Ir/Ta overlayers, the damping enhancement from Ta/Cu underlayers is again negligible,
as explained above. Ir is a good sink due to its strong SOI and is also 3 nm thick which is
much thicker than its spin diffusion length, λ Irsd ∼ 0.5 nm [75]. Hence, JRs pump may rapidly
relax within the Ir layer. Now, JRs1 is almost equal to zero, again J
R
s2 ∼ 0, and the precessional
magnetization should be enhanced in the structure with Ir overlayer.
7.5 Intrinsic Damping in Cobalt Multilayers
To investigate whether the intrinsic magnetic damping is influenced by Cu or Ir overlayers,
Co thickness dependence of phenomenological damping parameter is estimated from the
slope of the frequency dependence of ∆H using Eq. 2.28. The intrinsic damping parameter α ,
which encapsulates all of the intrinsic precessional damping contributions for both thin-films
are shown in Fig. 7.13 (a). Here, it is clearly shown that the intrinsic damping increases
with reducing Co thickness for both thin-film series. This enhancement comes from the spin-
pumping, which is an interface effect via the spin-mixing conductance. For Co thicknesses
greater than ∼ 6 nm the intrinsic damping of Co/Ir thin-films are slightly higher than Co/Cu
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Fig. 7.13 (a)Dependence of Co thickness on the Gilbert damping parameter α for both sets
of thin-films. The solid lines are guide to the eye. (b) The inverse Co thickness dependence
of the Gilbert damping parameter for both sets of films. The solid and dashed lines are linear
fit to the structures with different overlayer and dominant Co crystal phase. Squares and
hexagons represent dominant fcc(111) and hcp(0001) texture in the Co layer, respectively.
(c) Dependence of Co thickness on the magnetic damping for different structures, measured
by Beaujour et al. [52]. The inset shows how intrinsic damping changes as a function of Pt
layer thickness. (d) Dependence for NiFe of the Gilbert damping term for NM/NiFe/NM
with various NM metals, measured by Mizukami et al. [73].
thin-films, and largely independent of Co thickness, where it saturates at a value of about
∼ 0.007. In contrast, below 6 nm of Co, structures with Cu overlayers show only a small
increase in α ∼ 0.01 for the thinnest Co/Cu film. However, structures with Ir overlayers
show a more dramatic increase in α , where it reaches up to ∼ 0.02 for the thinnest Co/Ir film,
which is about 2 times larger for the thinnest Co/Ir thin-film than for the Co/Cu thin-film.
The broadening of the FMR linewidth for structures with Ir overlayers causes a contribution
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to the extrinsic damping, which is due to the strong spin-flip scattering through the increased
structural disorder due to lattice mismatch and interfacial stacking faults at the Co/Ir interface.
The dependence of the intrinsic damping on the inverse Co thickness is shown in
Fig. 7.13 (b), with linear fits to Eq. 2.35 for each overlayer and dominant Co crystal-
phase combination. As shown in the figure, it is again clear that a single linear fit for entire
FM thickness range is inappropriate. Here, the solid lines correspond to the thicker Co
films with hcp(0001)-dominated structure, and the dashed lines are fits to the thinner Co
films with fcc(111)-dominated phase for structures with Cu and Ir overlayers. The bulk
damping parameters, α0, are extracted from the intercepts for each structural phases where
α0 ∼ (7± 0.2)× 10−3 for hcp(0001)-dominated structures and α0 ∼ (5± 0.3)× 10−3 for
fcc(111)-dominated structures. These experimental results are summarized in Table 7.3 and
agree well with literature values for bulk hcp-Co [188] and a recent theoretical prediction for
bulk fcc-Co [189], where fcc-Co is not a stable bulk phase, hence there is no experimental
value.
Fig. 7.13 (c) shows the Co thickness dependence of the magnetic damping for similar
structures to this work [52]. The magnetic damping of Co films sandwiched between Cu
layers is independent of the Co thickness, where no damping enhancement is expected due
to small SOI of Cu contacts. The addition of a Pt contact under Cu seed-layer shows an
enhancement of the damping parameter compared to Cu/Co/Cu structure, which indicates
how a single Pt layer influences the damping parameter. The addition of a second Pt layer on
top of the structure again shows a dramatic increase in Gilbert damping parameter, where it is
about two times larger than the Co films without Pt contacts. Pt layer thickness dependence
of the magnetic damping with a 2 nm Co layer was also performed, as shown inset of
Fig. 7.13 (c), where the damping enhances sharply and it saturates beyond 1.5 nm Pt layer.
The evolution of magnetic damping in Co bilayers with Pt and Au capping layers was studied
as a function of NM layer thickness [190]. Here, a large enhancement of magnetic damping
was observed for Co thin-film with Pt contact, however no significant enhancement was
observed for Co film with Au capping layer, due to the different localized SOI related to
intermixing and d−d hybridization of Co/Pt and Co/Au interfaces.
An investigation of room-temperature FMR linewidth of NiFe magnetic thin-films sand-
wiched between different NM layers were carried out by Mizukami et al. [73], as shown
in Fig. 7.13 (d). The Gilbert damping was found to be consistent with the spin-pumping
mechanism, where it showed an enhancement as a function of NiFe thickness, when the
NiFe thin-film was in contact with certain heavy metals. For NM, such as Pt and Pd, the
top and bottom interface of NiFe experience a strong SOI of Pt and Pd atoms, hence an
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enhancement of the intrinsic damping is expected due to the strong spin-flip scattering at
NiFe/NM interface. This enhancement means that an additional torque is acting on the NiFe
layer, thus transfer of angular momentum occurs at the NiFe interfaces with certain NM
contacts. Also, the damping enhancement shows an inverse thickness dependence of the
NiFe layer with Pt and Pd contacts. This indicates an interfacial effect where the interface is
a larger fraction for thinner NiFe film, hence interfacial effects would be enhanced. However,
the intrinsic damping is independent of NiFe thickness, when NiFe is sandwiched between
Cu and Ta layers.
7.6 Spin-Mixing Conductance in Cobalt Multilayers
The efficiency of spin-current transfer across the FM/NM interface is governed by the
interfacial spin-mixing conductance which is a crucial parameter to determine the efficiency
of magnetization dynamics in such systems. The intrinsic damping under the influence
of spin-pumping is related to the total effective spin-mixing conductance in units of spin





In principle, the slope of the linear fits shown in Fig. 7.13 (b) enables to extract gT,eff↑↓ in
fcc(111) and hcp(0001) dominated crystal phases for structures with Cu and Ir overlayers.
Here, it is clear that gT,eff↑↓ shows not only the expected dependence on overlayer material,
but there is also a strong dependence on the crystal phase of the Co film directly below the
FM/NM interface. This simple analysis for gT,eff↑↓ cannot include Co thickness dependence
of g-factor, as shown in Fig. 7.8. Instead, using the α0 values extracted for each thin-film
series from the data in Fig. 7.13 (b), the inverse Co thickness dependence of a quantity
4πMS (α−α0)/gµB, as shown in Fig. 7.14, enables directly to calculate gT,eff↑↓ which is
related to parallel dissipation of angular momentum in both underlayers and overlayers.




Here, the thinnest Co films with Cu overlayers are symmetric. From this symmetric
structure the geff↑↓ for a single fcc(111)-Co/Cu interface can be extracted as half that found for
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Fig. 7.14 The gradient of the inverse Co thickness dependence of 4πMS (α−α0)/gµB
directly yields spin-mixing conductances of Co/Cu and Co/Ir thin-films with dominant fcc-
Co and hcp-Co crystal phases. The solid and dashed lines are linear fits to the hcp(0001)-
and fcc(111)-dominated structures, respectively.
the full structure [67]. The lower Co interface in all samples has this exact Ta/Cu/fcc(111)-Co
structure, hence the geff↑↓ for the various other Co/NM combinations can be similarly extracted.
The upper Co/NM interface of the remaining three sets of structures are comprised of
hcp(0001)-Co/Cu/Ta, fcc(111)-Co/Ir/Ta, and hcp(0001)-Co/Ir/Ta, as listed above. Structures
including Pt layers have higher geff↑↓ than found in this work with Ir layer due to the stronger
SOI in Pt. The values of geff↑↓ for each Co/NM interface combination are given in Table 7.3
with literature values for some similar works quoted for comparison with this study.
The key result of this work is that the effective interfacial spin-mixing conductance
for both Co/Ir and Co/Cu interfaces depends strongly on structural details of the local
crystal phase of the Co layer directly adjacent to the NM interface. Here, geff↑↓ is found as
geff↑↓ = 9.1 ± 0.5 nm−2 for fcc(111)-Co/Ir and geff↑↓ = 0.6±0.1 nm−2 for hcp(0001) - Co/Ir
which is∼ 15 times smaller. Also, geff↑↓ = 1.8±0.1 nm−2 for fcc(111)-Co/Cu and geff↑↓ = 0.4±
0.1 nm−2 for hcp(0001)-Co/Cu, which is ∼ 4 times smaller. However, these experimental
results are incompatible with a recent theoretical model of Chen and Zhang [191] where this
model, in conjuction with these results, completely destroys the idea that Rashba interaction
is primary mechanism for spin-pumping. The Rashba effect is an interaction of the spin
and the momentum of electrons induced by the SOI in surface/interface states. Here, geff↑↓ of
fcc(111)-Co/Cu (weak SOI - no symmetry breaking) has greater than geff↑↓ of hcp(0001)-Co/Ir
(strong Rashba effect due to inversion symmetry breaking), despite far stronger SOI in Ir
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Table 7.3 Parameters extracted from spin-pumping measurements: bulk Gilbert damping,
α0; and effective spin-mixing conductance, geff↑↓ , showing comparison with relevant literature
values.





Co/Pt – Quoted from Ref. [192] 80
Ta/Cu/Co/Cu/Pt – Ref. [177] 8.5 7.3
Pt/Cu/Co/Cu/Pt – Ref. [52, 180] 0.89±0.12
compared to Cu. These suggests spin memory-loss is not the dominant mechanism here due
to interfacial Rashba SOI. Theoretical works about spin-mixing conductance are not at the
point to allow any further comments on the details of this scattering mechanism.
Due to the different atomic-scale arrangement of atoms, the electronic structure of the
Co/NM interface should be different between fcc and hcp structures. This may result in
differences in the effective specific interface spin-resistance, R∗, and/or spin-memory loss, δ .
An observed enhancement of geff↑↓ in fcc(111)-Co is over that for hcp(0001)-Co suggests three
factors; (i) R∗ is smaller for the fcc(111)-Co/NM interface than for the hcp(0001)-Co/NM
interface, where injected spin-current is more easily able to enter NM layer from fcc(111)-Co
structure, (ii) δ is larger for the fcc(111)-Co/NM interface than for the hcp(0001)-Co/NM
interface, where spin-flip scattering is enhanced at the FM/NM interface with fcc(111)-Co
structure, (iii) a combination of these two factors.
Increased spin memory loss, larger δ , is mainly attributed to interfacial intermixing
between FM and NM layers [192]. From XRR measurements, as given in Appendix A, no
evidence is found for increased intermixing of fcc(111)-Co/NM in comparison to hcp(0001)-
Co/NM films. This suggests that the R∗ plays the dominant rôle here. This effect is dominated
by R∗ as the electronic structure differs more across hcp(0001)-Co/fcc(111)-NM interfaces
than across fcc(111)-Co/fcc(111)-NM interfaces, likely resulting in enhanced interface
scattering.
Recently, interfacial geff↑↓ was studied for CoFe2O4/Pt films using spin-Hall magnetoresis-
tance, where the experimental results suggest a different interfacial spin-mixing conductance
depending on the crystallographic orientation of CoFe2O4 [168]. Also, in another recent
report [171], the voltage generated due to the combination of spin-Seebeck and inverse
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spin-Hall effect, governed by the interfacial geff↑↓ , was found to enhance significantly when a
Fe70Cu30 layer was inserted between Pt and YIG layers. This suggests that the interfacial
geff↑↓ may be tunable with an understanding of the properties of magnetic materials.
7.7 Chapter Conclusion
In this chapter, the primary motivation was to understand not only the spin-pumping
mechanism in complex structures, but also how this mechanism works in different crystal
phases. For this reason, the magnetization dynamics under FMR was studied here using
a thin-film structure with polycrystalline Co thin-films sandwiched between NM layers in
symmetric (Ta/Cu underlayers and Cu/Ta overlayers), and asymmetric (Ta/Cu underlayers,
Ir/Ta overlayers) structures to demonstrate how local interface structure is influenced in
spin-pumping mechanism. In order to obtain structural details of Co thin-films, X-ray
diffraction measurements were performed, where structural phase transitions were observed
from fcc(111) to hcp(0001)-dominated structures as a function of Co layer thickness. Instead
of using the conventional method to describe the magnetic parameters, both 4πMeff and the
g-factor were determined by a new approach using structural information of Co thin-films. It
is shown that the magnetic parameters exhibit a significantly different behaviour for thicker
and thinner Co films. The combined thickness and crystal structure dependence of the
g-factor has not previously been considered.
From FMR linewidth measurements, the intrinsic damping of Co thin-films with different
NM overlayers were described, where the magnetic damping for Co thicknesses above 6 nm
is weakly dependent on Co thickness for structures with both overlayers, and below 6 nm of
Co structures with Ir overlayers show higher damping enhancement compared to structures
with Cu overlayers; which is attributed to strong SOI via spin-pumping mechanism, but
seems to be linked also to Co crystal phase.
The magnetization dynamics of Co thin-films also depends on subtle details of the local
crystal structure of the FM layer close to the NM interface, where the precessional damping is
influenced by both the NM overlayer and the local interfacial structure. Hence, this allows to
determine the spin-pumping contribution to the intrinsic damping from individual interfaces
with different local atomic-scale structures. The interfacial spin-mixing conductance is also
significantly enhanced in structures where both Co and Ir overlayers have fcc(111) structure,




Concluding Remarks and Future Work
8.1 Conclusions
The research work presented in this thesis has focused on the several experimental
studies of interfacial effects in polycrystalline Co thin-films with Cu and Ir overlayers,
and amorphous CoFeB:Ta thin-films deposited on Si/SiO2 and GaAs(001) substrates. In
this context, the influence of adjacent material layers on the magnetization, dynamics, and
transport properties of thin ferromagnetic (FM) films has been explored.
The structural, magnetic and magnetoresistive behaviour of polycrystalline Co thin-
films were investigated in Chapter 5 using several techniques. Structural analysis was
performed to confirm layer thicknesses and interface roughnesses using x-ray reflectivity.
Magnetic characterization of thin-films was performed using SQUID magnetometry at room-
temperature. These measurements revealed that Co thin-films showed in-plane magnetization
for the entire range of Co thickness studied. Also to determine any magnetic dead layer
formations in these thin-films, the saturation magnetic moments per unit area of both thin-
films with respect to the Co film thickness was studied, and showed that no magnetic dead
layer formation present within these structures. Electrical resistivity measurements of Co
thin-films were studied for orientations of the structures with respect to the applied magnetic
field. The AMR was observed to be dependent upon on Co film thickness and it tends toward
zero for Co thicknesses below 6 nm. The AMR decreases with decreasing of Co thickness,
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and the AMR of structures with Ir overlayers is greater than structures with Cu overlayers
due to interfacial conduction transparency of Co/Ir. To extract the contribution to the AMR
from a single Co/Ir interface, a simple model was used in this study, where the AMR ratio
was shown to vary inversely proportional to the Co film thickness with a Co/Ir interface.
This suggested that the in-plane AMR was a consequence of anisotropic scattering with both
volume and interfacial contributions. Such interfacial contribution to the in-plane AMR has
not previously been considered.
The depth-dependence of the magnetic structure in amorphous CoFeB:Ta/Ta thin-films
on Si/SiO2 and GaAs(001) substrates was studied in Chapter 6 using PNR as a function
of measurement temperatures. The PNR data of CoFeB:Ta thin-films were analyzed using
“various layer” models, as described in Chapter 4, where this modeling procedure provided a
realistic description of the magnetic structure of the thin-films. The amorphous CoFeB:Ta
alloy has a reduced TC due to addition of Ta which enables investigation into interface
magnetism and magnetic dead layers at temperatures close to the TC. The magnetic interface
position corresponding to the CoFeB:Ta/Ta cap interface shifts with measurement temperature
due to a compositional grading where ∼ 6 Å magnetic dead layer is formed at 0.1 TC
and this thickness increases to ∼ 9 Å at 0.6 TC. Also 5.3 Å dead-region forms at the
GaAs(001)/CoFeB:Ta interface where the thickness increases to 8.5 Å with increasing
temperature, but this dead layer thickness is confined within an localized interfacial alloyed
region. This indicates the significant influence of subtle structural intermixing on magnetic
thin-films.
The final experimental chapter of this thesis has been devoted to the study of the magneti-
zation dynamics with FMR, using a vector network analyzer system in a thin-film sandwiched
between non-magnetic (NM) layers in order to demonstrate how local interface structure
influences the spin-pumping mechanism. X-ray diffraction measurements were performed in
order to obtain structural details of Co thin-films, where structural phase transitions were
observed from fcc(111) to hcp(0001)-dominated structures as a function of Co layer thick-
ness. Instead of using the conventional method for describing the magnetic parameters, both
4πMeff and the g-factor were determined using a new approach using the details of structural
information of these thin-films, where these magnetic parameters exhibit a significantly differ-
ent behaviour in thicker and thinner film regimes. Furthermore, the combined thickness and
crystal structure dependence of the g-factor has not previously been considered. The intrinsic
damping of Co thin-films with different NM overlayers were described from FMR linewidth
measurements. It is found that the magnetic damping for Co thicknesses above 6 nm is
weakly dependent on Co thickness and below 6 nm of Co structures with Ir overlayers show
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higher damping enhancement compared to structures with Cu overlayers. This difference
was attributed to not only a strong SOI via spin-pumping mechanism, but also linked to Co
crystal phase. The magnetization dynamics of Co thin-films also depends on structural details
of the crystal structure of the Co layer close to the overlayer interface. The Gilbert damping
is influenced by both the NM overlayer and the local interfacial structure which allows
determination of the spin-pumping contribution to the intrinsic damping from individual
interfaces with different local atomic-scale structures. The role of NM/FM interface is of
substantial importance in spin-pumping. The efficiency of generation of spin-current in NM
from a precessing magnetization is quantified by spin-mixing conductance of the FM/NM
interface, where the enhancement of spin-mixing conductance in FM/NM interface leads
to enhancement in the amount of spin-current. The interfacial spin-mixing conductance
was extracted from damping measurements which is significantly enhanced when both Co
and Ir overlayers have fcc(111) structure, in comparison to those where the Co layer has
different hcp(0001) texture at the interface. Thereby, this work does not only contribute to a
deeper understanding of the involved interfacial effects, but it also gives a guideline to the
development of new approaches to determine magnetic parameters of thin-films.
Regarding the interfacial contribution to damping via Fermi surface breathing, in order
to definitively determine this would require further investigation of overlayer/underlayer
thickness dependence and the change in the FM Fermi surface (and hence breathing) is
determined by only the interface with NM and therefore should be independent of NM
thickness. To confirm that variations in the damping parameter are due to spin pumping, it is
also necessary to measure a transverse voltage due to spin-pumping and inverse spin-Hall
effect to definitively characterize as spin-pumping.
8.2 Future work
The studies presented in this thesis developed a deeper understanding of the interfacial
effects in FM thin-films. These have led to novel findings, however, further scientific
investigation is still required. This section highlights some possible areas of research that
could be continued and may lead to further advances in the fundamental understanding of
the interfacial effects.
The study of the magneto-transport measurements have focused on Co thin-films with
Cu and Ir overlayers, which shows the importance of interface transparency. It would be
interesting to study other material systems to confirm interfacial contributions to AMR. X-ray
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diffraction measurements demonstrated the crystal structure of Co layers, where interfacial
contribution to AMR showed no crystal phase dependences. Similar analysis with different
crystallographic structures may provide beneficial information of interfacial effects.
In this study, amorphous CoFeB:Ta thin-films were used for the depth-dependence of
the magnetic structure. Further investigation in other systems, such as Ni- or Fe-based
alloys, may be beneficial for temperature dependence of magnetic dead layer thicknesses.
Amorphous CoFeB:Ta thin-film were deposited onto GaAs(001) semiconductor substrate,
however, temperature dependence of magnetic dead layers using different semiconductor
substrate, such as GaSb, or single crystal substrates, such as MgO or Al2O3 (sapphire), also
need to be investigated. The amorphous CoFeB:Ta alloy has a reduced TC ∼ 100 K due to
addition of Ta, hence the measurement temperature is limited. However, addition of less Ta
enables to have a CoFeB:Ta alloy with a high TC which allows to study in a broad temperature
range. For a complete understanding of the temperature dependent magnetic dead layers
measured at more temperatures need to be explored further. Amorphous CoFeB:Ta was
used in this work as a FM layer, however, for completeness it would also be interesting to
examine different amorphous materials or crystalline systems to identify magnetic dead layer
formations at interfaces. The magnetization depth-profiles obtained from measurements on
10 nm CoFeB:Ta films inform future studies on thinner films may enable understanding of
how two-dimensional ordering arises at finite film thickness.
To understand in more details the influence of interface structure in spin-pumping mech-
anism, again different material systems or crystallographic structures can be considered.
The combined thickness and crystal structure dependence of the g-factor has not previously
been considered, thus these dependencies of g-factor need to be studied in other material
systems. The difference in crystal structure at interface is important for pure spin-current,
however, spin polarized currents show no clear dependence in AMR measurements. Further
experimental and theoretical studies need to be performed to verify these results.
It is my sincere hope that this work would provide some useful insights for interfacial
effects in thin FM films.
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A
X-Ray Reflectivity of Thin-Films
Grazing incidence X-Ray reflectivity was performed for polycrystalline Co thin-films
with Cu and Ir overlayers and amorphous CoFeB:Ta thin-films deposited on Si/SiO2 and
GaAs(001) wafer substrates in order to confirm the layer thickness and estimate the roughness
from each interface. Measurements were performed at room-temperature using Rigaku
Smartlab reflectometer, as described in Section 3.3.2. All reflectivity measurements were
interpreted by fitting the measured specular reflectivity data using the GenX simulation
code [102] which utilizes the Parratt recursion formula for simulating specular reflectivity.
The parameters used to obtain the best fit simulations for Cu (left column) and Ir (right
column) overlayered thin-films with various Co thicknesses, and amorphous CoFeB:Ta
thin-films deposited on Si/SiO2 and GaAs(001) wafer substrates are provided in Table A.1
and Table A.2, respectively.
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Table A.1 Best fit parameters including thickness and roughness used in the simulation of
















































































































































































































































































































































































170 X-Ray Reflectivity of Thin-Films
Table A.2 Best fit parameters including thickness and roughness used in the simulation of
specular reflectivity of amorphous 10 nm CoFeB:Ta thin-films deposited onto Si/SiO2 and
GaAs(001) wafer substrates for PNR measurements CRISP Beamline.
Si/SiO2 Substrate GaAs(001) Substrate
tFM
(nm) Layers
Thickness
(nm)
Roughness
(nm)
tFM
(nm) Layers
Thickness
(nm)
Roughness
(nm)
10
Ta2O5
Ta
CoFeB:Ta
3.4 ± 0.5
2.2 ± 0.4
9.9 ± 0.5
4.5 ± 0.8
0.3 ± 0.2
0.2 ± 0.1
10
Ta2O5
Ta
CoFeB:Ta
3.3 ± 0.4
2.4 ± 0.2
9.7 ± 0.6
4.2 ± 0.5
0.3 ± 0.2
0.3 ± 0.1
